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Another important pillar of extending 

our institutional framework is the co-

operation with the Faculty of East Asian 

Studies of Ruhr University Bochum. 

The Alliance for Research on East Asia 

– (AREA) Ruhr – will start its new doc-

toral program in October 2017, finan-

cially supported by the Mercur Foun-

dation, with students already select-

ed. The structured three-year program 

on Transnational Institution Building 

and Transnational Identities in East 

Asia aims to advance knowledge on 

East Asian regional institution build-

ing, identity formation, and the interac-

tion between both processes through-

out history and today. Bochum’s Faculty 

and our institute understand this pro-

gram as a chance to engage with each 

other intensively, which will hopefully 

lead to further exciting projects in the 

future.

Finally, our institutional cooperation 

with the Käte Hamburger Kolleg / Cen-

tre for Global Cooperation Research in 

Duisburg is gaining momentum. As part 

of our newly established joined visiting 

fellow program, Alessandra Cappelletti 

(American University of Rome) has al-

ready stayed with us in early 2017, and 

her stay will lead to a research work-

shop strategic power without norma-

tive intentions: a new paradigm in inter-

national relations? the case of china in 

December 2017, while two new fellows, 

Gerald Chan (University of Auckland, 

New Zealand) and Charmaine Misa-

lucha- Willoughby (De La Salle Univer-

sity, Manila, Philippines) have settled 

recently and two more, Anja Jetschke 

(University of Göttingen, Germany) and 

Lishang Dong (University of Tartu, Es-

tonia) are to arrive at the beginning of 

the forthcoming academic year.

While the institutional setting is import-

ant, it is indeed people that make the 

difference. As the IN-EAST School of 

Advanced Studies has entered its sec-

ond phase, the new group of post-docs 

in charge of research areas encom-

passes Katharina Borgmann, Momoyo 

Hüstebeck, Beate Löffler, Mira Schüller 

and Deidre Sneep. Junior Professor 

Shuanping Dai, another research group 

leader of the first round, has success-

fully passed his mid-term evaluation 

and will also stay with us. Giulia C. Ro-

mano from the University of Paris has 

newly joined the group.

As our colleague Karen Shire enters 

her second year of a leave of absence, 

working at Ochanomizu University in 

Tokyo, Kyoko Shinozaki, who filled in 

for Karen as acting professor, has re-

ceived a professorship at the University 

of Salzburg in Austria. We congratulate 

Kyoko and thank her for great contribu-

tions to our institute and to the field of 

comparative sociology and Japanese 

society in particular. Takemitsu Mori-

kawa will follow her here at IN-EAST. 

He works on the interfaces between 

culture, society and philosophy, and 

has held positions at several universi-

ties, including the Universities of Kas-

sel, Heidelberg, Lucerne, Zurich, Basel, 

Vienna, Fribourg (CH), Freiburg (D) as 

well as Osaka University, Toyo Univer-

sity, Keio University and the Universi-

ty of Tokyo.

The following report will inform you, 

dear reader, about many other activi-

ties that have been going on during the 

past year. With respect to major confer-

ences hosted, I would just like to point 

out the Conference on mobility and the 

city of the Future of the German Asso-

ciation for Social Science Research on 

Japan, locally organized by Helmut De-

mes and Werner Pascha in November 

2016, and the Final Conference con-

cluding the first funding period of the 

IN-EAST School of Advanced Studies in 

February 2017 on innovation in east asia 

– e-mobility and urban systems. Writ-

ing in autumn 2017, we look forward to 

another major conference on the New 

Silk Road after two engaging earlier 

events, namely the Third Internation-

al Forum on the “new silk road” and si-

no-european cooperation in November 

2017, co-organized with the Fudan De-

velopment Institute (Fudan University), 

among others.

The institute would like to take this op-

portunity to thank all of our cooperation 

partners und supporters, both ideally 

and financially, in research and teach-

ing, within the university and beyond, 

for their continuous support and trust. 

Ending on a lighter note: The institute 

has thought hard about how to express 

its gratitude to partners and distin-

guished visitors. And we have come up 

with an idea: namely to collect delicious 

recipes for cakes and cookies, tapping 

deep into the experience and, hopefully, 

expertise of our multicultural institute 

community. The result, sweet in-east, 

has already left the printing shop, and 

we sincerely hope this will be another 

incentive for you, dear reader, to kindly 

continue your cooperation and support.

Werner Pascha

(director, in-east)

editorial

editorial

LE mit IN-EAST gespiegelt im LC

Foto: Harald Krähe

dear 
reader,

The academic year 2016/17 has been 

one of successful consolidation to-

wards realizing IN-EAST’s ambition of 

being one of Europe’s leading centers 

for higher education and research on 

contemporary East Asia. The Research 

Training Group of the German Research 

Foundation (DFG) on risk and east asia 

has made continuous progress, while 

the IN-East School of Advanced Stud-

ies on Innovation in East Asia, finan-

cially supported by a major grant from 

the German Federal Ministry of Edu-

cation and Research (BMBF) and pos-

itively evaluated, has entered its sec-

ond phase (2017 to 2019) with a focus 

on transnational innovation process-

es / institutional transfers in East Asia.

As for teaching activities, our forceful 

extension into contemporary Korean 

studies is taking shape. Thanks to our 

new language instructor Stefan Knoob, 

full-scale Korean language courses for 

both our bachelor and master students 

have commenced during the past ac-

ademic year. In addition, the Korea 

Foundation has kindly granted our ap-

plication to host a KF Visiting Profes-

sor during the academic year 2017/18. 

Professor Park Sang-young will join us 

from the Korea National University of 

Education; he holds a doctoral degree 

in political science from the University 

of Hawai’i at Manoa. Moreover, we are 

currently engaged in the process of se-

lecting a candidate for the newly erect-

ed professorship in east asian social 

sciences – korean studies, established 

by the Faculty of Social Sciences and 

IN-EAST.

Werner Pascha
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(director, in-east)   

                       

sponsors

sponsoren

it is a pleasure to acknowledge  
financial support by a  
number of funding agencies.  
our sincere thanks are due to:

l’agence national de la recherche

alumni und freunde der duisburger  
ostasienstudien e. V. (alfredo)

bertelsmann-stiftung
bertelsmann Foundation

brüsseler kreis

bundesanstalt für landwirtschaft und 
ernährung (ble)

bundesministerium für bildung und 
 forschung (bmbf)
Federal ministry of education and research

deutsche forschungsgemeinschaft (dfg)
German research Foundation

deutscher akademischer austausch- 
dienst (daad)

deutsch-Japanischer wirtschaftskreis 
(dJw)

fritz-thyssen-stiftung

goethe-institut tokyo

hanse-wissenschaftskolleg

Japan foundation center for global 
 partnership

Japan society for the promotion of 
science (Jsps)

konfuzius-institut metropole ruhr
confucius institute metropolis ruhr

korea foundation

stiftung mercator /  
mercator research center ruhr

ude-profilschwerpunkt  
wandel von  gegenwartsgesellschaften
ude main research area  
transformation of contemporary societies

Volkswagen-stiftung

Zentrum für interdisziplinäre forschung, 
universität bielefeld
center for interdisciplinary research, 
 bielefeld university
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aging and Care in Japan –  
study tour to Japan for soCial enterprises
alterunG und pFleGe in Japan –  
studienreise Für sozialunternehmen nach Japan

Rapid aging in Japan poses many chal-

lenges for care institutions and re-

quires technological and social inno-

vations to provide security. In order to 

gain insights into these challenges and 

possibly applying the results to Ger-

man institutions, a study tour to Japan 

was organized by Karen Shire and Vi

tali Heidt for a leading association of 

social enterprises between october 1 
until october 9, 2016.
The members of the study tour consist-

ed of 16 participants of the brüs se ler 

kreis, an association of European so-

cial enterprises who financed the study 

tour, IN-EAST members Professor Flo

rian Coulmas, Yuka Ando and GRK 

1613 doctoral candidate Benjamin Ra

be as well as Assistant Professor Peter 

Backhaus of Waseda University, Tokyo. 

All academic participants provided re-

markable insights into their respective 

research focus.

Following up on the workshop which 

IN-EAST professors Karen Shire and 

Florian Coulmas organized in February 

2016, the study tour to Japan provided 

insights into policy design and imple-

mentation of care for the elderly and 

disabled. It also focused on the usage 

of technology in care settings. In order 

to understand regional diversity and in-

novative approaches in care, one part 

of the study tour took place in Tokyo 

while the other was based in Nagano 

prefecture.

To begin with, officials of the Ministry of 

Health, Labour and Welfare illustrated 

changes in Japan’s demography, the 

necessity of the long-term care insur-

ance, its goals and as necessary re-

garded reforms towards community 

care, which are in the phase of imple-

mentation.

Care facilities for the elderly in Tokyo, 

such as San San Akasaka, as well as 

those for disabled people, Donmai 

Kōbō, were visited and their heads of 

administration pointed out the strate-

gies they developed and issues they are 

confronted with. By way of com-

parison, the Shakai Fukushi Kyo-

gikai care facilities for the elder-

ly in the small city Komagane- shi 

in Nagano prefecture were visit-

ed, where community care, in the 

sense of an integrated concept of 

local activation and interconnec-

tion of local actors and institu-

tions, is well established.     

Additionally, technology enterprises 

presented their innovations in various 

visits. Especially memorable: The Ory 

Laboratory introduced its communi-

cation device OriHime at the facility of 

NRW.invest (and the very helpful sup-

port of Georg Löer and his team, Ryu-

ji Sugizaki and Janina Diekmann) in To-

kyo, the Tokyo Institute of Technology 

its gait and walking assistance at the 

Yokohama campus and Cyberdyne the 

HAL exoskeleton at the Robo Care Cen-

ter Shonan.

vitali heidt

1     
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Xi’an, Stadtmauer 

(Ausstellung Mein Ostasien, 2016/17)

Foto: Klaus Eulenbach
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exhibition “my east asia”        
photoGraphs by klaus eulenbach  
and draWinGs / Water colors  
by beatrĲs brouWer

Starting at october 28, 2016, the exhi-

bition my east asia shows impressions 

from cities and countrysides in PR Chi-

na, Taiwan, Hong Kong and other lovely 

places by two students.

klaus eulenbach is enrolled as a stu-

dent of Modern East Asian Studies at 

the IN-EAST. His interest in electron-

ic product designs led him to photog-

raphy three years ago. For his year 

abroad in China he equipped himself 

with a micro-four-third camera to cap-

ture his impressions from a culturally 

truly rich country.

During his stay in Xi’an, he adopted to 

the contrasty lifestyle but also trav-

elled as much as time and budget al-

lowed. This exhibition is supposed to 

emphasize on the diversity of China: 

featuring incredibly modern architec-

ture, celebrating traditions and also 

taking in Western influences.

The photos shown are not a summa-

ry of China, but memories limited to 

the perspective of a single person that 

mostly wandered alone.

beatrijs brouwer is a freelance illus-

trator from the Netherlands.

After obtaining a BA in Chinese Studies 

from the University of Leeds she decid-

ed to face her fears of traditional char-

acters and enrolled in further language 

studies at National Chengchi Universi-

ty, Taipei where she almost immediate-

ly lost her camera. To record and share 

her whereabouts and experiences she 

started drawing even  more than be-

fore, putting up on her blog sketches of 

‘Zhengda’ campus, quick doodles of the 

incredible birds strutting outside her 

classrooms, and comics based on dor-

mitory life and Taipei encounters.

Much of the work shown here was 

scanned from the sketchbooks and 

journals she filled while studying in Tai-

wan, but there are also drawings from 

her trip to Japan and Korea in Spring 

2016.

Following her year in Taiwan she com-

pleted a MA in Chinese Literature from 

SOAS (School of Oriental and African 

Studies), London, worked in a literary 

agency specialising in world literature, 

and is now focussing on illustration.

3

Hong Kong / Photo: Klaus Eulenbach

Drawing: Beatrijs Brouwer

hello, good-bye and WelCome baCk                    
allJährliche GraduiertenFeier und WillkommensFest

IN-EAST graduates, family and friends, 

new students, returning BA students, 

IN-EAST staff and lecturers joined our 

graduation and welcome ceremony on 

october 28, 2016. At “Hello, Good-bye 

and Welcome Back!”, presented by Sa

rah Reimann and Dan T. Wichter, IN-

EAST had the pleasure of welcoming 

PhD candidates, Bachelor students 

and Master students from 18 differ-

ent countries. The annual event offered 

a perfect stage for graduates and stu-

dents to share their personal impres-

sions and experiences of studying at 

IN-EAST and in East Asia.

welcome back: Prof. Axel Klein, in 

charge of the IN-EAST Bachelor Pro-

gram, interviewed Klaus Eulenbach on 

stage, who had spent a year in Xi’an, 

and Lara Suraci, who had studied in 

Yokohama. Klaus Eulenbach also talk-

ed about his photographs that made up 

half of the new exhibition called “Mein 

Ostasien” in the hallways of IN-EAST. 

His pictures emphasize the diversity of 

China: featuring modern architecture, 

celebrating traditions and also taking 

in Western influences. The other half 

of the exhibition was contributed by 

Beatrijs Brouwer, a freelance illustra-

tor from the Netherlands who gave us 

the opportunity to exhibit drawings she 

made of Taiwan and other East Asian 

places.

good-bye! MA graduate Benjamin 

 Rabe looked back on the past two 

years he spent at IN-EAST for his Mas-

ter studies. In his speech he described 

what it is like to be a student at IN-

EAST. He and many other BA and MA 

graduates then received their certifi-

cates. We congratulate all of our grad-

uates on their achievements. We are 

proud of you and wish you all the best 

for your future careers!

alfredo award: The alumni associ-

ation AlFreDO (Alumni and Friends of 

the Duisburg East Asia Studies) gener-

ously supports IN-EAST students and 

graduates. This year, AlFreDO granted 

two awards: The AlFreDO Award for the 

best Bachelor thesis went to Anne Qiu. 

Anastasia Nikulina received the AlFre-

DO Award for the best Master thesis. 

On top of this, AlFreDO supports Hang 

Thanh Dang, student of the MEAS Mas-

ter program, with a scholarship.

music: The event also featured the sec-

ond generation setup of BAnd MOAS, 

the music project of IN-EAST students. 

Thomas Janzen, Raphael Viera Costa, 

Kevin Lesniewski and Cansu Öner pre-

sented a heavily rocking rendition of 

the inofficial anthem of the city of Duis-

burg, called “Duisburg – Du bist Du”.

2

Sarah Reimann, Klaus Eulenbach, Beatrijs Brouwer, Dan T. Wichter

Prof. Axel Klein and Lara Suraci
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german assoCiation for soCial sCienCe researCh 
(vsJf) annual meeting 2016        
vereiniGunG Für sozialWissenschaFtliche 
 JapanForschunG (vsJF)

How do people in urban areas live to-

gether? How do they commute to work? 

How do they maintain social interac-

tion? All these questions are related to 

the topic of mobility. The German As-

sociation for Social Science Research 

(VSJF) held its annual meeting in Duis-

burg on november 17–20, 2016. The 

IN-EAST and its Advanced School host-

ed the event that strived to contribute 

to the discussion on Mobility and the 

City of the Future. 80 participants from 

eight countries joined the conference at 

the University of Duisburg-Essen.

The annual workshop Gender studies 

on Japan started the event, followed 

by three days of keynotes, talks and 

presentations as well as a public pan-

el and section meetings. Five scientific 

panels ranged from topics surrounding 

the emergence of electric vehicles, the 

city as a sustainable living and working 

place to reflections on governance and 

planning perspectives on urban trans-

portation as well as challenges in the 

face of the super-aged society. One of 

the public panels was the annual Duis-

burg East Asia Day, focusing on mobil-

ity in metropolitan regions, the Great-

er Tokyo area and the Ruhr area (see 

sub-chapter above). Section meetings 

brought together researchers with a 

focus on History, Cultural and Media 

Studies, Education, Political Science, 

Science and Technology Studies, So-

ciology and Anthropology, Urban and 

Regional Studies, Economics to pres-

ent and discuss their research.

About the VSJF

The German Association for Social Sci-

ence Research on Japan (VSJF) was 

founded in 1988. Its general aim is to 

strengthen the study of contemporary 

Japan in the German-speaking coun-

tries, namely Switzerland, Austria, and 

Germany. The Association is conceived 

as a forum for researchers and stu-

dents from the fields of Japanese stud-

ies as well as from social sciences, in-

cluding cultural studies.

5mobility in metropolitan regions –        
tokyo and the ruhr area
20th duisburG east asia day 2016

The 20th annual East Asia Day at no-
vember 18, 2016 focused on  mobility in 

two metropolitan areas: Greater Tokyo 

and the Ruhrgebiet.

Despite being quite different in size, 

structure and historical development, 

they also share quite a few similarities: 

Both are the biggest economic areas in 

their respective countries with a rap-

idly aging population. The two regions 

face the enormous challenge of orga-

nizing the transportation of goods and 

people in a sustainable manner. The 

combustion engine driven car as most 

important mean of transport has al-

ready reached its limits.

The panelists, all renowned scholars 

in their field, addressed the following 

questions: How is the transport of peo-

ple and goods organized? What does 

the public and private transport infra-

structure look like and how further de-

veloped? How are new and old means 

of transport linked? How do the vari-

ous players in the transportation sec-

tor coordinate and cooperate with each 

other? How do inhabitants cope with 

(and survive) the growth in the vol-

ume of transport? How will factors 

such as structural economic change, 

the aging population, new techni-

cal  developments and environmental 

needs change mobility in metropolitan 

 areas?

Moderator: Kai Rüsberg, Journalist, 

Panelists: J. Alexander Schmidt, Pro-

fessor of City Planning and Urban De-

sign, Director Main Research Area Ur-

ban Systems, University of Duisburg- 

Essen, André Sorensen, Professor of 

Urban Geography, University of Toronto 

Scarborough, Mamoru Taniguchi, Pro-

fessor of Policy and Planning Sciences, 

Tsukuba University, HansWerner Weh

ling, Professor of Geography – Geogra-

phy of Old Industrialized Regions, Uni-

versity of Duisburg-Essen.

Before and after the panel discussion 

the supporting program attracted the 

auditorium:

•	 Driving	Simulator	(Mechatronik,	

UDE) / assisted driving

•	 Exoskeleton	(Cyberdyne	Care	Robot-

ics)

•	 Age	Simulation	Suit	GERT

•	 Rickshaw	(Initiative	Radeln	ohne	

 Alter)

•	 Cargo	bike	Dein-RUDOLF.de	(in	co-

operation with Zentrum für Logistik 

& Verkehr, UDE)

•	 “Bicycle	Highway	Ruhr”	–	Rad-

schnellweg Ruhr – RS 1 

(Metropoleruhr).

•	 Match	the	Maps	(Geographic	and	

schematic maps of subways and 

 regional trains).

4

Kai Rüsberg, J. Alexander Schmidt, Mamoru Taniguchi, André Sorensen, Hans-Werner Wehling
Age Simulation Suit GERT
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katastrophe wirtschaftlich erholt, ste-

he aber weiter vor Herausforderungen. 

„Mit Deutschland hat man gemeinsa-

me Interessen – etwa an einer liberalen 

Welthandelsordnung, die nach innen 

den sozialen Zusammenhalt nicht ge-

fährden will.“ Die Sicherheitspolitik und 

der demografische Wandel sind weite-

re Themen von beiderseitiger Bedeu-

tung. „Beide Länder können viel von-

einander lernen und auch in der Wis-

senschaft noch enger zusammenar-

beiten.“ Gauck hielt unter anderem ei-

ne wichtige Rede vor Studierenden der 

Waseda-Universität, in der er betonte, 

demokratische und freiheitliche Län-

der wie Japan und Deutschland müss-

ten diese Werte deutlich vertreten und 

die Voraussetzungen schaffen, sie in-

ternational zu fördern und zu verteidi-

gen. Begegnungen der Delegation fan-

den u. a. mit japanischen Wissenschaft-

lern statt, die sich der Aufarbeitung der 

Weltkriegszeit gewidmet haben und da-

von berichteten. Höhepunkt des Besu-

ches für die Delegationsteilnehmer war 

ein von Ministerpräsident Abe gegebe-

nes Abendessen.

June Workshop dfg graduiertenkolleg 1613/2
Juni-Workshop am dFG-GraduiertenkolleG 1613/2

The DFG Research Training Group 1613 

risk and east asia organized their An-

nual Preliminary Results Workshop at 

June 21–22, 2017. Students at the end 

of their second year, and returning 

from an 8–10 months fieldwork stay in 

East Asia, presented their fieldwork 

findings. All projects received con-

structive feedback which enabled them 

to further develop their research.

The GRK’s strong international collabo-

ration was manifest with the participa-

tion of Anna Vainio and Hai Guo, Ph. D. 

candidates from the University of 

Leeds who presented their research. 

Participants from the GRK and other 

IN-EAST staff in Duisburg included: 

Aimi Muranaka, Benjamin Rabe, Yu 

Zou, Lia Musitz, Connor Malloy, Antonia 

Hmaidi, Diana Schüler, Dominique Mi

guel Borm, Ying Ding, Lassi Laine, 

Ningjing Ge, Elizaveta Priupolina, and 

Jiajia Ma. In addition, many internation-

ally acclaimed researchers were pres-

ent: Fan Ke (Nanjing University), Alison 

Lamont (University of Leeds), Yilong Lu 

(Renmin University of China, Beijing), 

Kristin Surak (School of Oriental and 

African Studies (SOAS), University of 

London), Keping Yu (Peking University), 

and Ding xin Zhao (University of Chi-

cago).                

8

meyer-struCkmann-preis 2016  
an florian Coulmas verliehen
Florian coulmas received the  
meyer struckmann aWard 2016

Eine besondere Ehrung erfuhr Flori-

an Coulmas. Die Philosophische Fakul-

tät der Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düs-

seldorf verlieh ihm den Meyer-Struck-

mann-Preis im oktober 2016, der seit 

2006 alljährlich an einen herausragen-

den Vertreter der Geistes- und Sozial-

wissenschaften verliehen wird.

In seiner Laudation würdigte der  Dekan 

der Fakultät, Prof. Dr. Ulrich Rosar, 

 Florian Coulmas mit folgenden Wor-

ten: „… Im Wirken Florian Coulmas’ ver-

eint sich fachwissenschaftliche Exper-

tise auf höchstem Niveau mit wissen-

schaftlichen und daneben im besten 

Sinne populärwissenschaftlichen Ana-

lysen von hoher Lesbarkeit. Vor allem 

sein kritischer politischer Journalis-

mus ist dabei immer mit einem trocken 

humorigen Gestus gewürzt.

Die Meyer-Struckmann-Stiftung und 

die Philosophische Fakultät der HHU 

ehren Florian Coulmas daher als ei-

nen Wissenschaftler, der sich promi-

nent darum verdient gemacht hat, dass 

wir Japan und – im Spiegel dieser ost-

asiatischen Gesellschaft – uns selbst 

auf diese einzigartige multi-perspekti-

vische Weise kennen- und besser ver-

stehen gelernt haben.“

Werner pasCha begleitete den  
bundespräsidenten JoaChim gauCk naCh Japan
Werner pascha accompanied  
Federal president Joachim Gauck to Japan .    

Seit 155 Jahren schon pflegen Japan 

und Deutschland diplomatische Be-

ziehungen. Ihr Verhältnis ist freund-

schaftlich, die Interessen sind ähnlich. 

Vom 13. bis 18. november 2016 reis-

te der damalige Bundespräsident Joa

chim Gauck ins Land der aufgehenden 

Sonne und hat Prof. Dr. Werner  Pascha 

von der Universität Duisburg- Essen 

(UDE) in seine Delegation ein geladen. 

Gauck und seine Delegation besuchten 

Tokyo, Kyoto und Nagasaki. Die Reise 

sei zu  einem guten Zeitpunkt gekom-

men, findet Werner Pascha. Japan ha-

be sich fünf Jahre nach der Dreifach-

6

Ulrich Rosar, Anja Steinbeck (Rektorin der HHU), Florian Coulmas,Gert Kaiser (Vorsitzender der 
Meyer-Struckmann-Stiftung)     Foto: Wilfried Meyer 
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exhibition “Japorea”    
photos oF simi-versity betWeen Japan and south korea 
by Werner pascha

From July 11, 2017 the IN-EAST pre-

sents a new exhibition in its hallway: 

Japorea, photos by IN-EAST Professor 

werner pascha.
Is it Japan? Is it Korea? Is it Japorea? It 

is always easy to visualize the diversity 

between countries, like between Ger-

many and France or, indeed, between 

(South) Korea and Japan. However, 

there are also striking similarities. In-

deed, there is simi-versity.

For the pairs of photos in this exhibition, 

in some cases a few kana or hangul let-

ters will hint at the origin. Possibly, a 

landmark in the background serves 

as a clue. But surprisingly – or not so 

surprisingly? – often, it is not so easy. 

For instance, which of the photos of la-

dies with their dogs was taken in Tokyo, 

which in Seoul? And where do leisurely 

people use the stepping stones to cross 

a stream, at Cheonggyecheon in Seoul 

or Kamogawa in Kyoto? On the other 

hand: would an elderly lady in Japan 

really relax on a public bench during a 

hot day, like in one of the other photos 

in this exhibition?

So where do the similarities and differ-

ences come from, what are they, what 

do they imply? Obviously, the photos do 

not provide a satisfactory answer. They 

only want to raise awareness for such 

questions, to make us consider, some-

times re-consider and also appreciate 

as well as – hopefully – enjoy the rich-

ness of simi-versity.

Do they capture all the relevant as-

pects for such a comparative – dare we 

say transnational – view, which a care-

ful scholar would want to list? Certain-

ly not. There are almost no pictures 

from the countryside, for instance. The

motifs are based on a “convenience 

sample”, as the photos were taken as 

an aside during professional trips. Al-

most all of them originate from Tokyo 

and Seoul, Busan and Kyoto, during 

2010 and 2017. The lucky traveller, who 

found the time to take them, is werner 
pascha, Professor of East Asian Econ-

omy / Japan and Korea at the Institute 

of East Asian Studies and the Mercator 

School of Management at the Universi-

ty of Duisburg- Essen.
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Photos from Japan and South Korea by Werner Pascha

best emerging sCholar paper aWard  
for shuanping dai and guanzhong yang

Shuanping Dai and Guanzhong Yang 

 received the Best Emerging Schol-

ar Paper Award from the University of 

California, Berkeley at the 3rd Annu-

al World Open Innovation Conference, 

december 15–16, 2016, in Barcelona. 

Title of the paper: Does Social Induce-

ment Lead to Higher Open Innovation 

Investments? An Experimental Study.

outgoing baChelor students
bachelor-studierende Gehen in ihr auslandsJahr

Auch im Juli 2017 verabschiedeten wir 

erneut eine Kohorte von knapp 50 

BA-Studierenden, die kurz vor ihrem 

einjährigen Studienaufenthalt in Ost-

asien standen. Auf sie warteten zwei 

Semester an einer unserer Partner-

universitäten in China, Taiwan und Ja-

pan. Unterstützt wurden unsere Stu-

dierenden dabei erneut durch Mittel 

des DAAD-Programms baplus, mit dem 

zehn Stipendien finanziert werden 

konnten. Das Konfuzius-Institut Metro-

pole Ruhr konnte zehn weiteren unse-

rer BA-Studierenden das Studium in 

der Volksrepublik China finanziell und 

organisatorisch erleichtern.

9
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managing board
GeschäFtsFührunG

prof. dr. werner pascha
(Director / Direktor)

prof. dr. axel klein
(Deputy Director / Stellvertr. Direktor)

helmut demes
(Managing Director / Geschäftsführer)

board
vorstand

prof. dr. werner pascha
prof. dr. axel klein
prof. flemming christiansen, ph.d.
prof. dr. florian coulmas
Jun. prof. dr. shuanping dai
prof. dr. thomas heberer
prof. yuan li, ph.d.
Jun. prof. dr. tao liu
prof. dr. dr. nele noesselt
prof. karen shire, ph.d.
acting prof. kyoko shinozaki, ph.d., 
   habil.
prof. dr. markus taube
helmut demes (Non-voting Member /

beratendes Mitglied)

prof. dr. winfried flüchter (Associa-

ted Member / Assoziiertes Mitglied)

dr. timo heinrich, mohamed mansour 

(Research Associates’ Representative / 

Vertreter Wissenschaftliche Mitarbei-

ter), rita németh (Deputy / Stellver-

treterin)

maren mertens (Administrative Staff 

Representative / Vertreterin Adminis-

trative Beschäftigte), birgit geith (De-

puty / Stellvertreterin)

sarah möller, amelie erxleben (until 

06/2017), dicle alak, svenja hayk 

( since 07/2017) (Student Representa-

tives / Studentische Mitglieder)

board of trustees
kuratorium

dr. friederike bosse
Secretary General, Japanese-German 

Center Berlin /  

Generalsekretärin,  Ja pa nisch-Deutsches 

Zentrum Berlin (JDZB)

dr. gerhard eschenbaum
Deputy Executive Director, Head of 

 International Business Division, 

 Chamber of Commerce and Industries, 

Düsseldorf /  

Stellvertretender Hauptgeschäftsführer, 

Leiter der  Abteilung Außenwirtschaft, 

Industrie- und  Handelskammer Düssel-

dorf

dr. florian hesse
Executive Vice President & CFO, Huf 

Hülsbeck & Fürst GmbH & Co. KG /  

Geschäftsführer der Huf Hülsbeck & 

Fürst GmbH & Co. KG, Velbert

prof. dr. patrick köllner
Director / Direktor, GIGA Institute of 

 Asian Studies, Hamburg

matthias naß
DIE ZEIT, Hamburg

dirk petzold
Chairman, Alumni and Friends of East 

Asian Studies in Duisburg (AlFreDO) / 

Vorsitzender der Alumni und Freunde 

der Duisburger Ostasienstudien 

(AlFreDO) e.V.

Johannes pflug
Former Member of Parliament /  

Ehemaliges Mitglied des Deutschen 

Bundestages (SPD), Duisburg

thomas schlenz
Member of the Board / Mitglied des 

Vorstandes, ThyssenKrupp Steel 

 Europe AG, Duisburg

dr. dr. h. c. ruprecht Vondran
Honorary Chairman, German- Japan-

ese Economic Association / 

 Ehrenvorsitzender des Deutsch-Japa-

nischen Wirtschafts kreises (DJW), 

Düssel  dorf

sCientifiC  
advisory CounCil
WissenschaFtlicher 
 beirat

prof. dr. Verena blechinger-talcott
Professor of Japanese Politics and 

Economy, Director Graduate School of 

East Asian Studies (GEAS), Free Uni-

versity of Berlin /  

Professorin für Politik und Wirtschaft 

Japans, Direktorin der Graduate 

School of East Asian Studies (GEAS), 

Freie Universität Berlin

prof. dr. uta hohn
Chair Urban and Metropolitan Studies, 

Ruhr University Bochum /  

Lehrstuhl Internationale Stadt- und 

Metropolen entwicklung,  

Ruhr-Universität Bochum

prof. dr. sonja opper
Gad Rausing Professor,  

Institute of Eco nomic Research,  

School of Economics and Management, 

Lund University

prof. dr. ulrike schaede
Professor of Japanese Business, 

 Executive Director, Center on Global 

Transformations (CGT), School of Glo-

bal Policy and Strategy, University of 

California San Diego

prof. Xueguang Zhou, ph.d.
Professor of Sociology, Senior Fellow, 

Freeman Spogli Institute for Internati-

onal Studies, Stanford University

        

              

board and 
adVisors

vorstand,
kuratorium,

beirat
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  Buddha 
(Ausstellung Mein Ostasien, 2016/17)

Foto: Klaus Eulenbach
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Chairs and other Working fields
lehrstühle und andere arbeitsbereiche

soCial sCienCes of 
east asia / politiCal 
soCiology of China
(Faculty of Social Sciences)

sozialWissenschaFtliche 
ostasienstudien / politi-
sche sozioloGie chinas
(Fakultät für Gesellschaftswissen-

schaften)

Professor:

flemming christiansen, ph. d.
Research Associates:

dr. rumin luo (on leave until april 

2017; until July 2017)

oliver simon, ass. jur. (until Feb. 

2017)

Julia aristova, m. a. (since march 

2017)

Office:

nicole böttcher

 
Flemming christiansen rumin luo

 
oliver simon Julia aristova

nicole böttcher

modern east asian 
studies /  
Japanese politiCs
(Faculty of Social Sciences)

sozialWissenschaFtliche 
ostasienstudien /  
politik Japans
(Fakultät für Gesellschaftswissen-

schaften)

Professor:

dr. axel klein
Research Associates:

uta golze, m. a. (on leave)

dr. maik hendrik sprotte (oct. 2016 

– march 2017)

Office:

maren mertens, dipl.-betriebsw.
IN-EAST Welcome Office:

amelie erxleben, b. a. (until sept. 

2017)

kathrin kempken, b. a. (since sept. 

2017)

 
axel klein uta Golze

 
maik hendrik sprotte maren mertens 

 
amelie erxleben kathrin kempken

language instruCtors

Japanese:

yuka ando, m. a.
dr. yuko sugita
ryusuke takai, m. a.

Chinese:

dr. lun du
Korean:

dr. stefan knoob

part-time leCturer:
Japanese:

kayoko asada
miwa sakai-severin (since oct. 2016)

kinue sugita (since april 2017)

Chinese:

Xuepan wang

 
yuka ando ryusuke takai

 
lun du  stefan knoob

 
kayoko asada Xuepan Wang

1     

              

staff

personen

04 Tokyo Train People 
(Ausstellung Mein Ostasien, 2016/17)

Zeichnung: Beatrijs Brouwer 
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Comparative soCiology 
and Japanese soCiety
(Faculty of Social Sciences)

GesellschaFtsverGleich 
und GesellschaFt Japans
(Fakultät für Gesellschaftswissen-

schaften)

Professor:

karen a. shire, ph. d. (on leave since 

oct. 2016)

Acting Professor:

pd kyoko shinozaki, ph. d. (oct. 

2016 – July 2017)

Research Associates:

dr. birgit apitzsch (Inst. of  Sociology) 

(until april 2017)

dr. des. Vitali heidt, dipl.-reg.-wiss. 
(DFG GRK 1613 and Inst. of Sociology)

Judith hendricks, m. a. (Institute of 

Sociology) (since June 2017)

markus tünte, dipl.-soz.-wiss. 
(DFG Cross-Border Labor Markets 

and Institute of Sociology)

melanie wacker, m. a. (Institute of 

Sociology) (until Jan. 2017)

Office:

nicole böttcher

 
karen shire kyoko shinozaki

 
birgit apitzsch vitali heidt

 
Judith hendricks markus tünte

 
melanie Wacker nicole böttcher

east asian eConomiC 
studies / China
(Mercator School of Management;  

Faculty of Business Administration)

ostasienWirtschaFt /  
china
(mercator school of manangement;  

Fakultät für betriebs- 

wirtschaftslehre)

Professor:

dr. markus taube
Junior Professor:

dr. shuanping dai
Research Associates:

antonia hmaidi, m. a.
Office:

andrea werry

 
markus taube shuanping dai

 
antonia hmaidi andrea Werry

senior professors  
and emeriti
senior-proFessoren und 
proFessoren/dozenten im 
ruhestand

Senior Professor:

dr. florian coulmas  

(Japanese Society and Socio-

linguistics – Gesellschaft Japans 

und Sozio linguistik)

Office:

petra klöckner

 
Florian coulmas petra klöckner

Senior Professor:

dr. thomas heberer  

(Politics and Society China –   

Politik und Gesellschaft Chinas)

Research Associates:

dr. ting guan (DFG-funded) (until 

June 2017)

dr. anna shpakovskaya (since  July 

2017)

Office:

maren mertens, dipl.-betriebsw.

 
thomas heberer ting Guan

 
anna shpakovskaya maren mertens

Professor emeritus:

dr. winfried flüchter  

(Human  Geography / Regional Geog-

raphy of East and Southeast Asia – 

Kultur geogra phie /Regionale Geo-

gra phie Ost- und Süd ost asiens)

Part-time Lecturer:

dr. helmut schneider

 
Winfried Flüchter helmut schneider

east asian  
eConomiC studies
(Mercator School of Manangement; 

Faculty of Business Administration)

WirtschaFts- 
WissenschaFtliche  
ostasienstudien
(mercator school of manangement; 

 Fakultät für betriebs- 

wirtschaftslehre)

Acting Professor:

yuan li, ph. d.
Office:

kornelia apholz

yuan li

Comparative  
soCiology / China
(Faculty of Social Sciences)

GesellschaFtsverGleich / 
china
(Fakultät für Gesellschaftswissen-

schaften)

Junior Professor:

dr. tao liu
Office:

nicole böttcher

 
tao liu nicole böttcher

politiCs of east asia / 
China
(Faculty of Social Sciences)

politik ostasiens / china
(Fakultät für Gesellschaftswissen-

schaften)

Professor:

dr. dr. nele noesselt
Research Associates:

lia musitz, mag., b. a.
elizaveta priupolina, m. a. (since 

Feb. 2017)

nina rotermund, m. a., ll. m., ll. m. 
(until July 2017) 

lukas witt, m. a. (until June 2017)

Office:

maren mertens, dipl.-betriebsw.

 
nele noesselt lia musitz

 
elizaveta priupolina  nina rotermund

maren mertens

east asian eConomiC 
studies / Japan & korea
(Mercator School of Management; 

 Faculty of Business Administration)

ostasienWirtschaFt / 
 Japan & korea
(mercator school of manangement;  

Fakultät für betriebs- 

wirtschaftslehre)

Professor:

dr. werner pascha
Research Associates:

tobias fausten, m. a. (since april 

2017)

stephanie krebs, dipl.-reg.-wiss. 
(until oct. 2016)

mohamed mansour, m. sc.
mihaela suhalitca, m. a.
miriam wendel, m. sc.

Office:

annemarie tappert, m. a.

 
Werner pascha tobias Fausten

 
stephanie krebs  mohamed mansour

 
mihaela suhalitca miriam Wendel

annemarie tappert
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     in-east sChool of  advanCed studies

Director:

prof. dr. markus taube
Mentors:

prof. dr. Jeannette brosig-koch
prof. flemming christiansen, ph. d.
prof. dr. florian coulmas
prof. dr. ferdinand dudenhöffer
prof. dr. Jens martin gurr
prof. dr. thomas heberer
prof. dr. axel klein
prof. dr. werner pascha
prof. dr. heike proff
prof. dr. J. alexander schmidt
prof. dr.-ing. dieter schramm
prof. karen shire, ph. d.

Managing Director:

helmut demes, dipl.-Vw.
Coordinator:

birgit geith, dipl.-kffr.
Office:

melanie Ziegert (until nov. 2016)

Research Fellow:

marcus conlé, dipl.-reg.-wiss. (until march 2017)

Postdoctoral Research Fellows:

giulia romano, ph. d. (since april 2017)

silke werth, ph. d. (april–June 2017)

Research Group 1   Innovation and the Chinese Economy

Post-doc:

Jun. prof. dr. shuanping dai
Doctoral Fellows:

aleksandra davydova, m. a. (until march 2017)

yang liu, b. a. (until march 2017)

Research Group 2   Political Innovation in East Asian Cities

Post-doc:

dr. momoyo hüstebeck
Doctoral Fellows:

youngah guahk, m. a. (until Feb. 2017)

weijing le, m. a. (until march 2017)

Research Group 3   Instiutional Innovations in East Asian 

 Energy Markets

Post-doc:

paul scalise, ph. d. (until march 2017)

Doctoral Fellows:

Julia aristova, m. a. (until Feb. 2017)

Xiaoli lin, m. sc.

  
markus taube Jeannette brosig-koch Ferdinand dudenhöffer

  
Jens martin Gurr heike proff J. alexander schmidt

  
dieter schramm birgit Geith melanie ziegert

  
marcus conlé Giulia romano silke Werth

  
shuanping dai aleksandra davydova yang liu

  
momoyo hüstebeck youngah Guahk Weijing le

  
paul scalise Julia aristova Xiaoli lin

     dfg researCh training group 1613/2 risk and east asia
dFG GraduiertenkolleG 1613/2 risk and east asia

Speaker:

prof. flemming christiansen, ph. d.
Participating Scientists:

prof. dr. Jeannette brosig-koch
prof. dr. florian coulmas
prof. dr. winfried flüchter
prof. dr. thomas heberer
prof. dr. werner pascha
prof. karen shire, ph. d.
prof. dr. markus taube

Coordinator:

Vinita samarasinghe
Office:

melanie Ziegert (until nov. 2016)

Post-docs:

kei takata, ph. d.
dr. rumin luo (on leave until april 2017; until July 2017)

Doctoral Fellows, Cohort 2010:

stephanie bräuer, m. a. (affiliated)

magnus dau, m. a. (affiliated)

iva ognjanovic, m. a. (affiliated)

Doctoral Fellows, Cohort 2011:

stenya melnikova, m. a. (affiliated)

anna shpakovskaya, m. a. (until June 2017)

Doctoral Fellows, Cohort 2014:

huijie chu, m. a.
ningjing ge, m. a. (DAAD scholar)

yao lu, m. a.
dominique miguel borm, m. a. (DAAD scholar)

hongjin oh, m. a.
Zi wang, m. a.
yu Zou, m. a.

Doctoral Fellows, Cohort 2015:

ying ding, m. a. (DAAD scholar)

lassi laine, m. a. (DAAD scholar)

connor malloy, m. a.
aimi muranaka, m. a.
benjamin rabe, m. a.
diana schüler, m. sc.

Doctoral Fellow, Cohort 2016:

Jiajia ma, m. a. (since oct. 2016)

  
Flemming christiansen vinita samarasinghe melanie ziegert

  
kei takata rumin luo stephanie bräuer

  
magnus dau iva ognjanovic stenya melnikova

  
anna shpakovskaya huijie chu ningjing Ge

  
yao lu dominique miguel borm hongjin oh

  
zi Wang yu zou ying ding

  
lassi laine connor malloy aimi muranaka

  
benjamin rabe diana schüler Jiajia ma
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visiting sCholars    
GastWissenschaFtler2

dr. yuejun li, Research Department World development and 

strategies of the Central Compilation and Translation Bureau, 

Beijing, June 2016 – June 2017

prof. dr. Jianxing yu, Dean, School of Public Administration, 

Zhejiang University, Hangzhou (funded by DFG Graduierten-

kolleg risk and east asia), December 2016 – January 2017

dr. yongdong shen, University of Oslo, Department of Culture 

Studies and Oriental Languages, December 2016

dr. alessandra cappelletti, American University of Rome 

(Joint Visiting Research Fellow of Käte Hamburger Kolleg and 

Institute of East Asian Studies), October 2016 – March 2017

prof. dr. ulrike schaede, University of California San Diego, 

Japan Forum for Innovation and Technology,  

January 23 – February 8, 2017

moriki terada, ph. d., Okayama University of Science ( Visiting 

 Researcher of the DFG Graduiertenkolleg risk and east asia), 

March 2017

prof. dingxin Zhao, University of Chicago (Visiting 

 Researcher of the DFG Graduiertenkolleg risk and east asia),  

May 9 – June 23, 2017

prof. yilong lu, School of Sociology and Population Studies, 

Renmin University of China, Beijing (Visiting Researcher of the 

DFG Graduiertenkolleg risk and east asia), May 20 – July 10, 

2017

prof. dr. dongya huang, Institute of Political Science, Sun 

Yat-sen University, Guangzhou (funded by DAAD and DFG 

Graduiertenkolleg risk and east asia), July–September 2017

dr. weisha Zhang, Dozentin für vergleichende Literatur und 

deutsche Sprache at the University of Electronic Science and 

Technology of China (UESTC), Chengdu (Bundes kanzler-

stipendiatin, Humboldt Stiftung, adviser: Thomas Heberer),  

since September 2017

prof. gerald chan, ph. d., University of Auckland (Joint Visit-

ing Research Fellow of Käte Hamburger Kolleg and Institute 

of East Asian Studies), September 2017 – March 2018

dr. charmaine misalucha-willoughby, De La Salle Universi-

ty, Manila (Joint Visiting Research Fellow of Käte Hamburger 

Kolleg and Institute of East Asian Studies),  

September 2017 – March 2018

  
yuejun li Jianxing yu yongdong shen

  
alessandra cappelletti ulrike schaede moriki terada

  
dingxin zhao yilong lu huang dongya

  
Weisha zhang Gerald chan charmaine m.-Willoughby

     Research Group 4   Urban Systems in East Asia

Post-doc:

dr. beate löffler, dipl.-ing. (fh) (until march 2017)

Doctoral Fellows:

katharina borgmann, dipl.-ing.
deirdre sneep, m. a. (until march 2017)

Research Group 5   Behavioral Economics and East Asia

Post-doc:

dr. timo heinrich (until June 2017)

Doctoral Fellows:

alexander haering, b. sc. (until march 2017)

guanzhong yang, dipl.-Vw. (until march 2017)

Research Group 6   E-mobility in Asia and Europe

Post-docs:

dr. roman bartnik (until oct. 2016)

dr. yuanyuan Zhang (Jan.–mar. 2017)

Doctoral Fellows:

nicole schleiffer, m. sc. (until march 2017)

mira schüller, m. sc.

  
beate löffler katharina borgmann deirdre sneep

  
timo heinrich alexander haering Guanzhong yang

  
yuanyuan zhang nicole schleiffer mira schüller

management / serviCe staff in-east
manaGement / service-mitarbeiter in-east

Managing Director:

helmut demes, dipl.-Volksw.
Management Assistant:

dan takayama wichter, dipl.-reg. jap.
MA Programs Coordinator:

melanie wacker, m. a. (since Jan. 2017)

Event Management:

stefanie ridder
Public Relations:

sarah reimann, m.  a. (until march 2017)

Graphics/Cartography:

harald krähe, dipl.-ing. (fh)
IT Consultant:

Julian kut (until march 2017)

Librarian:

rita németh, m.a., dipl.-Übers.

  
helmut demes dan takayama Wichter melanie Wacker

  
stefanie ridder sarah reimann harald krähe

 
Julian kut rita németh
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introduCtion

During the third year of the second 

funding period, completion of 2 disser-

tations, visits by guest professors, new 

publications, and advancements in re-

search, were seen.

The sections below present the mem-

bers, new and old, of the Research 

Training Group, the course program, 

research and training activities and 

the progress of the individual  projects 

within the four (slightly altered) sub-

themes of the research program: Mar-

ket Transformations, Social Organiza-

tions, Central-Local Interaction, Trans-

nationalization.

 
people

The second round of funding is headed 

by speaker Prof. Dr. Flemming Chris-

tiansen. During the academic year 

2015/16 the Research Training Group 

consisted of 19 Doctoral Fellows (11  

DFG stipends, 4 DAAD stipends, 4 affil-

iates) and 2 Postdoctoral Fellows. The 

research program is now led by eight 

participating scientists: prof. dr. Jean-
nette brosig-koch (Quantitative Eco-

nomic Policy), prof. flemming chris-
tiansen, ph. d. (Political Sociology/Chi-

na), prof. dr. florian coulmas (Jap-

anese Society and Sociolinguistics), 

prof. dr. winfried flüchter (Geogra-

phy/Japan), prof. dr. thomas hebe-
rer (Politics/ China), prof. dr. werner 
pascha (Economics/Japan), prof. ka-
ren shire, ph. d. (Sociology/Japan), 

and prof. dr. markus taube (Econom-

ics/China).

governing board
vorstand

prof. flemming christiansen, ph.d.  
(Speaker)

prof. karen shire, ph.d. 
(Deputy Speaker)

prof. dr. markus taube
(Deputy Speaker)

dr. kei takata
(Post-doc Representative)

aimi muranaka
(PhD Fellow Representative)

diana schüler
(PhD Fellow Representative)

helmut demes (Non-voting member)

Vinita samarasinghe (Non-voting 

member)

doCtoral felloWs

The current Doctoral Fellows are: ste-
phanie bräuer (M. A. University of Leip-

zig, affiliated), huijie chu (M. A. Wa-

seda University, Tokyo), magnus dau 

(M. A. University of Marburg, affiliated), 

ying ding (M. A. King’s College, London, 

DAAD scholar), ningjing ge (M. A. Uni-

versity of Macau, DAAD scholar), las-
si laine (M. A. University of Würzburg, 

DAAD scholar), yao lu (M. A. Southwest 

University, Chong qing), Jiajia ma (M. A. 

University of Duisburg-Essen), connor 
malloy (M. A. University of Duis burg-

Essen), stenya melnikova (M. A. Uni-

versity of Duis burg- Essen,  affiliated), 

dominique miguel borm (M. A. Ghent 

University, DAAD scholar), aimi mu-
ranaka (M. A. The Graduate Institute 

Geneva), iva ognjanovic (M. A. Universi-

ty of Duis burg-Essen, affiliated), hong-
jin oh (M. A. Fukuoka Prefectural Uni-

versity), benjamin rabe (M. A. Univer-

sity of Duisburg-Essen), diana schüler 

(M. Sc. University of Bonn), anna shpa-
kovskaya (M. A. Shanghai University) 

(until June 2017), Zi wang (M. A. Scien-

ces Po, Paris), and yu Zou (M. A. Univer-

sity of Bremen). Most of the Doctoral 

Fellows appointed in 2011 and later are 

currently completing their dissertation 

manuscripts.

Two Doctoral Fellows successfully de-

fended their thesis in the academic 

year 2016/17: anna shpakovskaya and 

Vitali heidt.

postdoCtoral sCholars

kei takata, ph. d. (Ph.  D. New School 

for Social Research, New York) contin-

ued working as a Postdoctoral Scholar 

at the GRK.

Post-doc dr. rumin luo returned from 

maternity leave in May 2017, but left the 

IN-EAST in July 2017.

guest researChers

chenggang Xu (Cheung Kong Gradu-

ate School of Business, Beijing), Octo-

ber 15–30, 2016

bayar nasan (Inner Mongolia Universi-

ty, Hohhot), November 1–26, 2016

bingqin li (University of New South 

Wales, Sydney), December 1–16, 2017

Jianxing yu (Zhejiang University, Hang-

zhou), December 1, 2016 – Jan. 16, 2017

dingxin Zhao (University of Chicago), 

May 9 – June 23, 2017

yilong lu (Renmin University of China, 

Beijing), May 20 – July 10, 2017

fan ke (Nanjing University), June 15 – 

July 15, 2017

keping yu (Peking University), June 17–

23, 2017

dongya huang (Sun Yat-sen Universi-

ty, Guangzhou), July 2 – August 30, 2017

peng lu (Chinese Academy of Social 

Sciences, Beijing), July 23 – August 12, 

2017.
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researCh and training  
Workshops

the frontier of north-
east asian industrial-
ization: the long per-
speCtive (1895–noW)

This workshop on november 14, 2016 

was a joint project of the GRK 1613 risk 

and east asia, IN-EAST, University of 

Duisburg-Essen and the Ruhr Universi-

ty Bochum. Participants included:  Julia 

Aristova (School of Advanced Studies, 

IN-EAST), Dr. Alessandra Cappellet

ti (The American University of Rome, 

Käte Hamburger Kolleg, University 

of Duisburg-Essen), Prof. Flemming 

Christiansen (IN–EAST), Dr. Katarzy

na Golik (Polish Academy of Sciences, 

Warzaw, Central Statistical Office of Po-

land, Warsaw), Prof. Tao Liu (IN–EAST), 

Prof. Christine MollMurata (Ruhr Uni-

versity Bochum), Prof. Nasan Bayar (In-

ner Mongolia University, Hohhot).

february retreat 2017

This year’s February Retreat took place 

in Akasaka, Tokyo, on february 20–22, 
2017. 10 Ph. D. students and 7 faculty 

members gathered to discuss the Ph. D. 

fellows’ interim fieldwork reports with 

the kind support of the Goethe Institute 

and DFG Tokyo. Ph. D. fellows: Aimi Mu

ranaka, Benjamin Rabe, Diana Schüler, 

Ningjing Ge, Dominique Miguel Borm, 

Connor Malloy and Yu Zou presented 

their fieldwork findings. They reported 

on their progress and experiences in 

Japan, China and South Korea, includ-

ing difficulties faced while conducting 

fieldwork in East Asia. In response, fac-

ulty members, who are experts in East 

Asian studies, provided useful feed-

back and gave practical advice and 

useful perspectives to shift or readjust 

the direction of the students’ plans to 

make the second half of their fieldwork 

fruitful and productive.

On the final day of the retreat Ying Ding, 

Lassi Laine and Jiajia Ma presented 

their research and fieldwork plans that 

was to begin in China soon after the re-

treat. Professor Cheng Zhi (Kicengge) 

Ph. D. from Otemon Gakuin University 

in Osaka was welcomed at the retreat.

Overall, the February Retreat was a 

valuable opportunity for fellows to re-

flect on the first half of their experience 

and to keep them on track for the latter 

part of their research.

June Workshop – 
 preliminary  results 
Workshop

The DFG Research Training Group 1613 

risk and east asia organized their An-

nual Preliminary Results Workshop at 

June 21–22, 2017. Students at the end 

of their second year, and returning from 

an 8–10 months fieldwork stay in East 

Asia, presented their fieldwork find-

ings. All projects received constructive 

feedback which enabled them to fur-

ther develop their research.

The GRK’s strong international col-

laboration was manifest with the par-

ticipation of Anna Vainio and Hai Guo, 

Ph. D. candidates from the Universi-

ty of Leeds who presented their re-

search. Participants from the GRK and 

other IN-EAST staff in Duisburg includ-

ed: Aimi Muranaka, Benjamin Rabe, Yu 

Zou, Lia Musitz, Connor Malloy, Anto

nia Hmaidi, Diana Schüler, Dominique 

Miguel Borm, Ying Ding, Lassi Laine, 

Ningjing Ge, Elizaveta Priupolina, and

3researCh students

In 2016/17 four Research Students 

(hang dang, pinar karahan, elisabeth 
kiene, the phuong nguyen) were re-

cruited from the MA programs in East 

Asian Studies to join the Research 

Training Group. Research Stu dents are 

assigned to assist the post- doctoral re-

search actitivities.

Course program (researCh forum)
Winter term 2016/17, summer term 2017

The program included talks by Guest 

Professors of the grk 1613 and invit-

ed lectures within the Research Train-

ing Group Research Forum, jointly or-

ganized with the IN-EAST School of Ad-

vanced Studies.

chenggang Xu (Professor, Cheung 

Kong Graduate School of Business, Bei-

jing): Political Economy of Making an Au-

thoritarian Constitution: The Case of Chi-

na (October 26, 2016)

bayar nasan (Professor, School of Eth-

nology and Sociology, Inner Mongolia 

University, Hohhot): An Unofficial Dis-

course of Ethnicity in Inner Mongolia, 

China (November 11, 2016)

katarzyna golik (Institute of Political 

Studies, Polish Academy of Sciences, 

Warsaw): Dependent Development of 

Mongolia – what alternatives can be pro-

posed? (November 15, 2016)

maria danilovich (International Re-

lations Department, Belarusian State 

University, Minsk): Tightening the Silk 

Road Belt: Challenges and Opportunities 

(November 23, 2016)

bingqin li (Social Policy Research 

Center, University of New South Wales, 

Sydney): Housing, Care and Intergener-

ational Exchange in China (December 14, 

2016)

Jianxing yu (Dean, School for Pub-

lic Management, Zhejiang Universi-

ty, Hangzhou): Mapping Local Govern-

ments’ Innovations in the Xi Era (Decem-

ber 15, 2016)

maggi leung (Associate Professor, 

Faculty of Geosciences, Utrecht Uni-

versity): Internationalization of High-

er Education and Research as a Devel-

opment Strategy in China: Opportunities 

and Risks (January 25, 2017)

king lun ngok (Professor, School of 

Government / Center for Public Admin-

istration Research, Sun Yat-sen Uni-

versity, Guangzhou): China’s Social Turn 

and Social Policy Expansion in the New 

Century: Toward A New Welfare Regime? 

(February 8, 2017)

Qian wang (Director, Department of Fi-

nance, Economics School of Jilin Uni-

versity, Changchun): The Effectiveness 

of the Emission Trading Scheme on Car-

bon Emissions Reduction: Evidence from 

China (February 14, 2017)

misook lee (Assistant Professor, Inte-

grated Human Sciences Program for 

Cultural Diversity, University of Tokyo): 

Transnational Communicative Networks 

in South Korea’s Democratization Move-

ment in the 1970s and 80s: Focusing on 

the Japan-Korea Solidarity Movement 

(May 3, 2017)

yanfei sun (Associate Professor, De-

partment of Sociology, Zheijiang Uni-

versity, Hangzhou): Twists of Fate:  

Growth Trajectories of Catholicism and 

Protestantism in Modern China Com-

pared (May 17, 2017)

dingxin Zhao (Professor, University of 

Chicago;. Director, Center for Advanced 

Studies in Humanities and Social Sci-

ences, Zhejiang University, Hangzhou): 

Confucian-Legalist State, and Patterns 

of Social Change (May 31, 2017)

yilong lu (Professor, School of Sociol-

ogy and Population Studies, Renmin 

University of China, Beijing): The Com-

ing of Post-earthbound China (June 7, 

2017)

fan ke (Professor, Anthropology Insti-

tute, Nanjing University): Fredrik Barth 

and Paradigm Change in Chinese Ethnol-

ogy (June 27, 2017)

sarah eaton (Professor, Institute of So-

ciology, University of Göttingen): Eco-

system Governance in China: Incentive 

Structures and Adaptive State Capacity 

(July 5, 2017)

hsinlun yu (Inner Mongolia University, 

Hohhot): Being Forced to be Herdsmen: 

The Process of Modernization of Evenki 

Hunters under the State Power of China 

(July 10, 2017)

Zhongyuan enoch wang (Universi-

ty of Leiden): Coaching Representation: 

Congressional Trainings in China’s Sin-

gle-Party Regime (July 12, 2017)

peng lu (Chinese Academy of Social 

Sciences, Beijing): Cadre Parents and 

Their Children for Business? The Dual- 

Track Intergenerational Reproduction of 

Elites in China, 1978–2010 (July 26, 2017)

mahito hayashi (Kinjo Gakuin Univer-

sity, Nagoya): Labor/Poverty Politics 

against the Japanese Developmental 

State: De-Nationalization after 1945, Na-

tionalization by New Actors (September 

18, 2017)

2
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their connections with the government. 

The first aspect is based on the change 

of information disclosure policy. The 

second on politically-connected firms 

that gain benefits from the government 

thus, leading them to make unreason-

able investment decisions in the capi-

tal markets, regarding political connec-

tions as an informal institution.

stenya melnikova 
Corporate Governance of Chinese 
National Oil Companies within 
the Model of Multiple Principals – 
One Agent

Within the past 50 years Chinese oil 

companies have undergone transfor-

mation from local ministries to influen-

tial modern corporations. The process 

of corporatization and privatization that 

started with the beginning of Economic 

reforms in China has led certain com-

panies to listing in 2000s. The corpo-

rate governance of Chinese national oil 

companies (NOC) got influenced by two 

main factors: after listing they got pri-

vate shareholders (and the amount of 

their shares grow), and their interna-

tional activities have driven attention to 

corporate’s internal practices (informa-

tional disclosure, protecting of minor 

shareholders, etc.). Therefore Chinese 

NOCs’ management became an agent 

that has to subordinate two principals 

– the State as a major shareholder and 

private investors as the second share-

holder. Are the interests of these two 

shareholders ally or oppose? How can 

management of the company subordi-

nate to two principals? Will one prin-

cipal be disregarded? All these ques-

tions Stenya is intending to answer in 

her thesis.

hongJin oh 
A Study on the Socialization Level 
of People Care According to the 
Character of Service Provider

The position of the debate: This study 

joins discussions about ‘care’, and 

‘transformation of the East Asian wel-

fare regime’ by a comparative per-

spective between Japan and South Ko-

rea cases. It focuses on the formation 

and development of both countries’ 

child and elderly care policies after the 

2000s.

The expected result: This study con-

structs an overview of Japanese and 

South Korean institutional mechanisms 

of social care, and draws out the impli-

cation of core-driving discourses to the 

social care provision in two countries’ 

welfare state nexus.

Backgrounds: A shared character of 

East Asian industrial societies, which 

have achieved rapid economic growth 

by strong state leadership, is the ne-

cessity of urgent adaptation for estab-

lishing extraordinarily efficient wel-

fare arrangements by comparison with 

Western experiences. This challenge, 

however, concurrently faces the aus-

terity era of welfare state, which means 

that the establishing of welfare state in 

East Asian countries necessarily needs 

to negotiate with national econom-

ic strategies. On the other hand, the 

‘new social risks’ in terms of caregiving 

are especially prevalent in East Asian 

countries, where employment and de-

mographic changes are strongly im-

pacting women’s paid and unpaid la-

bour. Under these circumstances. Jap-

anese and South Korean welfare states 

have taken on a market-oriented and 

maximizing of family capacity strategy 

since the 2000s.

benJamin rabe 
The Effects of International Co-
operation on Japanese Regional 
Innovation Clusters in the High-
Tech Sector

This research on the Japanese New Ro-

bot Strategy (NRS) looks at the impact 

of technological innovation on institu-

tions in two ways. The first address-

es how institutional environments in-

fluence the shape of technologies; and 

the second looks at how the implemen-

tation of robotics induces further insti-

tutional changes. Utilizing the compet-

itive advantages of the domestic robot-

ics industry and Japan’s world leading 

R & D in the sector, the new compre-

hensive strategy of 2015 declares ro-

botics as a pillar for economic revital-

ization. The main targets of the strat-

egy are linking public and private re-

search, adjusting regulations to facili-

tate the implementation of new prod-

ucts, improving the availability of cap-

ital to start-ups and SME, and imple-

menting an incentive system encourag-

ing roboticists to develop devices com-

patible to the target areas which the 

government has selected. These poli-

cies aim to create a nurturing environ-

ment for indigenous technological in-

novation. Regarding the two research 

foci, the NRS will influence the devel-

opment of robots by transforming pre-

viously established supportive struc-

tures (e. g. “Robot Special Zones”) and 

may change roboticists’ agendas. With 

this development, the future impact of 

the implementation of robotics devel-

oped under this new strategy must be 

studied anew, leading to my second re-

search focus.

Presentations

(with Karen Shire and Vitali Heidt) So-

cial Innovations with Robotics in Elder-

care in Japan and Germany. – Japanese 

and German Cutting Edge Technologies 

for Patient Care. First NRW-Fukushima 

Joint Symposium on Advances in Medi-

cine, Essen, September 1–2, 2016.

Ready for the Robot Revolution – Ja-

pan’s Attempts to Solve Societal Issues 

by the Implementation of Advanced Ro-

botics. – Third International Conference 

on Universal Village, Nagoya, October 

6–8, 2016.

The Institutional Impact of Japan’s New 

Robot Strategy: Technology Develop-

ment in Regional Systems of Innova-

tion. – German Association for Social 

Science Research on Japan (VSJF) An-

nual Meeting 2016 mobility and the city 

of the Future, Duisburg, November 18–

20, 2017.

The Changing Composition of Actors in 

Japanese Regional Innovation Systems. 

– Society for the Advancement of So-

cio-economics (SASE) Annual Confer-

ence What’s next? disruptive/collabora-

Jiajia Ma. In addition, many internation-

ally acclaimed researchers were pres-

ent: Fan Ke (Nanjing University), Alison 

Lamont (University of Leeds), Yilong Lu 

(Renmin University of China, Beijing), 

Kristin Surak (School of Oriental and 

African Studies (SOAS), University of 

London), Keping Yu (Peking University), 

and Ding xin Zhao (University of Chi-

cago).

atlas.ti Workshop

Continuing in our tradition of offering 

our Ph. D. students a solid background 

in statistical methods, a workshop was 

organized to introduce the students to 

the statistical package atlas.ti. This 

workshop took place at the University 

of Duisburg-Essen’s Duisburg campus 

on July 6–7, 2017 and was conducted 

by Dr. Petra Guasti from the Institute of 

Political Science, University of Frank-

furt.

 
researCh program

With the program in full swing the Re-

search Training Group focused on two 

main topics: The finishing of the disser-

tations of cohort 4 and the fine-tuning 

of the dissertation projects of cohort 5. 

The projects and activities are report-

ed here by sub-theme of the research 

program.

sub-theme  
marketization / market 
transformations

The strengthening of market mecha-

nisms as the predominant means to 

organize the economic interaction be-

tween social actors is one of the stron-

gest processes of contemporary glob-

al change. In its most visible form ‘mar-

ketization’ manifests itself in the trans-

formation processes in which central-

ly planned economies like China are 

reorganizing themselves into mar-

ket-based economies. Marketization 

covers the transition to a market econ-

omy (China) as well as the further liber-

alization of established market econo-

mies in the East Asian region (Japan, 

South Korea), but in our emphasis es-

pecially the role of re-regulation and 

new institutions in abating the social 

and economic risks of market-oriented 

transformations.

yao lu 
Political Connections and Invest-
ment Efficiency in China’s Private 
Enterprise Sector

The maturation of China’s capital mar-

ket and emergency of private en-

terprise sector leads to institution-

al change in information environment 

of China’s listed firms, which leads to 

the instability of political connections. 

This research project is divided in-

to two aspects (financial information 

and firm-level investment behaviours) 

to consider the reactions from firms 

to institutional change in China’s mar-

ket and how these firms will deal with 

4
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– GEAS Graduate Conference 2016 in-

dividual agency in institutional contexts 

in east asia, Free University Berlin, De-

cember 9–10, 2016.

Connor malloy 
Urbanizing Practices: A 
Sociologi cal Study of Post-relo-
cation Residential Communities 
in Urban China

Recent state policies and discours-

es on China’s urban development have 

emphasized the importance of plac-

ing society at the forefront of urbaniza-

tion. Though this notion has general ap-

plicability, it is particularly relevant to 

the redevelopment of peri-urban spac-

es and subsequent residential reloca-

tion. Peri-urban spaces, such as urban 

villages and shantytowns, are charac-

terized as spaces in which actors em-

ploy alternative socioeconomic strate-

gies outside of the broader institution-

al framework and are therefore framed 

spatially and socially as hurdles to social 

development. This PhD project aims to 

address the social dynamics of residen-

tial relocation, with a focus on the nego-

tiation between the social and institu-

tional context of post-relocation spaces 

and residents’ practices and socioeco-

nomic strategies. Given that institutions 

and social fields are reproduced through 

social practices, the research approach 

will involve ethnographic fieldwork an-

alysing the incentives and rationales 

for institutional participation as well as 

practical and strategic disjunctures.

Within a broader context, this research 

attempts to address the question of 

whether residential relocation devel-

ops ‘urban citizens’ in terms of socio-

economic strategies and practices, as 

well as individual and community iden-

tities. While the transformation of prac-

tices may be a necessary and inevita-

ble outcome of urban development, it is 

significant in the way that sets of prac-

tices relate to concepts of identity and 

citizenship and therefore reflect how 

individuals and communities are situ-

ated within societal changes of China’s 

modernization and urbanization.

dominique miguel borm 
A Digital Revolution? The Influ-
ence of Social Media on the Rela-
tionship between Civil Society 
and State in Japan

The impact of social media during this 

age of Twitter, Instagram and Facebook 

is undeniable. These social networks, 

however, transcend the ordinary use 

of sharing daily life with your friends 

and loved ones: over the past several 

years social media have been used in 

various ways to communicate political 

ideals and organize mass mobilisation. 

The proposed research will offer new 

insights in the political application of 

social network services by the analysis 

of a case study: its impact on the rela-

tion between civil society and the state 

in Japan. The uniqueness of the Japa-

nese situation makes it an interesting 

research object: Japan is a democrat-

ic country with a stable government, 

however, press-state relations are 

much tighter in Japan than in Western 

countries and social scientists general-

ly concur that Japan’s civil society can 

be seen as weak, despite recent up-

ward trends. This research will inves-

tigate the evolution of civil society af-

ter 2011’s triple disaster in Fukushima 

through the use of social media by civ-

il society and state: how do social me-

dia change the relationships between 

these political actors? This inquiry’s 

analysis of political processes and rep-

ertoires used by these actors should 

bring new perspectives on this topic.

iva ognJanoviC 
Organizational Commitment of 
Young People Working in a For-
eign Company in China: Morality 
and Class Habitus

The research examines the differenc-

es in employees’ habitual moral per-

ceptions regarding own workplace be-

havior and the value of their work. Se-

lection and treatment of employees in 

a company is divided into two distinct 

fields in which two different types of in-

dividuals compete: one characterized 

by ethos of indispensability with com-

petent, hard-working, and sociable in-

dividuals, and one characterized by 

ethos of dispensability with incompe-

tent, apathetic, and solitary individuals 

who change employers frequently.

sub-theme  
deCentralization / 
Central-loCal inter-
aCtion

The research of the DFG GRK 1613 ad-

dresses two senses of decentraliza-

tion: decentralization in the sense of 

shifting responsibilities and account-

abilities from the upper to the lower po-

litical levels and the dispersion of cen-

tral political authority, but also from 

“the bottom up” in reference to chanc-

es for participation and the impact on 

local autonomy and sustainability in lo-

cal regions.

ningJing ge 
Corruption in China: How Do We 
Understand It from a New Per-
spective – Discourse Analysis, 
Measurement and Mechanism

As a worldwide phenomenon, corrup-

tion infects social and political envi-

ronment seriously. Especially in recent 

China, corruption problem is regarded 

as a vital issue by government and aca-

demic field. This research tends to ob-

serve and analyse “corruption” in di-

verse institutional settings of China, 

with a principle of regarding “corrup-

tion” as a normal social phenomenon 

without simple moral judgment. The 

research will start by examining the 

use of “corruption” which has a broad 

meaning with methodology of CDA. On 

this basis, I will try to seek a relatively 

comprehensive and objective perspec-

tive to understand and analyse corrup-

tion in China. The theories of sociolo-

gy, political science, anthropology, and 

psychology would be referred to.

tive economy or business as usual?, Net-

work Q – Asian Capitalisms, Lyons, Ju-

ly 1, 2017.

sub-theme  
individualization / 
 soCial organizations

Individualization involve shifts from 

public to private in the field of social 

risks and the privatization of economic 

risks, especially employment risks, to 

individuals, but also the flip-side of the 

development of new capacities for in-

dividual responsibility and self-actual-

ization, not least of all evident in chang-

ing family and gender relations and val-

ue shifts.

stephanie bräuer 
Women Social Organizations in 
the People’s Republic of China: 
New Forms to Initiate Political 
Change? A case study of anti- 
domestic violence (ADV) organi-
zations in Beijing

The aim of this project is to analyze how 

women’s organizations mobilize for a 

better protection against domestic vio-

lence in the PRC. Historically, the com-

munist party took on the responsibil-

ity to implement gender equality. Re-

cently, however, women’s organizations 

have become active in mobilizing for a 

stronger implementation. The research 

investigates whether there is a shift of 

responsibilities, and if so, how women’s 

organizations are mobilizing and wheth-

er they are able to use or create politi-

cal opportunities for advancing gender 

equality, possibly, but not necessarily in 

line with the party-state’s conception.

As a contribution to the subtheme in-

dividualization, this project has not 

found a simple shift of responsibility 

from collective state to individual ac-

tors for protecting women against dis-

crimination. Rather, this project identi-

fies a dynamic re-negotiation between 

social actors and the party-state aimed 

at  establishing a political role for social 

organizations.

huiJie Chu 
In Dialogue with Institutional Re-
forms: Chinese Students Cross-
ing the Ridge of Higher Educa-
tional Institutions (HEIs)

The existing studies on China’s higher 

education mostly view the reforms as a 

top-down process and concentrate on 

policy analysis. Chinese students expe-

riencing the reforms are depicted in a 

rather homogeneous image of studying 

hard to win an upper hand in the fierce 

competition. This PhD project brings 

the individual policy recipients into the 

spotlight and explores the complexity 

of their perceptions as well as strate-

gies of entering HEIs in China.

It first introduces China’s higher educa-

tion reforms particularly the admission 

policies in relation to regional develop-

ment, and illustrates the intentions of 

reforms and the tensions among dif-

ferent actors. Second, it looks at higher 

education from the perspective of Chi-

nese students and parents, and investi-

gates their considerations and motiva-

tion for selecting schools and majors. 

Based on the grasp of the objective do-

main and the subjective consciousness, 

it looks at the practice of entering HEIs 

against the backdrop of China’s educa-

tion reforms and examines the mean-

ing of institutional transformation to 

Chinese students as the policy recipi-

ents. Students entering HEIs being an 

instance, their considerations and as-

pirations reveal the reflexivity of the in-

dividual in pursuing personal develop-

ment in contemporary China.

Presentation

Interpreting Educational Inequality: In-

dividual Perceptions and Responses. 

– GEAS Graduate Conference 2016 in-

dividual agency in institutional contexts 

in east asia, Free University Berlin, De-

cember 9–10, 2016.

magnus dau 
Social Media as a Deliberative 
Arena: The Case of Environmen-
tal Protection Bureaus in China

This research project evaluates how 

the Chinese state adapts to new tech-

nologies to interact with its citizens by 

taking environmental protection bu-

reaus as case studies. As a result of the 

mostly digital field research character-

istics of state-society communication 

have been identified as well as major 

factors shaping the process itself. So-

cial media constitute an irregular plat-

form for authoritarian deliberation.

lassi laine 
Varieties of Individuality in China

China‘s societal transformations during 

the past century have led to a major in-

crease in the importance of the indi-

vidual as a social category. Individuals 

have become less defined by their re-

lationship to larger collectives such as 

family and class. Rapid development of 

market economy has created new spac-

es for articulating and pursuing individ-

ual desires. At the same time, individu-

als‘ sense of their self and ability to act 

continue to be moulded by their social 

ties, market competition and the au-

thoritarian state. This research there-

fore asks, how is individuality consti-

tuted in the contemporary Chinese con-

text, and what kind of agency does the 

individual have. Particular attention will 

be paid to the variation in the ways dif-

ferent individuals interpret and respond 

to their situation. These questions will 

be approached through a particular-

ly interesting subgroup, namely young 

urban people with an academic degree 

but limited economic means. Being sit-

uated at the fringes of the urban middle 

class, how do different members of this 

group negotiate the partially conflicting 

desires for material success, stability 

and self-realisation?

Presentation

China’s Fragile Middle Class: Diverse 

Aspirations and Uncertain Livelihoods. 
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be lost the language at the beginning of 

the 20th century. Notwithstanding, both 

Sibe clusters hold active conscious-

ness, even loyalty, towards their Sibe 

identity. This study is set up to explore 

the rationale behind the pertinent ac-

tivities. Besides, the Jungarian Sibe will 

be highlighted in the research, whilst 

the Manchurian Sibe will be utilised as 

a reference in order to compare. In so 

doing, to investigate the extent to which 

the Sibe’s identity has been contested 

and adapted into the social milieu.

Presentation

Revival of Sibe: Fostering Ethnic Iden-

tity through Language. – GEAS Grad-

uate Conference 2016 individual agen-

cy in institutional contexts in east asia, 

Free University Berlin, December 9–10, 

2016.

aimi muranaka 
Use of Foreign Labor Force in 
 Japan – Potential New Migration 
Pattern?”

International migration, often de-

scribed as the movement of people 

from one country to another, experi-

ences an increase in complexities now-

adays. This is not an exception for Ja-

pan despite its closed migration policy. 

Due to the labor shortage in this coun-

try, we have observed the introduction 

of foreign workers both in high-skill 

and low-skill works, and several poli-

cies have been applied so far. To raise 

a few, for example, Japan recruits low-

skill workers via foreign trainee pro-

gram and allows the migration of high-

skill workers (e. g. health-care provid-

ers and engineers) from Asia by the 

Economic Partnership Agreements 

(EPA). It is true that Japan still main-

tains severe migration policy. However, 

as these examples have demonstrat-

ed, different policies allow Japan to 

provide certain foreign labor, and this 

trend will continue. Particularly certain 

occupations, high-skill works, main-

tain the high demand of labor force. In 

addition to these existing paths of mi-

gration to Japan, this Ph. D. project at-

tempts to analyze a potential migration 

pattern to Japan, focusing on how the 

business sector and state address the 

labor shortage in high-skill sector by 

using foreign workers.

Presentation

Use of Skilled Migrant Workers in Japa-

nese Companies – the Case of Vietnam-

ese Workers in IT and Engineer Sector. 

– 13th Conference of the European So-

ciological Association (un)making eu-

rope: capitalism, solidarities, subjectiv-

ities, Athens, August 29 – September 1, 

2017.

zi Wang 
Interactions in Institutions in 
Comparative Perspective: 
 Language and Discourse in Sec-
ondary School Club Activities in 
Japan and France

In this research, I focus my attention on 

how social actors use language, as well 

as how language influences actors’ in-

teractional behaviour in the education-

al setting of secondary schools. More 

precisely, I examine the ways in which 

certain aspects of language use (such 

as terms of address and ways of re-

sponding to questions) constructs so-

cial identities and relations. The main 

focus of my research is music-relat-

ed club activities in Japanese second-

ary schools such as wind orchestras 

and choirs. More than just an extra- 

curricula activity, such club activities 

have been recognised as social units 

in which the presence of social struc-

tures and peculiar conventions extend 

beyond the music room. They are also 

one of the microcosmic environments 

where intersections such as class and 

gender come together. After gaining 

an in-depth understanding of how lan-

guage and identity in these school clubs 

interact, I will conduct a smaller scale 

fieldwork in similarly music- oriented 

clubs in French secondary schools to 

see if a change in the organisational 

structure of schools and school club 

activities would alter language use and 

identity construction.

diana sChüler 
New Hopes, New Risks – Entre-
preneurship as Occupational 
Choice in South Korea

Though conglomerates like Samsung, 

Hyundai and LG have dominated the 

Korean economy and regular employ-

ment in those companies and in the 

public sector has been a convention in 

the Korean society, the number of indi-

viduals choosing entrepreneurship as 

an alternative career path has been in-

creasing recently. In the literature, the 

question of why individuals choose en-

trepreneurship as an occupation has 

been addressed by at least two ap-

proaches: The behavioral (labor) eco-

nomics approach, in particular occupa-

tional sorting theory, focuses on indi-

vidual traits like risk preferences. The 

second approach is grounded in institu-

tional theory, arguing that cross-coun-

try differences or changes in the quan-

tity and quality of entrepreneurial ac-

tivities can be explained through insti-

tutions as the exogenous “rules of the 

game” (North 1990). Focusing on only 

one of these approaches overlooks the 

connection between individual traits 

(agency profiles) and the multi-dimen-

sional institutional environment that 

constitutes occupational sorting. Thus, 

this research project aims to provide a 

more holistic approach by ascertaining 

the influence of risk preferences on the 

likelihood of choosing entrepreneur-

ship as an occupation while examining 

the changes in Korea’s “country insti-

tutional profile” on the regulative, nor-

mative and cognitive dimensions. Us-

ing mixed methods comprised of an in-

centivized economic experiment, a sur-

vey capturing the perceived institution-

al framework as well as semi-struc-

tured interviews, this study will explain 

the rise of opportunity-driven individu-

als starting a business in South Korea.

Presentation

Entrepreneurship as  Occupational 

Choice in the Midst of Institutional 

Change in Korea. – EastAsiaNet Spring 

Workshop, Autonomous University of 

Madrid, April 21, 2017.

anna shpakovskaya 
Government Non-Profit Relation-
ships in the Post-Wenchuan Earth-
quake Reconstruction in China

Based on the framework of “Actor Cen-

tered Institutionalism” the main ac-

tors involved in the planning and im-

plementation of the Red Cross Reform 

are interviewed with the focus on their 

preferences, perceptions and capac-

ities. Written documents on the histo-

ry of the Red Cross in China, its pres-

ent reforms and the reforms of the so-

cial management are analyzed. To bet-

ter fit into a new model of social man-

agement the Red Cross is being trans-

formed into a “Hub organization”. By 

introducing a model of “Dual Manage-

ment” the Red Cross aims to secure its 

resources from the government and 

enhance its cooperation with grass 

root NGOs and the public in delivering 

public services.

yu zou 
Decentralization, Institutionalized 
Cooperation, and Forest Self- 
Governance in China: Theory and 
Field Experiments

The project aims at addressing the gov-

ernance problem of forest resource in 

China, which fundamental background 

is the risk shifts of China’s forest gover-

nance, and the demanding direction of 

these shifts is to be decentralized grad-

ually. It is proposed that it can explore 

a model to expose the pattern shifts, 

and particularly in this project, with the 

common-pool resources (CPRs) gover-

nance approach established by Ostrom 

(1990).

In the project the issues like, how to 

 design and implement effective indi-

vidual based forest self-governance 

measures within current centralized 

administrative framework; what the 

effects of individual self-governance 

structure (e. g. external enforcement) 

in specific areas on the transformation 

from centralization to decentralization 

have; how to gradually shift the gover-

nance structure to the patterns high-

lighted with individual value, interests, 

and beliefs in China, will be solved and 

discussed.

sub-theme  
transnationalization

Transnationalization moves toward 

the supranational level of institutional 

change, both deregulatory in relation to 

the internationalization of capital mar-

kets, and new regulatory in respect to 

new standards and protections, for ex-

ample, for consumers, for equal oppor-

tunities of women or migrants rights. 

Here the global role of East Asia and 

the integration of China and Japan in-

to, as well as their impact on, interna-

tional regimes builds one dimension of 

this process of institutional change. An-

other dimension addresses how East 

Asia itself is perceived as a risk from a 

 European perspective.

ying ding 
Adaptation and Contestation of 
Ethnic Identities: The Jungarian 
Sibe

Apropos of the ethnopolitics in China, 

most studies are about the Han assim-

ilation, including a strand of policies 

that covertly aim to blur the ethnic dif-

ferences and thus to promote an over-

arching Chinese nationalism. This re-

search attempts to provide a micro-so-

ciological view of the process, as well 

as the interactions between Sibe and 

Han Chinese that establish the eth-

nic boundaries. The Sibe are a Tungu-

sic-speaking people with a population 

of 188,824 in China. Due to a segmen-

tation of the Sibe population that was 

commanded by the Emperor Qianlong 

for military purposes, two major Si-

be clusters exist in contemporary Chi-

na – the Jungarian Sibe and the origi-

nal Manchurian Sibe. Albeit the former, 

which were sent to the far west part of 

Xinjiang from their provenance, have a 

relatively small population size, their 

culture and language are well-pre-

served. In contrast, the Manchurian Si-
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introduCtion

In the last year of its first funding pe-

riod, which ended on March 31th, the 

IN-EAST School of Advanced Studies – 

funded by a grant of the German Feder-

al Ministry of Education and Research 

(BMBF) finalized its work on focusing 

on innovation across East Asia. The 

IN-EAST School integrated the core 

IN-EAST disciplines (political science, 

economics and sociology) with engi-

neering and cultural studies in six re-

search teams. The general scope of the 

Advanced School’s research agenda 

was to explore how processes of inno-

vation pervade society as a whole. Re-

search activities converged on electric 

mobility and urban systems as inher-

ently interdependent topics of compre-

hensive innovation processes in soci-

ety. While East Asia (China, Japan and 

Korea) is the prime region under scru-

tiny, the research also intended to gen-

erate wider global insights and stimu-

late innovative approaches to interre-

gional comparisons. After having in-

creasingly engaged in a dialogue with 

academic peers and the public in the 

first two years, year three and four 

were determined by field research, in-

tensification of joint research projects 

and finalizing the individual PhD proj-

ects. Four research groups contribut-

ed to a Special Issue of the publication 

asien which was published at the be-

ginning of this year, and two PhD theses 

have been already submitted. After a 

successful review process in 2016, the 

BMBF extended its funding for the Ad-

vanced School for additional two years 

until March 2019.

In its second funding phase the IN-

EAST School consists of 6 Post-docs 

working as a joint interdisciplinary re-

search team on innovation in East Asia 

converged on electric mobility and ur-

ban systems with main research focus 

on institutional transplants. In the ini-

tial months of the second funding peri-

od the research agenda was intensively 

discussed and further developed. The 

details of the research program can be 

accessed via the website of the proj-

ect (www.uni-due.de/in-east/school/

school_about_us.php).

Advanced School fellows have been 

travelling to destinations in China, 

South Korea, Japan, the US and to Aus-

tralia to collect data in the field and to 

visit international conferences to pres-

ent and discuss their research.

The Advanced School also hosted and 

organized international workshops and 

conferences, designed to arrive at a 

better understanding of the dynamics 

of innovation. The Annual conference 

of VSJF (Vereinigung für sozialwissen-

schaftliche Japanforschung) focus-

ing on mobility and the city of the Future 

took place in November 2016. The Final 

Conference of the first funding period 

took place in February 2017. Renowned 

Scholars focused on the core topics of 

mobility in their Keynote Speeches in 

the City Hall of Duisburg and the six re-

search groups presented the results of 

their research. The successful cooper-

ation between the IN-EAST School, the 

Association for Cross-Cultural Exper-

imental Economic Research (ACCER) 

and the DFG Research Training Group 

risk and east asia was continued and 

for the third time a joint workshop was 

co-organized: The 6th ACCER Work-

shop focused on cross-cultural exper-

iments in the social sciences, econom-

ics and management and took place in 

March 2017.

With the Workshop policy process and 

knowledge transfer having been taken 

place in July 2017, the first workshop of 

the second phase was organized.

Current publications and presentations 

by Advances School scholars are listed 

in Chapters 12 and 13.

The section below presents the re-

search agenda of the research groups 

and the individual projects during the 

last year of the first funding period as 

well as School activities.

researCh groups

researCh group 1: 
innovation and the 
 Chinese eConomy

Over the last decades, China has ex-

perienced a successful development 

in terms of its GDP. However, China did 

not cultivate its own excellent entrepre-

neurs and innovations accordingly. In 

this context, this project is investigat-

ing Chinese innovation strategies and 

explores the possibilities for improve-

ment in innovation activities.

The essence of innovation is not only to 

create new products, new technologies, 

new management approaches, but also 

to open the social structure, to create 

conditions for the emergence of new in-

stitutions, to protect freedom of innova-

tion, to ensure the power of market. In 

other words, innovation is a social phe-

nomenon. This is our starting point to 

evaluate Chinese innovation strategy 

and the future of the Chinese economy.

Aware of the importance of social 

structure and interaction in innovation 

activities, we will seek a systemic per-

spective to understand Chinese innova-

tion policies.

1
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Metropolis: Visions of the City of the Future  
in Film and Media, Final Conference 2017,  

von Rolf Giesen (Ausschnitt) 
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ocratic innovation in German and Jap-

anese subnational entities shall supply 

the need of more in-depth, comparative 

qualitative research. Against the back-

drop of democratic theories the post-

doctoral project shall reveal empirical-

ly the trajectory of implementing dem-

ocratic innovations, the conditions for 

democratic inventions, and the inter-

actions between the involved actors. In 

summary, this project investigates the 

challenge to improve the quality of rep-

resentative democracies.

youngah guahk 
Doctoral Researcher 
The Politics and Processes of 
Creating Eco-Cities in South 
 Korea
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Axel Klein 

Country focus: Korea 

Discipline: Social Sciences

According to the OECD, more than half 

of the total population in the worlds are 

living in the cities nowadays and these 

numbers will only increase rapidly. For 

that reason, innovation has long been 

an important theme in East Asian de-

velopment. In particular, innovative cit-

ies are seen to be essential in order to 

address challenges such as urbaniza-

tion, explorative migration and sustain-

able growth in this region. South Korea 

has been at the forefront of address-

ing this challenge through strategies 

of green growth and the establishment 

of eco-cities. The thesis will examine 

the politics and process of establish-

ing eco-cities in South Korea and what 

implications this development has for 

urban governance. The research ques-

tion is: Under what conditions are eco- 

cities being established, and what are 

the driving forces behind this process? 

The thesis applies qualitative research 

methods, and process-tracing methods 

will be used to identify the eco cities’ 

formation process in South Korea.

WeiJing le 
Doctoral Researcher 
The Pursuit of Creative Intelli-
gence – Policy Innovation for 
 China’s Higher Education  
Test and Admission System
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Axel Klein 

Country focus: China 

Discipline: Social Science, Regional 

Studies

The dissertation illustrates how the 

Chinese government employ innova-

tive policies to promote the creative in-

telligence of the human capital and to 

reach the ultimate goals of indigenous 

innovations.

The higher education admission mech-

anism sheds light on the unbalanced 

power distribution on both horizontal 

and vertical line of the administration 

system, which fundamentally impacts 

the admission policy-making and -im-

plementation. A thorough investiga-

tion of this process shall explain why 

and how admission policies can be im-

plemented in various ways at local lev-

els. It also aims to specify the struc-

tural problems in the higher education 

sector and to draw implications on the 

political development in contemporary 

China. Applying the qualitative method 

of process-tracing, the author will use 

empirical data from interviews with 

experts, officials of admission author-

ities, admissions offices, students and 

parents to extract the variables that in-

fluence the decision-making process.

researCh group 3: 
institutional innova-
tions in east asian 
 energy markets

Energy serves as the building block of 

all economies – without it, econom-

ic growth is impossible. Yet the inher-

ent tradeoffs in market fundamentals 

force the public and their representa-

tives in government to struggle with 

what they value most: energy security, 

energy efficiency, or the environmental 

consequences of their preferred ener-

gy choices. Postwar democracies now 

find themselves fighting with the devel-

oping world over a finite supply of nat-

ural resources while politicians debate 

the challenges of defining and pursuing 

a sustainable and independent energy 

future. This group offers their analyses 

of one of the least explored, but most 

fundamental questions facing ener-

gy market innovations today: what are 

the drivers of institutional change, and 

what can we expect in the future?

paul J. sCalise, ph. d. 
Research Group Leader 
Technological and Political Inno-
vations in Japan’s Renewable 
 Energy Market: Exploring the 
Drivers of Institutional Change
Country focus: Japan, Germany, UK 

Discipline: Political Science, Regional 

Studies

Paul Scalise examines the question 

of institutional change in energy mar-

kets by exploring the fundamental con-

flicts between energy efficiency, dereg-

ulation, and the pursuit of low-carbon 

 energy sources in Japan, Germany, and 

the UK.

This research project intends to un-

derstand the problems and prospects 

associated with the development of 

low-carbon energy innovations in Ja-

pan, Germany, and the UK by examining 

the financial, technological and political 

characteristics of the energy sector in 

cross-national context over a long pe-

riod of time.

Julia aristova 
Doctoral Researcher 
Emerging Technologies: Drivers 
for Geothermal Heat Pumps 
(GHP) Use in China
Supervisor: Prof. Flemming Christian

sen, Ph. D. 

Country focus: China 

Discipline: Political Sociology, Regional 

Studies

Carbon dioxide emissions are  widely 

perceived as a key factor for climate 

change. Cities, being main emitters, 

Junior professor 
dr. shuanping dai 
Research Group Leader 
China’s National Systems of Inno-
vation Policies: Beyond the 2006 
Agenda
Country focus: China 

Discipline: Economics

Innovation is defined as a social phe-

nomenon supported by certain so-

cial structures and institutions. There-

fore, the basic issue addressed is what 

kind of social structures, e. g. networks 

among entrepreneurs and financial 

networks among firms, are favorable 

for innovative activities, as well as the 

surrounding issues, like innovation 

networks in regions and industries, in 

which the inner structure of innovators 

are explored. At the macro-level, the 

effects of institutions on innovation ac-

tivities will be investigated. The study 

of the national system of policies will 

provide evidence for this.

aleksandra davydova 
Doctoral Researcher 
Cross-Border M & A and Innova-
tion: Exploring the Knowledge 
Perspective. Managing Post-Deal 
Integration for Success. Insights 
from Chinese Acquirers
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Shuanping Dai 

Country focus: China 

Discipline: Economics, Regional Studies

One of China’s key current objectives is 

to develop an innovation based econo-

my. Both macro- and microeconomic 

processes are significant for this trans-

formation.

This research project explores the 

connection between Chinese outward 

Mergers and Acquisitions (M & A) and 

innovation.  It investigates how Chinese 

companies enhance internal innova-

tion by means of outward cross-bor-

der M & A.

From a theory perspective the rela-

tionship between M & A and innovation 

is rather ambivalent. Existing empirical 

investigations do not present consis-

tent and definite findings. The research 

addresses this contradicting issue us-

ing the network analysis approach on 

the dyad level.

It aims to contribute to the under-

standing of current innovation prac-

tices which in turn might contribute to 

strengthening China’s overall innova-

tion power and lead to some conclu-

sions on how China might push its fur-

ther economic growth through indige-

nous innovation.

yang liu 
Doctoral Researcher 
Entrepreneurship and Poverty 
Alleviation in China: A Network 
Perspective
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Shuanping Dai 

Country focus: China 

Discipline: Economics

This project studies the innovation 

from a micro level which focuses on 

the entrepreneurship’s role of carrying 

out innovation. The main question will 

be answered is how to alleviate pov-

erty through entrepreneurship in Chi-

na. Though entrepreneurship has been 

used as a practical poverty alleviation 

tool, its effects remain vague. This proj-

ect studies the effects by exploring the 

underlying mechanism. We regard en-

trepreneurship as an opportunity for 

the poor to escape from poverty by fa-

cilitating innovation through knowledge 

spillover. The way of value exchange on 

the value chain in poor region deter-

mines the effects of entrepreneurship 

on poverty. Using the economic net-

work analysis method, we try to clarify 

the mechanism by studying the forma-

tion of an efficient and stable value net-

work of the poor and firms. Both the-

oretical and empirical analysis will be 

employed. After building an econom-

ic model of value network formation, 

a case study in China will be used to  

test it.

researCh group 2: 
politiCal innovation in 
east asian Cities

As a consequence of the rapid trans-

formations in East Asian societies due 

to economic growths, social innova-

tions have acquired academic atten-

tion. Following prevailing concepts in 

social sciences, social innovations are 

considered as fundamental, deep and 

sustainable social changes. Starting 

from this social approach, the research 

group explores specifically political in-

novations defined as new governance 

structures or policies. Due to sustain-

able adaptations of prevailing policies 

to altered needs, the inventions are 

recognized as political innovations.

Aiming to increase our understand-

ing of the character, causes, and con-

sequences of the political innovations, 

their trajectory is scrutinized. In ad-

dition, the motives and interactions 

of the involved actors are explored. In 

concrete terms beyond this conceptu-

al framework, political innovations are 

searched in the field of Chinese higher 

education, Korean eco-cities and dem-

ocratic innovations in Japan and Ger-

many.

dr. momoyo hüstebeCk 
Research Group Leader 
Innovation in Democratic Prac-
tice – A Japanese and German 
Comparison
Country focus: Japan, Germany 

Discipline: Political Science

In consolidated democracies such as 

Germany and Japan citizens have be-

come more disillusioned and critical 

about representative democracy. To 

counteract the malaise of represen-

tative democracies, a variety of inno-

vate participatory and deliberative in-

struments have been established. Al-

though democratic innovations have in-

creasingly attracted attention in politi-

cal science, systematic or comparative 

works – with some exceptions – are 

still limited in number. Against this ac-

ademic backdrop the research on dem-
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deirdre sneep 
Doctoral Researcher 
Cell Phone City: Tokyo’s Virtual-
ization of Space due to  Mobile 
Communication Innovation
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Jens Martin Gurr 

Country focus: Japan 

Discipline: Social Sciences, interdisci-

plinary approach

Based on the idea that urban space is 

an expression of the dominant ideolo-

gies in a society, this research will point 

out that the current trend in urban ar-

eas in Japan is leaning towards the vir-

tualization, or rather hybridization, of 

cyberspace and the physical space. 

Presumably, this will lead to an ex-

pansion of individual space, a focus on 

higher productivity, and a growing em-

phasis on both offline and online con-

sumption. In order to become more apt 

to these cosmopolitan standards, the 

modern citizen is stimulated to incor-

porate more technology onto/into its 

organic body. The result is a semi-vir-

tual layer in urban space in which mo-

bile phone ‘cyborgs’ interact with cy-

berspace.

researCh group 5: 
behavioral eConomiCs 
and east asia

This research group is explores individ-

ual and group behavior during innova-

tion processes in organizations and on 

markets. Group members tackle differ-

ent research questions using the tools 

of experimental economics, applied 

game theory and econometrics. In their 

work the group harnesses the out-

standing facilities and prospects pro-

vided by the IN-EAST Institute of East 

Asian Studies and the Essen Laborato-

ry for Experimental Economics (elfe) to 

conduct high-level research in the ar-

ea of behavioral economics. An import-

ant aim of the group is to further estab-

lish experimental economics in region-

al studies and to show how experimen-

tal economics can contribute to the lat-

est research questions in this field.

dr. timo heinriCh 
Research Group Leader 
Exploring the Consistency of 
Higher-Order Risk Preferences
Country focus: China 

Discipline: Economics

In his postdoc project, Timo Heinrich 

focuses on behavior during the inno-

vation process. This research covers 

three areas of behavior: Individual deci-

sions, interaction within organizations 

and interaction between organizations. 

Methodologically his research main-

ly employs laboratory experiments but 

also cross-cultural comparisons and 

econometric analyses of field data.

With respect to individual decisions 

during the innovation process Timo 

Heinrich studies the way people make 

risky decisions necessary to create in-

novations. How do fundamental risk 

preferences differ between people and 

across decision situations? However, 

often research and development are 

conducted in teams. With respect to in-

teraction within organizations the proj-

ect therefore also considers the behav-

ior of teams in more detail: In which 

constellations are they good at solving 

problems and creating synergies? With 

respect to interactions between organi-

zations the focus lies on market design. 

Procurement auctions are widely used 

by governments and firms to buy new-

ly developed goods. In his postdoc proj-

ect, Timo Heinrich analyzes how these 

auctions can be designed so that inno-

vative products can be traded more ef-

ficiently.

alexander haering 
Doctoral Researcher 
An Experimental Study of Exploi-
tation and Exploration Decisions 
by Teams
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Jeannette Brosig 

Koch 

Country focus: Germany, China, USA 

Discipline: Economics

Research in economics and psycholo-

gy has provided evidence of cross-cul-

tural differences in risk aversion. In 

the framework of expected utility the-

ory risk aversion is captured by a neg-

ative second-order derivative of the 

utility function. More recently, higher- 

order risk preferences, namely pru-

dence (positive third-order derivative) 

and temperance (negative fourth-order 

derivative), have also moved into the fo-

cus of economists. In typical life-cycle 

models of consumption, prudence im-

plies that an individual saves more 

if the risk of future income increas-

es while temperance implies fewer in-

vestments in risky assets. Recent ex-

perimental studies reveal that a major-

ity of people is not only risk averse but 

also prudent and temperate. Howev-

er, all experiments have been conduct-

ed exclusively with people from West-

ern Europe and the USA. Experimental-

ly eliciting and comparing higher-order 

risk preferences of subjects with dif-

ferent cultural backgrounds would be 

a compelling next step. If cross-cultur-

al differences in higher-order risk pref-

erences exist, they might help to ex-

plain variations of e. g. the savings rate 

across regions.

guanzhong yang 
Doctoral Researcher 
When and Why Do Incentives not 
Work? The Role of Cultural Dif-
ferences
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Jeannette Brosig 

Koch 

Country focus: China, Germany, Japan, 

Korea 

Discipline: Economics

Do Germans and Chinese respond dif-

ferently when it comes to mo¬netary 

incentives or social reputation?

This research project is aiming to find 

out more about the influence of the cul-

tural background on innovative abilities 

and the role of different kinds of incen-

tives.

In his research, Guanzhong Yang focus-

es on four interrelated research ques-

tions:

1.  How do people react to different 

kinds of incentives? What is the role of 

information?

play an active role in the development 

and implementation of low-carbon pol-

icies, which suggest reduction of car-

bon dioxide emissions and efficient en-

ergy use.

This project intends to investigate how 

Chinese municipal governments estab-

lish low-carbon strategies, how they 

engage in global environmental design 

and why some Chinese cities choose 

to join global city networks to promote 

low-carbon development, while others 

do not.

xiaoli lin 
Doctoral Researcher 
Chinese Cities’ Built-up Environ-
ment’s Impacts on the Accessi-
bility Level of Mobility Alterna-
tives – Innovation in ‘Neighbor-
hood Typology’ Approaches
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. J. Alexander 

Schmidt 

Country focus: China 

Discipline: Urban Planning

Xiaoli Lin examines the low-carbon 

transport mode planning since Shang-

hai Expo 2010 within chosen Eco city 

project sites. Many Chinese eco cities 

have chosen a new land development 

for testing different advanced green 

technologies in order to achieve emis-

sion reduction targets. In terms of the 

transport sector, many efforts have 

been put to enhance vehicle electri-

fication in order to fulfill the emission 

goals. However, due to the massive Chi-

nese cities’ scale and expansion speed, 

it seems crucial to investigate different 

approaches in converting people’s mo-

bility choice towards low carbon trans-

port mode through urban planning ap-

proaches.

Within the new land use development 

projects, very little empirical studies 

have revealed the relationship between 

the Chinese cities’ urban form, land use 

classification and travel behavior. This 

research aims to investigate how low 

carbon transport modes like biking 

and walking have been organized in the 

new land use development projects.

researCh group 4: 
urban systems in east 
asia

Cities worldwide are undergoing rapid 

transformations. The problems expe-

rienced as well as the solutions found 

might vary, depending on the specif-

ic cultural settings. Against this back-

ground, it proves crucial to understand 

the impact of cultural practices and 

perceptions on urban development de-

cisions in order to facilitate a success-

ful transfer and application of innova-

tive knowledge.

This group brings together researchers 

with a background in planning scienc-

es, humanities and cultural studies and 

is aiming to research urban East Asia 

with comparative or paradigmatic ap-

proaches regarding space, time, and 

identity. Bridging the gap between ap-

plied approaches employed by fields 

like urban development, city planning 

and architecture and the systemic or 

theoretical approaches supported in 

the humanities and social sciences, 

the group utilizes methods from fields 

such as ethnology, anthropology, trans-

cultural studies, post-colonial studies, 

urban semiotics, urban planning, urban 

cultural studies or global history stud-

ies towards a holistic understanding of 

urban systems and of processes of in-

novation, cultural adaptation and urban 

development.

dr. beate löffler 
Research Group Leader 
Exoticism Constructed – The 
Writings on Japanese Architec-
ture as a Cultural Negotiation of 
Knowledge
Country focus: Japan 

Discipline: Cultural Studies, History of 

Architecture and Building Construction, 

Global History Studies, History of 

 Sciences

The focus of the research project is 

on mechanisms of collecting, manag-

ing and canonizing (popular) scientif-

ic knowledge regarding Japanese ar-

chitecture (1850–1980). The objective 

is to reveal the established models in 

perception and evaluation of a specif-

ic non-European tradition in architec-

ture, constituting a sample for the pat-

terns of thinking in the humanities as 

well as in the fields of natural sciences 

and engineering. In the long run the re-

search will help to understand how in-

novative knowledge is accepted, inhib-

ited, or even rejected by academia.

katharina borgmann 
Doctoral Researcher 
Cities of China: Local Context ver-
sus Global Concepts – Decoding 
 the Built Environment to Under-
stand the  Physical Manifestations 
of the Chinese Culture
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. J. Alexander 

Schmidt 

Country focus: China 

Discipline: Urban Design and City Plan-

ning

Is it possible to identify metropolitan in-

novation through traditional urban and 

architectural semiotics?

This research project focuses on urban 

structures of Chinese megacities. On 

the basis of analysing city components, 

recurring urban textures, as well as ar-

chitectural and urban patterns, with 

the tools of so-called urban and ar-

chitectural semiotics, Katharina Borg-

mann tries to break down the complex-

ity of Chinese cities in order to contrib-

ute to a culturally sustainable under-

standing of them for a non-Chinese au-

dience. The aim of this project is to not 

only decode the currently fast growing 

Chinese cities, but also to take the first 

steps in order to be able to understand 

in what direction Chinese megacities 

transform. Furthermore, the question 

whether the Chinese contextuality has 

ceased in the process of fast-growing 

urban development is a main focus of 

discussion within this research project.

With the help of the results of this 

 research, urban challenges, chances, 

and spheres of influence could be iden-

tified.
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team of mentors

prof. dr. Jeannette brosig-koch
(Essener Labor für Experimentelle 

Wirtschaftsforschung, elfe;  

Faculty of Business Administration 

and Economics)

prof. flemming christiansen, ph. d.*
(Political Sociology of China, IN-EAST; 

Faculty of Social Sciences)

prof. dr. florian coulmas 

(Japanese Society and Sociolinguistics)

prof. dr. ferdinand dudenhöffer
(Automotive Economics; Faculty of 

 Engineering)

prof. dr. Jens martin gurr
(Anglophone Studies; Faculty of 

 Humanities)

prof. dr. thomas heberer*
(Politics and Society of China, IN-EAST; 

Faculty of Social Sciences)

prof. dr. axel klein (Japanese Politics / 

Modern East Asian Studies, IN-EAST; 

Faculty of Social Sciences)

prof. dr. werner pascha* (East Asian 

Economic Studies / Japan and Korea, 

IN-EAST; Mercator School of Manage-

ment)

prof. dr. heike proff (International 

 Automotive Management; Faculty of 

Engineering)

prof. dr. J. alexander schmidt
(City Planning and Urban Design; 

 Faculty of Engineering)

prof. dr.-ing. dieter schramm 

(Mechatronics; Faculty of Engineering)

prof. karen shire, ph. d.*
(Comparative Sociology / Japanese 

Society, IN-EAST; Faculty of Social 

 Sciences)

prof. dr. markus taube* (Executive Di-

rector) (East Asian Economic Studies / 

China, IN-EAST; Mercator School of 

Management)

* Grant applicants

board
vorstand

prof. dr. Jeannette brosig-koch
(Quantitative Economic Policy)

prof. flemming christiansen, ph. d.
(Political Sociology of China)

prof. dr. florian coulmas
(Japanese Society and Socio- 

linguistics)

prof. dr. ferdinand dudenhöffer
(Automotive Economics)

prof. dr. Jens martin gurr
(Anglophone Studies)

prof. dr. thomas heberer
(Politics and Society of China)

prof. dr. axel klein (Japanese Politics / 

Modern East Asian Studies)

prof. dr. werner pascha (East Asian 

Economic Studies / Japan and Korea)

prof. dr. heike proff (International 

 Automotive Management)

prof. dr. J. alexander schmidt
(City Planning and Urban Design)

prof. dr.-ing. dieter schramm 

( Mechatronics)

prof. karen shire, ph. d. (Comparative 

Sociology / Japanese Society)

prof. dr. markus taube (Director) 

(East Asian Economic Studies / China)

helmut demes (Non-voting member) 

(Managing Director)

dr. momoyo hüstebeck (Post-doc 

 Representative)

weijing le (PhD Fellow Representative)

birgit geith (Non-voting member) 

( Coordinator)

field trips, 
fundings and sCholarships

aleksandra davydova
Fieldwork in Tianjin

september 7, 2016 – February 3, 2017

yang liu
Fieldwork in China

september 12, 2016 – February 3, 2017

timo heinrich
(mit Felix Bethke) Förderung Profil-

schwerpunkt Wandel von Gegenwarts-

gesellschaften, Universität Duisburg- 

Essen, kulturelle unterschiede bei ri-

sikopräferenzen und Wahrnehmung au-

ßenpolitischer ereignisse (September 

2016 – August 2017).

mira schüller
Fieldwork in Beijing, Wuhan

october 21 – november 2, 2017

beate löffler
Fellowship Käte Hamburger Kolleg Bo-

chum (October 2016 – September 2017).

Xiaoli lin
Fieldwork in Shenzhen, Hong Kong

February 16 – march 17, 2017

beate löffler
(mit Carola Hein, Dirk Schubert u. a.) 

Volkswagen-Stiftung, ArchiMediaL: De-

veloping Post-colonial Interpretations 

of Built Form through Heterogeneous 

Linked Digital Media (2017–2020).

momoyo hüstebeck
Fieldwork in Japan

Expert interviews, searching for dem-

ocratic innovations, funded by the Uni-

versity of Duisburg-Essen Grant for Ex-

cellent Young Scholars.

shuanping dai
Fieldwork in Shandong province

august 10 – september 20, 2017

2

2.  How does cultural background (Ger-

man, Chinese, Japanese, and Korean) 

influence the perception of incentives?

3.  What is the role of monetary incen-

tives in respect of retirement decision?

4.  How does cultural background (Ger-

man, Chinese) and social education in-

fluence open source innovation?

researCh group 6: 
e-mobility in asia and 
europe

Most observers agree that cars in 100 

years will not be powered by gasoline. 

However, there is intense discussion 

about how fast and in what direction 

propulsion technology will change from 

the supply side and what changes are 

likely to be accepted from the demand 

side of individual consumers.

The reaction to such technological in-

novations is likely to be different in dif-

ferent country markets and regional 

innovation systems. Specific regional 

settings are shaped e. g. on the demand 

side by the amount of local purchasing 

power, the degree of market saturation, 

and local product requirements. On the 

supply side, e. g. the degree and type 

of specialization in supplier networks 

and preferences for supply chain co-

ordination differ between regions. This 

results in specific dynamics of region-

al automotive supplier networks. Last-

ly, both supply and demand side have to 

act under the constraints of local regu-

latory frameworks.

Thus, how industry structure and con-

sumer mobility patterns in different re-

gional markets will react to technolog-

ical change in propulsion technology is 

far from clear. Our research group will 

analyze data and empirical evidence on 

this with a focus on Asian lead markets 

and contrast the results to European 

structures.

dr. yuanyuan zhang 
Research Group Leader 
Low-Carbon Indicator System – 
Sino (LCISS): Evaluating Low- 
Carbon City Development Level in 
China
Country focus: China 

Discipline: Economics, Political Science

niCole sChleiffer 
Doctoral Researcher 
Design and Adaptation of Value 
Propositions for Electric Vehicles
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Heike Proff 

Country focus: China, Germany 

Discipline: Business Administration

The acceptance of electric vehicles is 

low in Germany as well as in China. It 

remains a central task for automotive 

firms to create new value to improve 

the perceived trade-off between bene-

fits and cost and to overcome the nu-

merous perceived barriers. Moreover, 

companies need to make sure that 

their value offer is also subjectively 

perceived as valuable by the customer. 

Therefore, the intention of the research 

is to analyze theoretically and empiri-

cally the configuration of value prop-

ositions of automotive manufactures 

for innovative product bundles (prod-

ucts and services) that lead to an im-

provement of the customer value. This 

requires an integrated approach of the 

companies’ and the consumers’ per-

spectives on value dimensions. The 

project will include an empirical inves-

tigation in Germany and China, which 

are two important markets on the tran-

sition to the electric mobility.

mira sChüller 
Doctoral Researcher 
Technically Optimal Electric 
 Vehicle Design for User Groups 
in China
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Dieter Schramm 

Country focus: China 

Discipline: Engineering

The overall research question is how 

to design electric vehicles in an opti-

mal way to be suitable for user groups 

in China.

The empirical research consists a driv-

ing data analysis in China to investi-

gate the local mobility characteristics. 

The results can be compared to simi-

lar previous investigations in Germany. 

In combination with the results of con-

sumer studies, the driving behaviour 

leads to important parameter charac-

teristics of an electrical vehicle, e. g. 

packaging, aerodynamics, powertrain, 

weight and costs from a user perspec-

tive. In addition, the technical solution 

area has to be analyzed and put into op-

timum use and effective for the target-

ed user group. This leads to an adapta-

tion to possible vehicle concepts within 

the technical solution  area.

researCh felloW

 marCus Conlé
Marcus Conlé, research fellow at the 

Advanced School, offers scientific sup-

port to the six research groups. His 

task is to help them identify links and 

joint research projects.

postdoCtoral 
 researCh felloWs

giulia romano
Her researches at the IN-EAST School 

focus on the appropriation of foreign 

models of governance and on the intro-

duction of methods for residents’ par-

ticipation in urban planning and urban 

renewal in Chinese cities.

silke Werth
Her research project at the IN-EAST 

School: Social Sustainability in Japan. 

Striving Toward Disruptive Social Inno-

vations.
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6th international aCCer Workshop:  
Cross- Cultural experiments in the soCial 
 sCienCes, eConomiCs and management

march 6–7, 2017, Duisburg

Co-organized by ACCER, IN-EAST, DFG 

Research Training Group 1613 risk and 

east asia and IN-EAST School of Ad-

vanced Studies

Organizers: Timo Heinrich, Heike 

Hennig Schmidt (University of Bonn), 

Markus Taube, Gari Walkowitz (Univer-

sity of Cologne), Lilia Zhurakhovska.

For details please refer to Chapter 11 

(page 83).

tianJin forum 2017: 
 innovation and Co-
operation

July 7–8, 2017, Nankai University, Tian-

jin

Participants of the IN-EAST School of 

Advanced Studies: shuanping dai, die-
ter schramm, mira schüller, markus 
taube.

poliCy proCess and 
knoWledge transfer

July 28, 2017, Duisburg

For details, please refer to Chapter 11 

(page 84)

internal Workshops 
of the in-east sChool 
of advanCed studies

School Annual Retreat

november 24–25, 2016.

PhD Writing Week

december 5–11, 2016.

visiting researChers 
at the in-east sChool

dr. alessandra cappelletti, Adjunct 

Professor of International Relations 

of East Asia, American University of 

Rome, October 1, 2016 – March 31, 2017

prof. moriki terada, ph. d., Professor 

of Vocational and Career Education, 

Department of Educational Sciences 

School of Education and Human Devel-

opment, Nagoya University, March 20–

24, 2017

            

Workshops, ConferenCes  
and outreaCh aCtivities

researCh forum

The program of the joint research 
 forum can be found in Chapter 5   

(DFG Research Training Group risk and 

east asia, page 32).

international researCh 
training sChool on po-
litiCal eConomy

Jilin University, Changchun, october 
2016, Co-organizer: Shuanping Dai.

Joint Workshop

with Nankai University, Tianjin, october 
24–25, 2016.

vsJf annual Confer-
enCe mobility and the 
City of the future

november 18–20, 2016, Duisburg

Co-organized by VSJF – Vereinigung 

für sozialwissenschaftliche Japanfor-

schung and IN-EAST Institute of East 

Asian Studies and IN-EAST School of 

Advanced Studies, University of Duis-

burg- Essen.

For details please refer to Chapter 11 

(page 79).

in-east sChool of  advanCed studies  
final ConferenCe: innovation in east asia – 
 eleCtromobility and urban systems

february 6–7, 2017, Duisburg

The concluding conference of the 

four- year research project focused on 

the interdependent topics of electro-

mobility and urban systems, the two 

main research areas of interest at the 

IN-EAST School of Advanced Studies.

On the margins of the conference  

the scholars of the IN-EAST School 

presented their research results on 

large research posters.

For details please refer to Chapter 11 

(page 81).

3
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allianCe for researCh 
on east asia (area)  
ruhr   

The Alliance for Research on East Asia 

(AREA) Ruhr is a newly established 

joint research alliance of the IN-EAST 

and the Faculty of East Asian Studies 

at the Ruhr University Bochum (OAW/

RUB). It is a part of the wider Univer-

sity Alliance Ruhr (UA Ruhr) among 

the universities of Bochum, Dortmund, 

and Duisburg-Essen. Facilitating col-

laborative research and teaching, with 

more than 20 professors, about 100 

researchers and more than 1600 stu-

dents, AREA Ruhr will be one of Eu-

rope’s largest research and teaching 

hubs in the field of East Asian Stud-

ies. It brings together a wide range of 

scholarly fields and disciplines, rang-

ing from historical to contemporary re-

search, from linguistics to economics, 

from religious studies to sociology and 

political science. AREA Ruhr thus cre-

ates a unique interdisciplinary environ-

ment for the study of East Asia.

AREA Ruhr started its lecture series on 

transnational east asian studies in No-

vember 2016. This format gives pro-

fessors at AREA Ruhr an opportunity to 

discuss their research on questions re-

lated to transantionalisation and East 

Asia with their colleagues and a wider 

audience. Thomas Heberer (IN-EAST) 

gave the inaugural lecture: The East 

Asian Development Path and the ‘China 

Model: Old Wine in New Bottles? at the 

RUB, which was followed by a recep-

tion. In addition, during the academic 

year 2016/17, IN-EAST professors Nele 

Noesselt, Werner Pascha and Markus 

Taube talked about their research at 

the RUB, while OAW/RUB professors 

Sebastian Bersick, Elisabeth de Boer, 

Marion Eggert and Jörg Plassen gave 

lectures at the UDE.

In January 2017, AREA Ruhr’s Found-

ing Board conducted a meeting with 

members of its International Academic 

Advisory Board. Chaired by Professor 

Glenn Hook (University of Sheffield), 

the board discussed AREA Ruhr’s activ-

ities and progress in the year 2016 as 

well as the upcoming study programs. 

 

Further board members are Professor 

Jane Duckett (University of Glasgow), 

Professor Valérie Gelézeau, who al-

so serves as Vice Chair of the commit-

tee (L’École des Hautes Études en Sci-

enc- es Sociales, Paris), Professor Na

tascha Gentz (University of Edinburgh), 

Professor emeritus Peter Kornicki 

(University of Cambridge), and Profes

sor Sébastien Lechevalier (L’École des 

Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales, 

Paris).

In March and June 2017, AREA Ruhr is-

sued calls for applications for its doc-

toral program on transnational institu-

tion building and transnational identities 

in east asia, receiving numerous appli-

cations. Four students were accepted 

to the program, which is set to start in 

October 2017. The program is support-

ed by the Mercator Research Center 

Ruhr (MERCUR).

AREA Ruhr is headed by its Founding 

Board with Prof. Dr. JörnCarsten Gott

wald (OAW/RUB) and Prof. Dr. Werner 

Pascha (IN-EAST) as co-directors. Fur-

ther board members are Helmut De

mes (IN-EAST), Andrea Halbmeyer 

(OAW/RUB), Prof. Dr. Axel Klein (IN- 

EAST), and Prof. Dr. Sven Osterkamp 

(OAW/RUB). Managing directors are Dr. 

Kerstin Lukner (who comes from IN-

EAST) and Dr. Robert Pauls (original-

ly from OAW/RUB) (until april 2017) and 

Gwendolin Kleine Stegemann (OAW/

RUB) (since may 2017) respectively. The 

managing team, including Stefanie 

Langenberg as office manager, moved 

into its new office in the Rabbinerhaus 

in Essen in early November 2016, in 

historical premises adjacent to the Old 

Synagogue.

https://www.area-ruhr.de

merCator institute for 
China studies (meriCs)

In July 2014 IN-EAST (University of 

Duisburg-Essen) and the Faculty of 

East Asian Studies (Ruhr  University 

Bochum) started a closer coopera-

tion with the Mercator Institute for Chi-

na Studies (MERICS), Berlin, which was 

given the status of an affiliated institute 

(“An-Institut”) of both universities.

MERICS is a research and analysis in-

stitute, or think tank, established in 

2013 and based in Berlin. It is an initia-

tive of Stiftung Mercator, a major pri-

vate European foundation. MERICS is 

one of the largest international think 

tanks for policy-oriented research into 

and knowledge of contemporary China.

It analyses the political, economic, so-

cial, technological and ecological devel-

opments in China, and the correspond-

ing global impacts, providing the pub-

lic with insight into China through up-

to-date research and communication. 

It informs decision-makers in politics, 

business and society and acts as a key 

contact for the media. As such, MERICS 

aims to provide a nuanced perspective 

on the most populous nation on earth, 

to influence public debate, and to en-

hance expertise on China in Germany 

and Europe.

The research is concentrated on seven 

programmes:

– Digital China

– Social Change and Social Security

– Environmental Technology and Urban 

Sustainability

– Innovation Capacity and Cooperation

– Financial System

– Foreign Policy and Economic Rela-

tions

– Policy-Making: Processes and Out-

comes

www.merics.org

Rabbinerhaus, part of the Old Synagogue

     

              

cooperations 
and  

alumni

  kooperationen
und alumni 07Seoul, Chocolate Café, 2016 

(Ausstellung Mein Ostasien, 2016/17)

Aquarell: Beatrijs Brouwer 

http://www.merics.org
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partner universities 
and other researCh 
Cooperations

China

•	 Fudan	 University,	 Fudan	 Develop-

ment Institute, Shanghai

•	 Huazhong	University	for	Science	and	

Technology, Wuhan

•	 Inner	Mongolia	University,	School	of	

Ethnology and Sociology, Hohhot

•	 Jilin	University,	Changchun

•	 Nankai	University,	School	of	Econom-

ics, Tianjin

•	 Renmin	University	of	China,	Beijing

•	 Shanghai	University	of	Political	 	Sci- 

ence and Law, Shanghai

•	 Wuhan	University,	Wuhan

Japan

•	 Deutsches	 Institut	 für	 Japanstudien	

(DIJ), Tokyo

•	 Dokkyo	University,	Soka/Saitama

•	 Doshisha	University,	Kyoto

•	 Fukuoka	University,	Fukuoka

•	 Hokkaido	University,	Sapporo

•	 Kanagawa	University,	Yokohama

•	 Kobe	City	University	of	Foreign	Stud-

ies, Kobe

•	 Kyushu	University,	School	of	Educa-

tion, Fukuoka

•	 Nagoya	University,	School	of	Educa-

tion / Graduate School of Education 

and Human Development, Nagoya

•	 Ryukoku	University,	Kyoto

•	 Seinan	Gakuin	University,	Fukuoka

•	 Sophia	University,	Faculty	of	Foreign	

Studies, Tokyo

•	 The	University	of	Tokyo,	Interfaculty	

Initiative in Information Studies, Tokyo

•	 Yamagata University, Faculty of Liter-

ature and Social Sciences, Yamagata

Korea

•	 Chung	Ang	University,	Seoul

•	 Pusan	National	University,	Pusan

Taiwan

•	 National	Chengchi	University,	Taipei

Europe

•	 GIGA	German	Institute	of	Global	and	

Area Studies, Hamburg/Germany

•	 TÜSIAD	Sabanci	University,	Istanbul/

Turkey

alumni und freunde 
der duisburger 
 ostasienstudien e. v.  
(alfredo)

AlFreDO was founded in 1998 to de-

velop a network of East Asia special-

ists and to promote research and edu-

cation at IN-EAST. AlFreDO is very ac-

tive in organising and sponsoring vari-

ous events such as east asia day or the 

graduation ceremony hello, Good-bye & 

Welcome back. It sponsors scholarships 

as well as the annual award for the best 

thesis.

https://www.uni-due.de/in-east/alfredo

ConfuCius institute 
metropolis ruhr

The Confucius Institute Metropolis 

Ruhr, based in Duisburg, was  officially 

established in autumn 2009. It is an in-

stitute at the University of Duisburg- 

Essen. The city of Duisburg and the 

University of Duisburg-Essen provide 

an ideal location for a Confucius Insti-

tute, as both have been maintaining 

good contacts with the city of Wuhan 

and Wuhan University since the ear-

ly 1980s. The Confucius Institute Me-

tropolis Ruhr offers its expertise to the 

whole Ruhr Metropolitan Region, which 

also reflects in the institute’s name. 

Besides the mediation of language and 

cultural skills, other important foci of 

the Institute’s work are China’s current 

socio-economic issues; the Institute al-

so assumes tasks in political, econom-

ic and media consulting and promotes 

scientific exchange. IN-EAST and the CI 

cooperate intensively – in students ex-

change, in language training as well as 

in joint seminars. Thomas Heberer and 

Markus Taube serve as Co-Directors of 

the CI.

www.uni-due.de/konfuzius-institut/in-

dex_en.shtml

eastasianet

EastAsiaNet is a European Research 

School Network of Contemporary East 

Asian Studies, and IN-EAST is a found-

ing member since 2006.

Entering its eleventh year, EastAsia-

Net, the European Search School Net-

work of Contemporary East Asian Stud-

ies, held its yearly meeting in Madrid on 

April 20–22, 2017. The workshop was 

organized by the Autonomous Universi-

ty of Madrid and had two major themes: 

the korean peninsula at the crossroads 

and contemporary east asian uses of the 

european past. From Duisburg, Werner 

Pascha and Diana Schüler were pres-

ent, and Diana Schüler gave a presen-

tation on entrepreneurship as occupa-

tional choice in the midst of institution-

al change in korea, which was very well 

received. Werner Pascha chaired the 

business meeting of the network on 

April 22.

Duisburg’s IN-EAST actually took the 

initiative in starting the network more 

than ten years ago. The activity has led 

to lively exchanges, person-to-person 

contacts, personnel exchanges and ca-

reer encouragement as well as sev-

eral scholarly publications. The next 

meeting is scheduled for spring 2018 in 

Łódź, Poland.

 

EastAsiaNet Partners

•	 University	of	Vienna,	Institute	of	East	

Asian Studies, Vienna/Austria

•	 Charles	 University	 in	 Prague,	 Insti-

tute of East Asian Studies, Prague/

Czech Rep.

•	 Copenhagen	Business	School	 (CBS),	

Copenhagen/Denmark

•	 University	of	Copenhagen,	Asian	Dy-

namics Initiative, Copenhagen/Den-

mark

•	 Institut	d’Asie	Orientale	(IAO),	Lyons/

France

•	 Institut	 d’Etudes	 Transtextuelles	 et	

Transculturelles (IETT), Lyons/France

•	 Università	 Ca’	Foscari,	 Venezia,	 Di-

partimento di Studi sull’Asia Orien-

tale, Venice/Italy

•	 Universidad	Autónoma	de	Barcelona	

in cooperation with Barcelona Centre 

for International Affairs (CIDOB), Bar-

celona/Spain

•	 Universidad	 Autónoma	 de	 Madrid,	

Centro de Estudios de Asia Oriental, 

Madrid/Spain

•	 Lund	University,	Centre	for	East	and	

Southeast Asian Studies, Lund/Swe-

den

•	 University	 of	 Leeds	 /	 University	 of	

Sheffield, White Rose East Asia Cen-

tre, Leeds/Sheffield / Great Britain

Observers: University of Aveiro, Por-

tugal; University of Coimbra, Portugal; 

University of Łódź, Poland.

www.eastasianet.net

https://www.uni-due.de/in-east/alfredo
https://www.uni-due.de/konfuzius-institut/index_en.shtml
https://www.uni-due.de/konfuzius-institut/index_en.shtml
http://www.eastasianet.net
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birgit apitzsCh
(mit Jun.Prof. Dr. Maximiliane Wilkes

mann und Dr. Caroline Ruiner, TU 

Dortmund)

Kollektive Individualisierung – 
 individuelle Kollektivierung? Zur 
Aushandlung von Arbeits bedin-
gungen im Bereich der hochqua-
lifizierten Solo-Selbstständigen
MERCUR (Stiftung Mercator /  Mercator 

Research Center Ruhr),  

03/2015–06/2017.

flemming Christiansen
China’s Urbanisation Processes 
and the Emergence of New Politi-
cal and Social Structures in China.
Current research

Explorations of how new-style commu-

nities (shequ, i.  e. local-level residen-

tial areas of public-policy provisioning) 

emerge in a medium-sized city in cen-

tral China. The empirical research ex-

amines, in the first instance, how com-

munities cater for the social transitions 

of peri-urban rural people relocated 

into urban settings and also seeks to 

capture the broad variety of interests, 

purposes and administrative logics 

that determine their structure and path 

of development. This research topic is 

driven by an interest in explaining how 

social developments in China reflect 

coherent systemic logics.

Broader research interests include the 

Chinese in the global economy, where-

by the ethnic Chinese workers over-

seas are regarded as part of the same 

“supply chains” as migrant workers in 

China. This research seeks to under-

stand how forms of social and ethnic 

exclusion are framed in different con-

texts, reflecting pressures from the 

global economy.

flemming Christiansen
The Frontier of Industrialization 
in Continental North-East Asia
Current research

The research focuses on the frontier 

between “empires” in Norteast Asia as 

the site of indistrialization processes 

since the 1890 up till today. The project 

is a joint effort with colleagues work-

ing in Sociology and History to devel-

op common themes for possible third 

party funding.

flemming Christiansen
Ideology and China
Current research

The research applies theories of ide-

ology to an understanding of the po-

litical sociology of China as well as to 

non-Chinese views of Chinese civiliza-

tion.

Winfried flüChter
The Territorialisation of the Sea: 
Maritime Boundary Conflicts in 
East Asia – Powers, Interests 
and National Identities
Current project

Since 1994, the juridical guidelines of 

the United Nations Convention on the 

Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) are applied 

for making use of the biggest “land sei-

zure” of the sea in history. Particular-

ly the impact of the establishment of 

an Exclusive Economic Zone upon the 

oceans has been immense. Instead of 

res nullius (“nobody’s object“), large 

parts of the ocean space and its re-

sources (approximately one third) have 

been “nationalized”, i. e. brought un-

der coastal state jurisdiction (however 

not state sovereignty). With regard to 

East Asian Waters this research proj-

ect focusses on the open conflicts the 

abutting nations (China, Japan, Russia, 

South Korea) are faced with each oth-

er in terms of

(1) the national belonging of whatever 

tiny, putatively unimportant islands, 

lumps of rock or coral reefs and, 

based on their existence, the estab-

lishment of an Exclusive Economic 

Zone

(2) the struggle for islands between 

China and Japan (Diaoyu/Senkaku), 

between Japan and South Korea 

(Takeshima/Dokdo) and between 

Japan and Russia (southern Kuriles) 

in the context of UNCLOS’ maritime 

boundary guidelines and of history

(3) hyper-nationalism as part of terri-

torial disputes: Reasons and risks 

for military escalation. Why nation-

alism is so much entwined territori-

ally?

(4) paradigm shift back to traditional 

geopolitics? Learning from history? 

(5) managing and resolving territori-

al disputes in East Asia based on 

a combination of different values 

of international relations theories 

(particularly constructivism and lib-

eralism).

thomas heberer and 
gunter sChubert
(University of Tübingen)

Local Governance in China:  
The Interaction of two Strategic 
Groups – Local Cadres and Pri-
vate Entrepreneurs
Funded by the German Ministry of Ed-

ucation and Research, 2010 – Octo-

ber 2016

This project was part of the compe-

tence network Governance in china: 

prerequisites, constraints and potentials 

for political adaption and innovation ca-

pacity in the 21st century funded by the 

Federal Ministry of Education and Re-

search (BMBF) and in cooperation with 

Prof. Björn Alpermann (Würzburg) and 

Prof. Heike Holbig (Frankfurt and Ham-

burg).

Since 2014, the focus of the sub-proj-

ect conducted by Thomas Heberer and 

Gunter Schubert has been shifted to 

the interaction between private entre-

preneurs and local governments, and 

the organizational behavior and policy 

impact of entrepreneurs as a “strategic 

group”. Working at the lower tiers of the 

Chinese state, i. e., foremost at coun-
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ty, township and village level, we have 

found it most useful in our efforts to 

understand the local policy process, or 

‘how things are getting done’ in China, 

to adhere to the concept of local devel-

opmentalism. We combine this, how-

ever, with ‘strategic group’ analysis to 

grasp the internal dynamics of the lo-

cal developmental state, most notably 

the interaction between local govern-

ments and private entrepreneurs since 

the early 2000s and, particularly, in the 

aftermath of the 2008 outbreak of the 

global financial crisis. Based on pre-

liminary fieldwork conducted in 14 cit-

ies or county-level entities in the prov-

inces of Jiangsu, Shandong, Zhejiang, 

Fujian, Hubei, Jilin, Hainan, Beijing and 

Guangdong respectively, this project 

has three objectives, i. e.,

– to investigate to what extent the local 

developmental state of today differs 

from its early counterparts in the 

1980s and 1990s, most importantly 

the local corporatist state, a specific 

variant of the developmental type, so 

aptly described in the work of Jean Oi 

and others;

– to investigate if state-business rela-

tions in today’s local state show signs 

of change when compared to the 

findings of the earlier literature on 

the ‘corporatist’, ‘entrepreneurial’, 

‘clientelist’ or ‘predatory’ state ob-

served in the 1990s;

– to investigate the interaction be-

tween leading local cadres at county 

and township level and private entre-

preneurs.

We argued that the relationship be-

tween local governments and pri-

vate entrepreneurs has evolved over 

the past decade or so to become more 

horizontal than it has been in the early 

days of local developmentalism, mean-

ing that private entrepreneurs have 

arguably gained more autonomy from 

local governments as market compe-

tition has increased and market insti-

tutions have matured. Local govern-

ments not only face rising difficulties 

in securing sound private sector de-

velopment in times of global financial 

stress and structural change in the Chi-

nese economy, but also in steering pri-

vate entrepreneurship the way they 

did in former times. ‘Traditional’ local 

state corporatism and entrepreneur

ialism have given way to ‘serviceori

ented government’, with local govern

ments in the more developed parts of 

China becoming ‘inhibited’ develop

mental states in the sense that they 

are increasingly bound to private en

trepreneurs in a relationship of mu

tual dependency to make ends meet. 

The latter, for their part, are in a state 

of flux, slowly accumulating strategic 

power to keep the local state at bay 

and exert pressure on local govern

ments. Though not yet recognizable, 

private entrepreneurs in China are a 

strategic group ‘in the making’, i. e., a 

potential strategic group. Even if they 

act collectively only in an uncoordinat-

ed way, their overarching interests and 

rational behavior gradually change the 

dynamics of local politics in contempo-

rary China, resulting in a realignment 

of local government-business relations 

that may become the hallmark of a new 

era of ‘Chinese capitalism’ and, argu-

ably, strengthen the political system’s 

adaptive capacity.

thomas heberer
(New) Political Representative 
Claims: A Global View – France, 
Germany, Brazil, China, India
A French-German Joint  Cooperation 

Project sponsored by the German 

 Research Foundation (DFG) and the 

French L’Agence Nationale de la Re-

cherche (ANR), 2016–2019.

The leading scientists in this research 

endeavor are Prof. Dr. Thomas He

berer (University of Duisburg-Essen) 

and Prof. Dr. Brigitte Geissel (Goethe 

University Frankfurt), as well as Prof. 

Yves Sintomer (Centre de Recherches 

Sociolo giques et Politiques de  Paris, 

CRESPPA) and Prof. Stéphanie  Tawa 

LamaRewal (Centre d’Etudes de l’Inde 

et de l’Asie du Sud, CNRS-EHESS, 

 Paris).

Europe currently experiences a crisis 

of established forms of political rep-

resentation, visible for example in in-

creasing political distrust. Various 

claims to renew political representa-

tion are emerging all over the world. 

However, most contemporary research 

on representation focuses on electoral/

mandate representation within single 

countries. As a result, we lack a com-

parative, global analysis of (new) repre-

sentative claims developed outside the 

representative political system; and dy-

namics developing in the Global South, 

including non-democratic entities, are 

neglected by Western scholars. Our re-

search intends to address these gaps 

by putting into perspective represen-

tative claims in France and Germany – 

two leading democracies in Europe ac-

tively experimenting with new concepts 

of representation –, and in three BRICS 

states: Brazil – the largest democracy 

in Latin America with innovative par-

ticipatory devices including compet-

ing representative claims –, India – the 

world’s largest democracy and a pio-

neer in electoral quotas (as a claim for 

descriptive representation) –, and Chi-

na – an authoritarian regime engaged 

in a huge transformation with specific 

representative claims.

Building on German and French polit-

ical theories, our conceptual frame-

work departs from standard ways of 

considering political representation 

in the context of electoral and man-

date claims (e. g. Pitkin). We argue that 

while mandate representation remains 

important, it fails to account for cru-

cial contemporary developments. Our 

premise is that political representation 

is increasingly related to the (re)emer-

gence of new representative claims, i. e. 

situations in which an actor claims to 

speak/act in the name of others. Such 

claims are most often based on the de-

nunciation of misrepresentation, which 

they pretend to correct. However, in 

spite of the increasing variety of rep-

resentative claims around the world, a 

comprehensive conceptual framework 

and a typology allowing a deeper un-

derstanding of these claims are miss-

ing and we will address this conceptu-

al gap.

In the five countries under scrutiny, we 

will identify different situations in which 

(seemingly) new representative claims 

are raised, criticized or justified. Pro-

ceeding through a carefully designed 

common methodological framework, 

our research will pursue the objective 

of analyzing developments of repre-

sentative claims from a global, trans-

national perspective. To reach this ob-

jective we focus on two research fields. 

We analyze: (i) representative claims at 

the national level (national parliaments 

and media) raised during three national 

debates in each country; (ii) represen-

tative claims raised in three participa-

tory devices at the subnational level in 

each country. At both levels represen-

tative claims are justified with alleged 

misrepresentation of certain groups/

individuals within the given represen-

tative bodies. We will rest on qualitative 

methods for data collection and apply 

the adjusted representative claim anal-

ysis for data analyses. To scale up our 

findings, we will follow the “case-think-

ing” approach, identify patterns of rep-

resentative claims, develop a typology 

which can be applied for “terminologi-

cal, classificatory and heuristic means’ 

(Weber 1921), and theorize the findings 

in the context of modern democratic 

theory.

The Duisburg team is responsible of 

the sub-project on China. It focuses on 

the following policy fields: (a) formal 

and informal patterns of representa-

tion and representative claims of pri-

vate entrepreneurs, business organi-

zations and formal and informal entre-

preneurial networks; (b) formal and in-

formal patterns of representation and 

representative claims in urban neigh-

borhood communities; (c) new pat-

terns of representation and represen-

tative claims by means of the Internet; 

(d) Chinese discourses, e. g. the “mass 

line” concept and patterns of “symbolic 

representation”.

Post-doctoral Research Fellow in this 

project is Dr. Anna Shpakovskaya.

timo heinriCh
(with Felix S. Bethke)

Kulturelle Unterschiede bei 
Risiko präferenzen und Wahr-
nehmung außenpolitischer 
Ereig nisse
Gefördert vom Profilschwerpunkt 

Wandel von Gegenwartsgesellschaften, 

Universität Duisburg-Essen, 09/2016–

08/2017

Das geplante interdisziplinäre For-

schungsvorhaben befasst sich mit ex-

perimenteller Grundlagenforschung 

zu kulturellen Unterschieden bei indi-

viduellen Risikopräferenzen und der 

Wahrnehmung von politischen Ereig-

nissen. Kulturelle Unterschiede sind in 

diesem Kontext vor allem durch zwei 

Aspekte relevant. Erstens unterschei-

den sich Individuen aus unterschiedli-

chen Kulturkreisen u. U. in ihrer Bereit-

schaft Risiken einzugehen und in der 

Bewertung von Entscheidungsalterna-

tiven als risikobehaftet oder risikoarm. 

Zweitens besteht zwischen Individu-

en unterschiedlicher Kulturkreise u. U. 

kein einheitliches Verständnis über die 

Bedeutung von Situationen und Ereig-

nissen, auf deren Grundlage Präferen-

zen gebildet und letztlich Entscheidun-

gen getroffen werden.

Ziel des geplanten Forschungsvorha-

bens	 ist	 die	 empirische	 Überprüfung	

von kulturellen Unterschieden bei Ri-

sikopräferenzen und Ereigniswahr-

nehmung mittels experimenteller On-

line-Umfragen in China und den USA. 

Die zwei zentralen Forschungsfragen 

sind dementsprechend, ob sich Indi-

viduen in China und den USA hinsicht-

lich ihrer Risikopräferenzen und/oder 

Ereigniswahrnehmung unterscheiden. 

Darüber hinaus soll auch der Einfluss 

von Risikopräferenzen auf Ereignis-

wahrnehmung analysiert werden.

yuan li
The Impact of New Silk Road 
Railways on Local Economic 
 Development
Current research

One of the main focuses of the Belt and 

Road Initiative proposed by the Chinese 

government is connecting East Asia 

and Europe through multimodal trans-

portation corridors. For the land route 

of the Belt and Road Initiative, the con-

nection is mainly realized by railroads, 

especially through the China-Europe 

Express Railways which currently link 

16 Chinese cities with 12 cities in Eu-

rope and Asia. According to a recent 

development plan these railway lines 

will triple in the next few years. The pa-

per tries to understand the implications 

of the prospect for a European city to 

open up a new railway link with China. 

The project tries to study the effects of 

the railway links on local economic de-

velopment: including business, indus-

try, FDI, tourism, and infrastructure.

tao liu
Principle Investigator

Kooperationsforschung zum 
 chinesisch-deutschen Katastro-
phenrisikomanagement in der 
Landwirtschaft
Funded by the Bundesanstalt für 

Landwirtschaft und Ernährung (BLE), 

2016–2018

This project aims to compare the ca-

tastrophe management mechanisms 

in the agriculture of Germany and Chi-

na through connecting with the theo-

ry of risk society and social protection. 

Furthermore, this project seeks to un-

dertake explorative study to investigate 

to what extent the German experienc-

es of the agricultural catastrophe man-

agement are able to be transferred to 

China.
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Werner pasCha
Current Issues of the Political 
Economies of Japan and Korea: 
Comparative Research
Funded by the Bertelsmann Founda-

tion, 2009–2018

Werner Pascha is contributing to proj-

ects of the Bertelsmann Foundation 

that promise stringent comparisons 

between various countries, based on a 

rigorous and detailed analytical frame-

work. As for Japan, the framework is 

given by the sustainable Governance in-

dicators (SGI) project. It analyzes and 

compares the need for reform in OECD 

member countries, as well as their 

ability to respond to current social and 

political challenges. The project is de-

signed to create a comprehensive da-

ta pool on government-related activi-

ties in the world’s developed, free-mar-

ket democracies. With respect to South 

Korea, the framework is the compara-

tive crisis management project of Ber-

telsmann Foundation which intends to 

evaluate the capacities and abilities 

of the political management in select-

ed developing and transition countries 

in response to the global financial and 

economic crisis. In 2014 it was agreed 

to continue with SGI reports until the 

2018 report. Moreover, Werner Pascha 

was asked to contribute another re-

port for the INCRA (International Non- 

Profit Credit Rating Agency) project of 

the Bertelsmann Foundation, Washing-

ton Office.

helmut sChneider
Environmental Conflicts in 
Southeast Asia
Current research

In this research environmental con-

flicts are defined as conflicts in which 

environment or single natural elements 

(e.  g. water, land) play a crucial role. 

That does not necessarily mean, that 

such conflicts are also caused by e.  g. 

environmental degradation (although 

sometimes this might be the case). It is 

assumed that environmental conflicts, 

as conflicts in general, can only be un-

derstood and solved, when their (social, 

cultural, economic and political) con-

text is considered properly. A basic hy-

pothesis is that environment and natu-

ral elements, as a rule, are functioning 

as threat multipliers rather than single 

causes of conflicts. And they do so in 

very different ways. Due to the already 

noticeable, more so the predicted ef-

fects of climate change and a growing 

interest of financial investors for natu-

ral resources it is assumed, that envi-

ronmental conflicts in Southeast Asia 

will increase in the future in terms of 

numbers as well as degree.

helmut sChneider
Spatial Aspects of Vietnamese- 
Chinese Links and Relations in 
Past and Present
Current research

Vietnam and China have a long history 

of political, socioeconomic and cultur-

al influence and inter ference as well as 

competition. This is true until the pres-

ent day. Space is a medium through 

which these relations work (e.  g. bor-

ders, frontiers, transborder cultural 

spaces, territoral claims). And those re-

lations also have a spatial impact. The 

research aims at clarifying the role of 

space in Sino-Vietnamese relations in 

past and present.

karen shire
Principle Investigator

Cross-Border Temporary Agency 
Work: The Construction of Mar-
kets and Transnational Regula-
tion in International Comparison
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, 

DFG SH/82/5-1, 2013–2016

In the months of the project at the end 

of 2016 and thereafter activities fo-

cussed on publication preparations and 

conference presentation. Together with 

colleagues from the research group on 

cross-border labour markets in the In-

stitute of Sociology, Karen Shire edit-

ed a book on the topic, and contribut-

ed a paper from this specific project.  

Together with colleagues in Sociolo-

gy, and partners at the Ruhr Universi-

ty Bochum, the participants developed 

a new collaborative research proposal 

about transnational labour, which they 

anticipate submitting for funding in the 

next academic year.

The project team led by Karen Shire 

included researchers Dr. ChihChieh 

Wang, Hannelore Mottweiler, Markus 

Tünte, and in Japan, Associate Profes

sor Dr. Jun Imai, Hokkaido Unviersity 

and Dr. Steffen Heinrich, DIJ Tokyo.

www.uni-due.de/cross-temps/

karen shire
Study Group convened by Clemence 

Ledoux (Université de Nantes)

The Politics of Fiscal Welfare 
Markets
Funded by Hanse Wissenschaftskolleg, 

2016–2018

This study group, convened by Clem

ence Ledoux (Nantes) and funded by the 

HWK gathers leading European schol-

ars on welfare state transformations. 

In addition to exchanging research, the 

group aims to develop a joint research 

project by 2018 on the role of tax cred-

its and other fiscal mechanisms in 

shaping the “hidden welfare state” in 

Europe. See http://www.h-w-k.de/

en/study-groups/the-politics-of-fis-

cal-welfare.html. The group presented 

their work at the Conference of Europe-

anists in Glasgow, July 2017.

karen shire
(with Prof. Rainer Schnell)

SOEP Innovation Panel Module 
on Household Use of Personal 
and Household Services
2015–2017

A module about household employment 

practices in relation to the outsourcing 

personal and household services was 

accepted and included for the 2015 In-

novation Panel of Socio-Economic Pan-

el. In 2016 the data became available, 

and two publications are currently un-

der submission. The results were pre-

beate löffler
(with Carola Hein, TU Delft, architec-

ture, Jan van Gemert, TU Delft, com-

puter science, Victor de Boer, VU Am-

sterdam, computer science, Dirk 

Schubert, HCU Hamburg, architecture)

ArchiMediaL. Developing Post- 
Colonial Interpretations of Built 
Form through Heterogeneous 
Linked Digital Media
Funded by Volkswagen-Stiftung, 2017–

2020

The availability of extensive digital me-

dia creates important new challeng-

es. The World Wide Web offers huge 

amounts of image material, that opens 

up new avenues for innovative investi-

gation, including in the field of post-co-

lonial and global studies. However, be-

tween repositories, big data, Wikipedia 

or Flickr, the connections between ma-

terials are getting lost. Metadata have 

to be added painstakingly and manual-

ly into the system - otherwise numer-

ous sources will remain unexplored 

and closed to research. This is where 

the Dutch-German project starts: In co-

operation between historians of archi-

tecture and urban form and computer 

scientists the project aims to develop 

new tools for automatic building recog-

nition of architectures and their parts 

as available in inherently diverse digi-

tal media (plans, photos, models, etc.) 

and on the web. The computer side in-

cludes image recognition, deep learn-

ing, computer vision research, actual 

3d datasets. Three interconnected pilot 

studies will be carried out: Global Ports 

and Waterfronts; Colonial Architecture; 

Japanese Architecture.

nele noesselt
Configurations of Governance 
and Development Paths in the 
Studies of Chinese Political 
 Scientists
Funded by the German Research 

Foundation (DFG), 2014–2017

The internal policy debates of closed 

systems, such as the China (PRC), and 

the interplay between political leaders 

and political scientists are still an un-

derresearched domain of Chinese pol-

itics. The analysis of Chinese politics is 

often restricted to the visible dimension 

of political actions and speech acts. 

The underlying considerations and re-

flections that shape the political deci-

sion-making process and guide politi-

cal action are often neglected. The re-

search project tries to overcome these 

lacunae by conducting a systematic 

analysis of Chinese political science de-

bates on modes of governing and devel-

opment paths of the PRC. Given the in-

terrelation of political science and pol-

itics in the PRC, one could expect that 

these debates, first of all, fulfill a legit-

imating, confirmative function. Howev-

er, a closer look at the current constel-

lations shows that the Chinese politi-

cal elites are well aware that reforms 

are necessary for the persistence and 

restabilization of the political system. 

Encouraged by the political authorities, 

Chinese political scientists have start-

ed to develop abstract ideas of politi-

cal governance and economic develop-

ment, which aim at a re-organization 

and (!) restabilization of one-party rule. 

They eclectically combine elements of 

Chinese traditions, observations of oth-

er political regimes and strategic cal-

culations. Currently, the field of political 

science in China reminds one of hun-

dred contending schools, it is no longer 

dominated by one single unified ideo-

logically inspired research approach.

The time frame under research can 

be subdivided into two periods: 2002–

2012 (period in office of Hu Jintao) and 

2012–2015 (the first years of the new 

administration). The project will iden-

tify the central themes and ideas that 

prevail in Chinese political science de-

bates. Furthermore, it will investigate 

the factors and channels which cata-

lyze the integration of these ideas into 

policymaking. Following a nested-de-

sign approach (Liebermann 2005), the 

analytical frame integrates elements 

of qualitative and quantitative analysis, 

process tracing and comparative ap-

proaches (Fuzzy Set Qualitative Com-

parative Analysis).The research project 

contributes to the basic understanding 

of modern Chinese political philosophy, 

the mechanisms of politics in contem-

porary China and learning processes of 

authoritarian regimes. It initiates a dia-

logue between Modern Chinese Studies 

and Political Science. The project has 

also implications for the sector of pol-

icy advice and political consultation: It 

outlines the central ideas of the polit-

ical science debates that might guide 

and determine Chinese politics in the 

years to come.

http://gepris.dfg.de/gepris/projekt/ 

238920157

Werner pasCha
(with Frank Rövekamp)

Regional Financial Safety Nets in 
East Asia and Europe
2014–2017; funded by Bank of Korea 

during 2014–2015

The East Asia Institute of the Ludwigs-

hafen University of Applied Sciences 

(Prof. Dr. Frank Rövekamp), in coop-

eration with the IN-EAST of Universi-

ty of Duisburg-Essen (Prof. Dr. Werner 

Pascha), is engaged in a research proj-

ect on behalf of the Bank of Korea, the 

South Korean central bank, on institu-

tional mechanisms to secure interna-

tional financial safety. On a global level, 

the International Monetary Fund, based 

in Washington D. C., has the mandate to 

handle such issues. How ever, the re-

cent financial crisis in the Euro area 

and the Asian financial crisis of 1997/98 

have shown that there is a demand for 

regional safety mechanisms as well. In 

the EU, the European Stability Mecha-

nism (ESM) has emerged on this back-

ground, whereas East Asian econo-

mies have created the so-called Chi-

ang Mai Initiative (CMI). The collabora-

tive project with the Bank of Korea has 

the goal of developing ideas to improve 

the structure and processes of such 

regional initiatives further. The project 

shall lead to one or two joint publica-

tions with Frank Rövekamp.

https://www.uni-due.de/cross-temps/
http://gepris.dfg.de/gepris/projekt/238920157
http://gepris.dfg.de/gepris/projekt/238920157
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inflicted a massive loss of face to one 

of Europe’s most import trade part-

ners and thereby might have provoked 

an open trade war. The solution found 

is to completely give up the differenti-

ation between “market” and “non-mar-

ket” economies – not only with regard 

to China, but all economies. Instead, for 

all trade defense measures the nor-

mal reference value will be the domes-

tic prices. However, if significant dis-

tortions (e. g. caused by state interfer-

ences) affecting domestic prices can be 

shown to prevail, international bench-

mark prices can be used instead. In or-

der to make this new mechanism op-

erational, the European Commission is 

going to publish specific reports iden-

tifying such distortions in on an econ-

omy-wide or specific sector level. EU 

manufacturers can then refer to these 

reports in order to determine the ba-

sis for complaints and to calculate what 

the normal reference prices should be.

Research is being conducted in order 

to assess the degree to which Chinese 

industries are operating according to 

competition-based market standards 

or are subjected to market-distorting 

governmental interventions.

markus taube
Economic implications of the 
“Belt and Road Initiative”
Current research

A major impulse for economic develop-

ment in the Eurasian continent as well 

as a restructuring of the global division 

of labour might be created with the un-

folding of what has become known as 

the “One Belt, One Road” or “Belt and 

Road” initiative. Proposed by Chinese 

government in 2013 the initiative aims 

at creating a comprehensive network 

of transport corridors and an integrat-

ed industrial fabric spanning from Chi-

na via the Middle East and Central Asia 

to Europe. In the course of this multilat-

eral industrialization programme new 

regional and multilateral institutions 

that complement or compete with ex-

isting regional/global governance sys-

tems can be expected to evolve. Their 

shape as well as the concrete impact of 

the potentially emerging new regional 

value chains on global goods flows, in-

vestment activity, local as well as inter-

national labour markets, local and su-

pra-national institution building, how-

ever, remains undetermined. The dis-

ruptive changes brought up by the “Belt 

and Road” initiative cannot result in 

a win-win for all parties, but will en-

tail some a reorganization of absolute 

and relative wealth, income genera-

tion possibilities and economic as well 

as political power projection capacity. 

New research initiatives are required 

to better understand the parameters at 

play and identify potential local/region-

al/global development patterns.

sented in research groups at the Hanse 

Wissenschaftskolleg in February 2017 

and at the Conference of Europeanists 

in Glasgow in July 2017.

karen shire
Collaboration, Principle Investigator 

Prof. Mari Osawa, Director, Institute of 

Social Science, University of Tokyo

Gendering the Resilience to Di-
sasters and Crises – Japan and 
Germany in Comparison
JSPS Grants-in-aid for Basic Research 

(A), 2016–2018

The participants presented preliminary 

research at the European Association 

of Japanese Studies meetings in Lis-

bon, August 29 – September 2, 2017.

karen shire
Collaboration, Principle Investigator 

Prof. Ursula MensePetermann and 

Prof. Thomas Welskopp, University of 

Bielefeld

In Search of Global Labour
Funded by the Center for Interdisci-

plinary Research (ZiF), University of 

Bielefeld, 2017–2018

In 2016 the joint proposal with contri-

butions from Karen Shire was accepted 

for funding by the Center for Interdis-

ciplinary Research (ZiF). In 2017 activi-

ties included preparations of five work-

shops planned during 2017–2018 and 

joint publications. During the next year, 

Karen Shire will be funded to spend 

several weeks every quarter at the ZiF 

to collaborate with the research group.

markus taube
The Institutional Foundations of 
Innovation in China
Current research

In recent years, innovation research 

has clearly shown that innovation-driv-

en economic development relies on a 

broad foundation of benign cultural, so-

cial, political, and economic framework 

conditions. Institutions based in various 

social regimes must incentivize innova-

tion creating behavior as well as the ac-

ceptance and diffusion of these very in-

novations in society. There exists no 

“one-fits-all” institutional set-up outlin-

ing the preconditions for successful in-

novation-driven development. Cultural 

idiosyncrasies, variations in the avail-

ability and costs of specific resourc-

es and competencies, specific goals 

of ruling elites etc. all lead to specific 

manifestations and combinations of in-

stitutions that in their totality promote 

innovation in varying intensity and on 

differing social and technological tra-

jectories.

Against this background, China consti-

tutes a highly interesting case study for 

the analysis of the institutional require-

ments as well as evolutionary genesis 

of innovation-driven economic devel-

opment in a large non-Western soci-

ety. After three decades of highly suc-

cessful catching-up economic devel-

opment based on the emulation of for-

eign institutions, business models and 

technologies, the Chinese economy has 

now reached a stage where it needs to 

foster more endogenous innovation in 

order to evade (relative) stagnation in 

what has become known as the “middle 

income trap”. This requires substan-

tial alterations not only in the structur-

al set-up and incentive systems gov-

erning the Chinese economy, but al-

so in the fabric and underlying norms 

and values structuring society as well 

as the self-understanding of the polit-

ical elite and its organization of politi-

cal processes.

The Chinese business sector is already 

responding to the need for more en-

dogenous innovation in all sectors and 

segments of the economy. By doing 

so, it is exerting pressure for changes 

in the social fabric. At the same time 

Chinese government and the Chinese 

Communist Party appear to be high-

ly committed to transforming the eco-

nomic system and promoting an inno-

vation-friendly institutional set-up – 

while upholding an unwavering claim 

to power. The Hayekian postulate ac-

cording to which only free (democrat-

ic and market-based) societies can fea-

ture dynamic, innovation-driven devel-

opment dynamics instantly comes to 

one’s mind as a “belief” of Western in-

stitutionalism and “Ordnungspolitik” 

that needs to be reflected upon in the 

Chinese context.

markus taube
The Chinese State-Business 
 Nexus
Current research

When China joined the WTO in Decem-

ber 2001, it agreed that other countries, 

notably the European Union (EU) could 

continue to treat it as a “non-market 

economy” for the purposes of trade 

defense measures. The background 

to this special arrangement lay in the 

fact that at the turn of the century the 

Chinese economy was still in transition 

from a centrally planned economy to 

a market economy based on scarcity 

prices and free competition. There nei-

ther existed a comprehensive set of in-

stitutions that could support compre-

hensive market exchanges in the econ-

omy, nor was the government willing 

and give up its claim to directly steer 

economic development of the economy, 

its sectors as well as its major firms.

In expectation of substantial progress 

of China’s transition towards a full-

fledged market economy in the com-

ing years, the Protocol of Accession 

of China to the WTO outlined that 15 

years after its accession China’s status 

might be upgraded to a “market econo-

my”. While China interpreted the word-

ing of these paragraphs as guarantee-

ing it an automatic transition to “mar-

ket economy” status, the EU upheld 

the position that China would have to 

demonstrate that it complies with the 

five criteria defining the “market econ-

omy” status. With all economic observ-

ers agreeing, that China did not fulfil 

these criteria (by a wide margin) at the 

end of 2016, the dispute focused on ju-

ridical exchanges on the existence of a 

guarantee or not. Eventually, the dis-

pute was solved with some diplomat-

ic genius that neither awarded China 

the status of a “market economy”, nor 
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baChelor theses
bachelor-arbeiten

Completed
abGeschlossen

merve avci  

Ursachen von Geschlechterungleich-

heiten im Dienstleistungssektor    

(karen shire)

lisa bachmann  

Nomikai als Institution der japani-

schen Arbeitswelt  (karen shire)

mehtap balci  

Eine Branchenstrukturanalyse nach 

Porter für die chinesische Smartpho-

ne-Branche an einem Fallbespiel der 

Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd. 

(markus taube)

Jennifer bartsch  

Untersuchung der Beweggründe chi-

nesischer Unternehmen zum Direkt-

investitionsengagement in Afrika an-

hand des OLI-Paradigmas 

(markus taube)

thanuja baskaran  

Erfolgsfaktoren im E-Commerce – 

Trends und Chancen für Online- Händ-

ler  (markus taube)

kira bethke  

Organisationssoziologische Analyse 

der Pläne zur Verbesserung von Ge-

schlechtergleichheit der japanischen 

Regierung und des Erfolges ihrer 

Umsetzung der Jahre 2000–2015   

(karen shire)

Johanna bieger  

Wie verändern sich ethnonationale 

Identitäten brasilianischer nikkeijin 

vor dem Hintergrund ihrer Migra-

tions erfahrungen in Japan?  

(kyoko shinozaki)

Jiang bingxue  

Analyse der Bedeutung von Social 

Media für den E-Commerce 

(markus taube)

adrian bosner  

Welfare Effects of European Union 

Protectionism in the Context of Euro-

pean-Chinese Trade

antonia brauksiepe  

Mutterschaft und Prekarität: Die Ar-

beitsmarktintegration in der Status-

passage junger Mutterschaft  

(karen shire)

damla cicek  

Employer Branding für die Genera-

tion Z – Handlungsempfehlungen für 

die Unternehmen  (markus taube)

ayimah comfort  

Leadership in Start-up Organisa-

tions: The Case Study of Discovery 

Cycle Professionals, Nigeria   

(markus taube)

roman cordes  

Die aktuelle Liberalisierungsreform 

des japanischen Elektrizitätsmark-

tes: Hintergründe, Umsetzung und 

erwartete Konsequenzen    

(Werner pascha)

liang cui  

Handelseffekte einer trilateralen 

Freihandelszone zwischen China, Ja-

pan und Südkorea  (Werner pascha)

seda erzen  

Untersuchung unterschiedlicher Mar-

ketingstrategien bei Fast Moving Con-

sumer Goods in China und Deutsch-

land am Fallbeispiel der Coca- Cola 

Corporation  (markus taube)

daniel flegel  

Einparteiendominanz in demokrati-

schen Systemen

franziska gertz  

China’s Environmental Policy – A First 

Analysis of the Environmental Pro-

tection Law of 2015  (nele noesselt)

panajotis gizis  

Das Freeter-Phänomen in Japan: 

Konsequenz alternativer Lebensent-

würfe oder Druck des Arbeitsmark-

tes?  (Werner pascha)

eren gökdemir  

Analyse des Einflusses von e-Word-

of-Mouth auf Kaufentscheidungen   

(markus taube)

tugba gönen  

Untersuchung des Einflusses aus-

gewählter Social-Media-Plattformen 

auf die Kaufentscheidung von Konsu-

menten  (markus taube)

nathalie götz  

Atypische Beschäftigungsverhältnis-

se und die Prekarisierung von Er-

werbslagen junger Erwerbstätiger    

(karen shire)

lisa halfar  

Subjektivierung von Arbeit zwischen 

betrieblicher Reorganisation und Re- 

Taylorisierung  (karen shire)

sara hansen  

LOHAS (Lifestlyle of Health and Sus-

tainability) als Zielgruppe für japani-

sche Produkte in Deutschland: Green 

Marketing am Beispiel von Matcha  

(Werner pascha)

laura hartnauer  

Zur Aktualität des Toyota-Produk-

tions systems für westliche Auto-

mobil hersteller  (Werner pascha)

1     

              

theses and 
dissertations

abschlussarbeiten 
und dissertationen

09

Absolventen des IN-EAST  
(Hello, Good-bye and Welcome back 2016)

Foto: Julian Kut (Ausschnitt) 
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andrea höcker  

Der Einfluss des TRIPS-Abkommens 

auf das chinesische Intellectual Pro-

perty Rights System und die daraus 

resultierenden Auswirkungen auf die 

Wirtschaft  (markus taube)

thomas Jansen  

Analyse der chinesisch-indischen 

Handelsbeziehungen zwischen 1980 

und 2010 unter Einsatz des Modells 

komparativer Kostenvorteile D. Ri-

cardos  (Werner pascha)

seher kanbur  

Untersuchung des Potenzials tür-

kischstämmiger Konsumenten und 

der Integration desselben in unter-

nehmerische Wettbewerbsstrate-

gien  (markus taube)

lea kauling  

Destinationsmarketing im chinesi-

schen Outbound-Tourismus – Analy-

se deutscher Marketingstrategien

isabelle keim  

Soziale Gleichheit innerhalb der 

Paar beziehung von Dual Career Cou-

ples? Eine Untersuchung von Macht-

verteilung anhand der innerfamiliä-

ren Hausarbeitsteilung  (tao liu)

anna kemperdiek  

Persistenz oder Wandel? Die Ge-

schlechtersegregation in der Wis-

sensökonomie  (karen shire)

kathrin kempken  
The Influence of the Japanese Hege-

monic Masculinity ‘salaryman’ on the 

Prevalence of Males in the Phenome-

non hikikomori  (karen shire)

lisa-maria kettenhofen  

Institutionelle Rahmenbedingungen 

von Pflegemigration unter dem Eco-

nomic Partnership Agreement in Ja-

pan  (karen shire)

marit köffers  

Die Regulierung von Prostitution in 

Deutschland  (karen shire)

lisa kranjc  

Die Rolle von CSR bei Mergers & 

Aquisitions im nationalen und inter-

nationalen Kontext  (Werner pascha)

nina krüger  

The Difficulty of Marriage: Problems 

Women Have to Face in Japan   

(karen shire)

maximiliane lechtenberger  

Professionalisierungsprozesse und 

geschlechtsspezifische Arbeits-

marktsegregation  (karen shire)

christian leibrandt  

Das Wahlsystem des japanischen 

Unterhauses – Critical Juncture oder 

inkrementeller Wandel?

david liendgens  

Social Media Recruiting als moderne 

Form der Personalbeschaffung   

(markus taube)

maria angelin mariadasan  
E-Commerce-Erfolgsfaktoren, Chan-

cen und Risiken im Online-Handel am 

Beispiel von Zalando  (markus taube)

Vanessa mereien  
Wie beeinflusst vertikale Geschlech-

tersegregation am Arbeitsmarkt die 

Situation weiblicher Führungskräfte 

in Japan?  (karen shire)

nora mutz  

Wandlungstendenzen im japanischen 

Konsumentenverhalten insbesonde-

re am Beispiel IKEA  (Werner pascha)

meltem ocakverdi  

Emotionen im Marketing – Chancen, 

Nutzen und Risiken  (markus taube)

stephanie pietsch  

Die Analyse des Wandels der klassi-

schen Vaterrolle in Deutschland so-

wie des Einflusses ausgewählter ge-

sellschaftlicher Faktoren auf die Be-

fürwortung einer alternativen Vater-

rolle  (tao liu)

niklas rabe  

Lösungspotenzial von Migration für 

die Probleme des demographischen 

Wandels: Am Fallbeispiel der Stadt 

Mülheim an der Ruhr  (karen shire)

simone rauer  

Der Markt für japanische Manga in 

Deutschland  (Werner pascha)

irina schmidt  

Perspectives for the sharing econo-

my in Japan‘s accomodation industry  

(Werner pascha)

frederike schmitz  

Lebensmittelstandards als Problem 

nicht-tarifärer Handelshemmnisse 

bei den Exporten der EU nach Japan 

(Werner pascha)

katharina schneider  

Der Markt für japanische Roboter im 

deutschen Medizin- und Pflegesektor 

(Werner pascha)

Julia stehmann  

Chinas ausländische Direktinvestitio-

nen in Sub-Sahara Afrika: Analyse 

von Anreizen und Intentionen  

(markus taube)

lara suraci  

Foreign-affiliated Companies in Ja-

pan as an Alternative for Japanese 

Working Women

matthias tüker  

Corporate Social Responsibility and 

Compliance – Eine Untersuchung zur 

unternehmerischen Verantwortung 

einer AG  (markus taube)

mari uchima  

Die Entstehung der US-japanischen 

Sicherheitsallianz und die Rolle Oki-

nawas darin aus strategischer Sicht

aminzada Venus  

Marketing im Zeitalter der Digitalisie-

rung – Chancen und Herausforde-

rungen für Unternehmen    

(markus taube)

boonyarit wallapa  

Analysis of Foreign Direct Invest-

ment in Thailand based on the OLI- 

Model  (markus taube)

anhui wang  

Einführung der Miele-Produkte Koch-

felder und Dunstabzugshauben im 

chinesischen Markt – Analyse der 

wichtigsten Parameter des Produkt-

managements  (markus taube)

yaween wang  

Untersuchung von Social Media als 

Marketinginstrument zur Kundenbin-

dung am Beispiel WeChat  

(markus taube)

miyuki watanabe  
Analyse der Marktpositionierung von 

Smartphone-Anbietern im chinesi-

schen Markt – Eine komparative Un-

tersuchung von Apple und Xiaomi an-

hand des 4P-Modells  (markus taube)

svenja wenzel  

Welche Faktoren beeinflussen die 

Entscheidung über ein Auslandsstu-

dium japanischer Studenten? Eine 

kapitaltheoretische Analyse  

(kyoko shinozaki)

mario wißmann  

Analyse der Wettbewerbsparameter 

für einen Markteintritt chinescher 

Anbieter auf dem deutschen Markt 

für Solarenergie-Anlagen unter Ein-

satz des Five-Forces-Modells   

(markus taube)

fengli Xu  

Der Marketing-Mix ausländischer 

Gastronomieunternehmen in der 

Volksrepublik China. Eine komparati-

ve Analyse am Beispiel von Kentucky 

Fried Chicken und Starbucks   

(markus taube)

yiqian ye  

Analyse von Einflussfaktoren der chi-

nesischen Direktinvestition im Aus-

land  (markus taube)

sandra Zawiej  

Zwischen Ent- und Re-Traditiona-

lisierung: Partnerschaftliche und 

 familiale Arragements bei Doppel-

karrierepaaren und weiblichen Fami-

lienernähren  (karen shire)

sabrina Zeis  

Der Zugang von EU-Firmen zu öffent-

lichen Aufträgen in Japan: Situation, 

Herausforderungen und mögliche 

Beiträge durch das geplante Freihan-

delsabkommen  (Werner pascha)

master theses
master-arbeiten

Completed
abGeschlossen

Jenny adamus  

Strategien zur Fachkräftegewinnung 

unter Berücksichtigung von Online- 

Recruiting  (markus taube)

christina balk  

Analysis of the Potential Future Tai-

wanese Solar PV Market Develop-

ment Based on the Five Forces Model 

by Michael Porter  (markus taube)

Johannes bodner  
A Critical Perspective on Gender in 

UN Peacekeeping  (nele noesselt, 

co-supervisor)

thorben broekmann  

Analyse von Anpassungsbedarfen 

ausgewählter Kostenrechnungssys-

teme für den Dienstleistungssektor 

(markus taube)

maximilian brüning  

Der Austritt aus dem EU-Binnen-

markt: Verfahren, Optionen und Wür-

digung von Chancen und Risiken  

(Werner pascha)

Janna büscher  

Crisis Management in Japan: The 

Case of the Toyota Recall Incident  

(Werner pascha)

christiane burs  

Analysis of Recruiting on Retention 

Strategies of Top Talents by “West-

ern” Multinational Corporations in 

China  (markus taube)

tri hien duong  

Die Bedeutung von CSR-Aspekten bei 

Logistikdienstleistungen aus Kun-

densicht  (markus taube)

tobias fausten  

Japan’s New Industrial Policy: Chal-

lenges and Opportunities from an In-

dustry Maturity Perspective  

(Werner pascha)

benjamin leif friedrich  

Effects of Population Decline on Inno-

vation in Japan’s Regional Economies 

(Werner pascha)

Judith hendricks  
Zur Situation weiblicher Führungs-

kräfte in der deutschen Bundeswehr  

(karen shire)

2
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theo westphal  

Role Theory and Chinese Foreign 

Policy under Xi Jinping – The South 

China Sea Disputes  (nele noesselt)

Özlem yilmaz  

Untersuchung der Gestaltungspara-

meter der Kooperationsbeziehung 

(Coopetition) von Unternehmen im 

Technologiesektor – Darstellung am 

Beispiel von Apple und Samsung 

(markus taube)

natalyia yurina  

Intra-Industry Trade between the Eu-

ropean Union and the Republic of Ko-

rea and Its Determinants, 2001–2016

Jiarui Zhang  

Purchase Intention of Electric Vehi-

cles among Chinese Middle Class 

Based on the Theory of Planned Be-

havior  (markus taube)

mengya Zhang  

Greenfield or Acquisition: Testing the 

Transaction Cost / Internalization 

Theory for the Establishment Mode 

Choice of Chinese Investors in Ger-

many  (markus taube)

Qingai Zhang  

The Household Registration Reform 

in Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou

doCtoral theses
dissertationen

Completed
abGeschlossen

marcus conlé  

China’s Biopharmaceutical Industry: 

Organizational Dynamics in a State 

Capitalist Setting  (markus taube)

Vitali heidt  

Two Worlds of Aging: Institutional 

Shifts, Social Risks, and the Liveli-

hood of the Japanese Elderly    

(karen shire)

Julia münch  

Führungsnachwuchs für China und 

Japan. Explorative Analyse der Re-

krutierungsstrategien deutscher Un-

ternehmen  (Werner pascha)

anna shpakovskaya  

De-administratizing the Chinese Red 

Cross (2011–2014): Why Did It Fail? A 

historical institutional perspective   

(thomas heberer)

dung Vu  
Essays in Experimental Economics 

(kumulative dissertation)   

(markus taube)

pending
lauFend

Julia aristova  

Emergence of Low-Carbon Strate-

gies at Sub-National Level in China: 

Shenyang city case study   

(Flemming christiansen)

katharina borgmann  

Cities of China – Analyzing and Un-

derstanding the Transformation of 

Urban Structures with the Tools of 

Architectural and Urban Semiotics  

(J. alexander schmidt)

stephanie bräuer  
Women Social Organization in the 

People’s Republic of China: New 

Forms to Initiate Policy Change? A 

case study of Anti-Domestic Violence 

(ADV) organizations in Beijing  

(thomas heberer)

huijie chu  

In Dialogue with Institutional Re-

forms: Chinese Students Crossing 

the Ridge of Higher Educational Insti-

tutions (HEIs)  (Flemming christiansen)

magnus dau  

Media as a Deliberative Arena? The 

Case of Environmental Protection 

Bureaus on Sina Weibo in China  

 (thomas heberer)

aleksandra davydova  

The Spillover  Effects of Chinese 

 Outward Cross-Border M & A on the 

Country’s  Innovations   

(shuanping dai)

ying ding  

Adaptation and Contestation of Eth-

nic Identities: The Jungarian Sibe   

(Flemming christiansen)

david eichhorn  

Japan‘s Competitive Identity  

(Werner pascha)

tobias fausten  

Deindustrialization and its Effect on 

the Japanese Economy  

(Werner pascha)

ningjing ge  

Corruption in China: How Do We Un-

derstand It from a New Perspective – 

Discourse Analysis, Measurement 

and Mechanism    

(Flemming christiansen)

3

Johannes hochreuther  

The Unsustainable Character of the 

Japanese Legal Education System 

Reform 1998–2001 – Interest Group 

Heterogeneity as a Major Influencing 

Factor

Xiaowen Jin  

Chinese Outward FDI in Europe – A 

comparison study between OLI and 

LLL model  (markus taube)

mutong li  

Motivations of Chinese Post-90s Fe-

males in Outbound Tourism

santiago Jorge lopez lasheras  

Challenges for the Korean Chaebol 

Conglomerates: A strategic manage-

ment perspective  (Werner pascha)

Jiajia ma  
Labor Market Flexibility: Lessons 

from Japanese Employment Adjust-

ment in the Structurally Depressed 

Industries, 1970s–1980s   

(Werner pascha)

sarah möller  

“Fighting Corruption is to Prevent the 

Downfall of the Party and the State” – 

The CCP’s attempt to garner political 

support via Operation “Fox Hunt” and 

“Sky Net”  (nele noesselt)

eva muranko   

Die	 Auswirkungen	 der	 Übergangs-

fristen von Arbeitnehmerfreizügig-

keit bei der Integration der osteuro-

päischen Länder in die EU am Bei-

spiel Deutschlands und Großbritan-

niens (Werner pascha)

itsayaporn nakput  

Marketing Nachhaltigkeit: Die Ge-

schäfts-Strategien für BMW und 

Volkswagen in Chinas Elektrofahr-

zeugmarkt  (shuanping dai)

dawud nasruddinzada  

Chinesische Auslandsdirektinvesti-

tio nen und Internationalisierungsbe-

strebungen: Eine komparative Analy-

se zugrundeliegender Charakteristi-

ka, Motive und Strategien unter Ein-

bezug eines integrativen OLI-LLL-

Modells  (markus taube)

dilan Özer  

Corporate Social Responsibility (csr) 

– ein vergleich von csr-strategien 

zwischen kmus und Großunternehmen  

(markus taube)

natalia orzhitckaia  

The Utility of BRICS for China’s Strat-

egy in Global Economic Governance

Judith osei-diawuo  

Bedeutung des Online Personal 

Branding beim Screening im Perso-

nalauswahlprozess von Dienstleis-

tungsunternehmen in Deutschland – 

Eine empirische Analyse  

(markus taube)

ling pang  

A Comparative Study of China[’s] and 

Japan’s Foreign Policies to Africa  

(nele noesselt)

elizaveta priupolina  

Institutions and Institutional Change 

in East Asia: Role of ideas introduced 

into political communication in China 

under the 5th generation of leader-

ship  (nele noesselt)

muhammad tayyab rauf  

Joint Challenges, Shared Interests? 

Changing Pattern of Cooperation in 

East Asia: Deciphering ‘One Belt, One 

Road’ Initiative  (nele noesselt)

friedrich ressing  
Sozio- und Umweltsponsoring im 

Rahmen des Nachhaltigkeitsmarke-

ting – Wirkung auf Unternehmen, 

Sponsoringnehmer und Gesellschaft 

(markus taube)

moritz schönleber  

Das chinesische Engagement in La-

teinamerika – strategisches Militär-

bündnis oder neuer Pol der Weltwirt-

schaft?  (nele noesselt)

mariia shitikova  

The Labour Market for Youth in Ja-

pan: Factors influencing the proba-

bility to enter non-standard employ-

ment  (Werner pascha)

Victoriia shuryhina  

The Effect of Job Characteristics of 

Elderly Employees in Japan on their 

Subjective Well-being   

(Werner pascha)

maria smolko  

National Cultural Determinants of 

Mythogenesis in Socialist Societies 

by the Example of PRC and USS    

(nele noesselt)

oulannasin souvannoudom  

China, Japan, and Southeast Asia: 

Dynamic Development Partners or 

Power Balance and Security Allies? 

(nele noesselt)

christian strauch  
Soziale Bewegungen in China: Eine 

komparative Untersuchung    

(nele noesselt)

lisa tonnätt  

Delivery of Perishable Goods: Japan 

as a benchmark and implementation 

potential for German logistics ser-

vice providers  (Werner pascha)

birsen ugurlu  

Erklärungsansätze für Korruption 

mithilfe des Happy-Victimizer-Phä-

nomens anhand des Fallbeispiels 

 FIFA- Manager Sepp Blatter  

(markus taube)

anna katharina weiße  

Auswirkungen eines gesetzlichen 

Mindestlohns auf die Beschäftigung 

– Eine Metastudie empirischer Be-

funde  (markus taube)
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oliver simon  

Die Reise der chinesischen Studien-

kommission zur Erforschung der 

westlichen kon sti tu tionellen Regie-

rungssysteme im Jahre 1906 und de-

ren Auswirkungen auf die Rechtsre-

zeption und die Reformen zu Beginn 

des 20. Jahrhunderts in China  

(tobias stoll, universität Göttingen)

deirdre sneep  

Cell Phone City and the Cyborg: Ja-

pan’s Mobile Revolution in the Infor-

mation Age  (Jens martin Gurr)

mihaela suhalitca  

Self-regulation and Trust-building in 

Japanese Sharing Economy  

(Werner pascha)

markus tünte  

Masculinity and Employment Change: 

A Comparison of Non-Standard Male 

Workers in Germany and the Nether-

lands  (karen shire)

tanja walter  

Chinese (Non-)Interventions: A Com-

parative Analysis of Chinese Inter-

ventions in the Middle East and Africa  

(nele noesselt)

miriam wendel  

Japans Sonderwirtschaftszonen aus 

Sicht der Politischen Ökonomie   

(Werner pascha)

guanzhong yang  

Information, Incentives and  Social 

Background  (Jeannette brosig-koch)

kawai yiu  

Private Equity in China: Spieltheoreti-

sche Analyse der Interessen und Ak-

teure  (markus taube)

yu Zou  

Decentralization, Institutionalized Co-

operation and Forest Self-Gover-

nance in China  (markus taube)

youngah guahk  

The Governance of Sustainable Urban 

Development: Political Innovation in 

the Case of New Eco Cities in South 

Korea  (axel klein)

alexander haering  

A Cross-Cultural Comparison of 

 Higher-Order Risk Preferences  

(Jeannette brosig-koch)

peter thomas in der heiden  

Der Beitrag chinesischer Industrie-

politik zur Erhöhung der internatio-

nalen Wettbewerbsfähigkeit von In-

dustriebranchen – Eine Untersu-

chung am Beispiel der chinesischen 

Stahlindustrie  (markus taube)

antonia hmaidi  

Essays on Chinese and International 

Economics  (markus taube)

mi Jian  

MNEs‘ R & D Strategies in Chinese In-

novation Systems  (markus taube)

yasmin koppen  

East Asian Landscapes and Legiti-

mation: Localizing Religious and Po-

litical Authority in China and Adjoin-

ing Empires  (Flemming christiansen)

stephanie krebs  

Konsumentenverhalten und Verbrau-

cherpolitik nach Fukushima (arbeits-

titel) / Consumer Behavior and Con-

su mer Policy in the Aftermath of Fu-

kushima (Working title)  

(Werner pascha)

lassi laine  

Varieties of Individuality in China   

(Flemming christiansen)

weijing le  

Political Innovations in Chinese High-

er Education Admission Policies  

(axel klein)

Xiaoli lin  

Urban Planning Systems’ Impacts on 

Built-up  Environment and Urban 

Trans portation System: Sustainabili-

ty Assessment of Chinese Eco City 

Projects  (J. alexander schmidt)

yang liu  
Research Project: Entrepreneurship, 

Innovation and Poverty Alleviation in 

China  (shuanping dai)

yao lu  

Does the Political Connection Dimin-

ish the Usefulness of Internal Control 

in Avoiding Investment Risk? – Based 

on empirical evidence of Chinese pri-

vate firms  (markus taube)

Jiajia ma  
Labor Adjustment in the Structurally 

Depressed State-owned Enterprises 

in China  (markus taube)

connor malloy  

Urbanizing Practices: A Sociological 

Study of Post-relocation Residential 

Communities in Urban China   

(Flemming christiansen)

mohamed mansour  

Monetary Integration through Cur-

rency Competition: the Parallel Cur-

rency Approach for East Asia  

(Werner pascha)

Jörg mathäus  

Corporate Governance in China: Eine 

Analyse der internen und externen 

Sanktionsmechanismen   

(markus taube)

dominique miguel borm  

#mediastrategy: Japanese social 

movement organisations and the 

media in the internet era  (axel klein)

aimi muranaka  

The Use of Foreign Labor by Japane-

se Firms  (karen shire)

lia musitz  

The Legal Case of China: Techno- 

Politics at Work. What do automated 

decision-making systems do in court 

and beyond?  (nele noesselt)

iva ognjanovic  

Organizational Commitment of Young 

People Working in a Foreign Compa-

ny in China: Morality and Class Habi-

tus  (Flemming christiansen)

hongjin oh  

Familialism and Care Work in South 

Korea and Japan  (karen shire)

elizaveta priupolina  

Changing Patterns of the Sino-Rus-

sian Partnership  (nele noesselt)

benjamin rabe  

The effects of international coopera-

tion on Japanese regional innovation 

clusters in the high-tech sector  

(Working title)  (karen shire)

katja restel  

Informal Social Networks   

(markus taube)

nicole schleiffer  

Adaptation of the Value Propo sition 

for Electric  Vehicles to Improve Cus-

tomer Acceptance – a Comparison 

between Chinese (emerging) and 

Ger man (developed) Markets  

(heike proff)

diana schüler  

New Hopes, New Risks – Entrepre-

neurship as occupational choice in 

the midst of institutional change in 

South Korea  (Werner pascha)

mira schüller  

Technically Optimal Electric Vehicle 

Design for User Groups in China  

( dieter schramm)
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study programs at the in-east

bachelor-studiengang ba moas
Deutschsprachig, Schwerpunkt Sozio-

logie, Politikwissenschaft oder Wirt-

schaftswissenschaften, Ostasiatische 

Sprache Chinesisch, Japanisch oder 

Koreanisch, 8 Semester (davon 2 Aus-

landssemester)

master program ma meas
English-taught, East Asian language 

Chinese, Japanese, or Korean (lan-

guage background required), 2 semes-

ter (with strong disciplinary back-

ground – sociology, political science, or 

economics) or 4 semester (with weak 

disciplinary background)

master program ma ceas
English-taught, East Asian language 

Chinese, Japanese, or Korean (without 

language background, strong disciplin-

ary background required – sociology, 

political science, or economics), 4 se-

mester

Winter term 2016/17
Wintersemester 2016/17

spraChkurse  
(ba moas)

Modul SC 1: Chinesisch Intensiv 1 
lun du / Xuepan wang

Modul SC 3: Chinesisch Intensiv 3 
lun du / Xuepan wang

Modul SC 5: Chinesisch Intensiv 5 
lun du

Modul SJ 1: Japanisch Intensiv 1 
kayoko asada / yuko sugita /  
ryusuke takai

Modul SJ 3: Japanisch Intensiv 3 
yuka ando

Modul SJ 5: Japanisch Intensiv 5 
yuka ando

Modul SK 1: Koreanisch Intensiv 1 
stefan knoob

language Courses (ma)

Module LC 1: Intensive Chinese I 
Jing chen

Module LC 3: Intensive Chinese III 

Xiaoqing fan

Module Chinese for Advanced Students

Chinese for Advanced Students: News-

papers

lun du
Chinese for Advanced Students: Essays

lun du

Module LJ 1: Intensive Japanese I 

yuka ando / akiko kiuchi / yuko 
sugita / ryusuke takai

Module LJ 3: Intensive Japanese III 
yuka ando / akiko kiuchi / yuko 
sugita / ryusuke takai

Module Advanced Japanese Read ing 

and Technical Composition

Advanced Japanese Reading

yuko sugita
Advanced Japanese Composition

yuka ando

Module LK 1: Intensive Korean I 

stefan knoob

Module Korean for Advanced Students

stefan knoob

ostasiatisChe regional-
studien (ba moas)

Modul OA 1: Einführung in das Studium 

Ostasiens (Teil 1)	(Übung/Seminar)

axel klein / stefan knoob

Modul OA 2: Einführung in die Grund-

lagen und Entwicklungen der Länder 

Ostasiens (Teil 2)	(Vorlesung/Übung)

axel klein

Modul OA 5: Angewandte Ostasienstudien 

und Nachbereitung des Auslandsjahrs 

(Übung)

axel klein

introduCtory modules 
(ba / ma meas / ma Ceas)

Module DA 1: East Asia in the Social 

 Sciences (Vorlesung)

East Asia in Political Science

axel klein / lia musitz /  
anna shpakovskaya

East Asia in Sociology

melanie wacker

Module DA 2: East Asia in Economic 

 Sciences (Vorlesung)

The Development Issues of the Econo-

mies of East Asia

werner pascha / shuanping dai
Contemporary Challenges of the Econ-

omies in East Asia

werner pascha / shuanping dai

Module DA 3: Transnational Perspec-

tives on East Asia	(	Vorlesung/Übung)

Contemporary History of East Asia

flemming christiansen
Transnational Relations of East Asia

yuan li

1

     

              

courses 
offered

lehrveranstaltunGen

10

Foto: Philipp Kohn 
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WirtsChaftsWissen- 
sChaften

Seminar on China’s Economy (Kollo-

quium)

markus taube

Applied Microeconomics / Angewandte 

Mikroökonomik (Vorlesung)

markus taube

summer term 2017
sommersemester 2017

spraChkurse  
(ba moas)

Modul SC 2: Chinesisch Intensiv 2 
lun du

Modul SC 4: Chinesisch Intensiv 4 
lun du

Modul SJ 2: Japanisch Intensiv 2

yuka ando  / kayoko asada/  
yuko sugita

Modul SJ 4: Japanisch Intensiv 4

yuka ando / yuko sugita

Modul SK 2: Koreanisch Intensiv 2 / 

Module LK 2: Intensive Korean 2

stefan knoob

language Courses (ma)

Module LC 2: Intensive Chinese II

Jing chen

Module LJ 2: Intensive Japanese II

akiko kiuchi / miwo sakai

Module Chinese for Advanced Students

Intermediate Chinese

lun du

ostasiatisChe regional-
studien (ba moas)

Modul OA 1: Einführung in das  Studium 

Ostasiens (Teil 2) = Modul OA 3: Teil-

gebiete der Ostasienstudien

Einführung in die chinesische 

Wirtschaft (Vorlesung)

werner pascha / antonia hmaidi
Einführung in die Gesell schaften Ost-

asiens (Vorlesung)

florian coulmas / flemming chris-
tiansen / stefan knoob

Einführung in die politischen Systeme 

Ostasiens (Vorlesung)

axel klein / nele noesselt /  
stefan knoob

Modul OA 2: Einführung in die Grund-

lagen und Entwicklungen der Länder 

Ostasiens (Teil 1)	(Vorlesung/Übung)

axel klein / melanie wacker /  
stefan knoob

Modul OA 4: Vorbereitung auf das Aus-

landsjahr

Interkulturelle Kommunikation & 

 Vorbereitung auf das Auslandsjahr

axel klein / lun du / miwa sakai

advanCed east asian 
studies (ba / ma)

Module AEAS 1: Institutions and Organi-

zations in Japan

Institutions and Organizations in Japan 

(Seminar)

kei takata
Research on Japanese Social Institu-

tional Change (Seminar)

Vitali heidt

Module AEAS 5: The Economy of China

Economic Studies on China (Vorlesung)

shuanping dai
China Management Cases (Seminar)

markus taube

Module AEAS 7: International Economic 

and Business Issues of Japan

Japan’s Role in Global and Regional 

Economic Relations (Vorlesung)

werner pascha
Management in Japan / Business Is-

sues in Japan’s Economy (Seminar)

werner pascha / mihaela suhalitca

Module AEAS 9: The Chinese Society 

(Seminar)

tao liu

Module AEAS 12: Political Development 

in China

Project Study: Core Issues of Chinese 

Politics (Vorlesung/Seminar)

nele noesselt
Political Culture and State-Society 

 Interactions (Seminar)

nele noesselt

Module AEAS 13: Economic Develop-

ments in East Asia

(Vorlesung)

yuan li

Module AEAS 15: Japanese Politics 

(Seminar)

axel klein

2

advanCed east asian 
studies (ba / ma)

Module AEAS 1102: Work and Employ-

ment in Japan

Labor Markets and Employment Insti-

tutions	in	Japan	(Vorlesung/Übung	

und Seminar)

helmut demes

Module AEAS 1103: Japanese Society 

and Social Structure

Social Structure, Identity and Social 

Action in Contemporary Japan  

(Seminar)

kyoko shinozaki
Social Content Analysis Using Official 

and	Media	Sources	(Übung)

kyoko shinozaki

Module AEAS 1110: Recent Develop-

ments in the Chinese Society (Vorle-

sung/Seminar)

tao liu

Module AEAS 1111: Chinese  International 

Relations

Project Study: Core Issues of Chinese 

Foreign Policy (Seminar)

nele noesselt
Chinese Foreign Policy and China’s 

Role in World Affairs (Seminar)

nele noesselt

Module AEAS 1116: Institutions in Japa-

nese Politics

Institutions in Japanese Politics (Sem-

inar/Übung)

axel klein
Project Study: Institutions in Compara-

tive	Perspective	(Seminar/Übung)

axel klein

Module AEAS 2106: Business and 

 Economy in China (Macroeconomic De-

velopments in the Chinese Economy) 

(Seminar)

shuanping dai / antonia hmaidi

Module AEAS 2108: Japan’s Political 

 Economy

Japan’s Economy between Market, 

State and Society (Seminar)

werner pascha

Module AEAS 2114: The Economy of East 

Asia

The Economy of East Asia (Seminar)

yuan li
Project Study: Economic Issues of Con-

temporary	East	Asia	(Seminar/Übung)

yuan li

eleCtive modules

Module E 4: Contemporary Issues of the 

Korean Economy

Introduction to the Korean Economy 

and Society (Vorlesung)

werner pascha / mohamed mansour
Topical Issues of the Korean Economy 

and Business Management (Seminar)

werner pascha / mohamed mansour

Urbanization of the Developing World – 

Views from Geography (Blockseminar)

helmut schneider

phd program  
risk and east asia

Core Theory (Hauptseminar) 
flemming christiansen / florian 
coulmas / winfried flüchter / 
 thomas heberer / axel klein / 
werner pascha / kyoko shinozaki / 
markus taube

Research Forum (Seminar/Kolloquium) 
flemming christiansen / florian 
coulmas / winfried flüchter / 
 thomas heberer / axel klein / 
werner pascha / kyoko shinozaki / 
markus taube

sozialWissensChaften / 
WirtsChaftslehre /
politik (lehramt)

Basismodul Soziologie

Arbeitsmarktwandel und die Erosion 

von Normalarbeit (Seminar)

markus tünte

Wahlpflichtmodul: Der Bürger im Staat II 

(Seminar)

nina rotermund

politikWissensChaft 
(ba / ma)

Modul 3: Konfliktbearbeitung und Peace-

building / Modul 4: Regionalmodul I

Außenpolitik und regionale Konflikt-

bearbeitung: Asien (Seminar)

nele noesselt

Modul Orientierungswissen

International Economic Organisation 

(Vorlesung)

werner pascha / mohamed mansour
Governance-Prozesse in der post- 

maoistischen VR China: Theorien, 

Strukturen, Implikationen

nele noesselt

Modul A 6: Politikimplementation und 

Public Policy

Das Neue Steuerungsmodell – Wie 

output-orientiert wurde die Verwal-

tung? (Seminar)

nina rotermund

soziologie (ba / ma)

E-Modul 2: Einführung in Studium und 

die Arbeitstechniken der Soziologie 

(Vorlesung/Seminar)

Vitali heidt / kyoko shinozaki / 
 oliver simon u. a.

Module 5/6: Schwerpunktmodul I/II

Regulierung transnationaler Arbeit 

(Seminar)

birgit apitzsch
Männlichkeit und (Sorge-)Arbeit 

( Seminar)

markus tünte
Transnationalisierung von Hoch-

schulen in vergleichender Perspektive 

(Seminar)

kyoko shinozaki

Arbeitsmarkt- und Sozialpolitik in 

 China und anderen Schwellenländern 

(Seminar)

tao liu

Kolloquium für Abschlussarbeiten 
kyoko shinozaki, markus tünte
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speCial teaChing aCtivities
neues aus der lehre

Recruitment Seminar – How to find a 

job in Japan. One-day seminar for BA 

and MA students with language focus 

in Japanese by Virginie grillet, Eu-

rope Manager, Fourth Valley Concierge 

Corp., organized by Top Career.

florian coulmas gave a special course 

Japanese society at the Department 

of Asian and North African Studies, 

Ca’ Foscari University, Venice, Febru-

ary–March 2017.

werner pascha participated in the 

Business and Economics Summer 

Term (BEST) program of the Mercator 

School of Management of UDE offered 

for students from abroad, which con-

centrates on core subjects of business 

techniques and economics, with spe-

cial emphasis on the European Single 

Market and policy making in Europe. He 

offered a course on european economic 

integration for about 25 students from 

the US, Hong Kong and elsewhere, who 

visited Duisburg for several weeks in 

early summer.

flemming christiansen held series 

of seminars on English-Language Ap-

proaches to Chinese Sociology, Inner 

Mongolia University, Hohhot, March–

May 2017.

lia musitz hat als externe Lehrbeauf-

tragte am Institut für Theater-, Film- 

und Medienwissenschaft an der Uni-

versität Wien das MA-Seminar das 

vermessen der Wirklichkeit: Wissen, 

Wahrheit, evidenz im digitalen zeitalter 

abgehalten.

florian coulmas held an Intensive 

Course sociolinguistics today. methods 

for the analysis of ancient and modern 

languages at the Summer School at the 

University for Foreigners, Siena, June 

12–14, 2017

rumin luo participated at the Global 

and Transnational Sociology Summer 

School 2017 on transnationalism, Fami-

ly and Gender, June 26 – July 8, 2017.

florian coulmas gave a special lec-

ture how multiligual is the internet? at 

the Summer School of the PhD School 

of the University of Milano-Bicocca, ad-

vances in collective intelligence: crowds, 

big-data and community resilience, 

September 18–22, 2017.

library report
bibliotheksbericht

The library of the Institute of East Asian 

Studies is integrated as East Asia Col-

lection in the University Library (UL), 

and therefore applies the UL’s regu-

lations for use, acquisition policy and 

budget requirements. However, the col-

lection has its own location from D76 

to D87 in the first floor of the branch li-

brary LK.

The collection reflects the contempo-

rary relevance and interdisciplinary 

nature of East Asian Studies. The main 

collection areas are politics, econo-

my, society, geography, modern histo-

ry, culture and the modern languages 

of China, Japan and Korea.

The Collection currently holds about 

31,000 monographs and more than 500 

periodicals including ongoing subscrip-

tions. The total holdings of the East 

Asian Collection are recorded in the 

networked electronic database of Uni-

versity Libraries of North Rhine-West-

phalia and can be retrieved from the 

catalogue “Primo” of the UL (http://pri-

mo.ub.uni-due.de/).

The University Library has a number of 

subject-oriented databases. The sub-

ject area of East Asian Studies offers a 

constantly growing range of databas-

es, reference works, portals and news-

papers. These can be accessed via the 

homepage of the UL under the menu 

items “databases/in subject order/Ost-

asienwissenschaften”.

Since the IN-EAST has a license agree-

ment with the Berlin State Library, 

students and members of our insti-

tute may use the shared licensed da-

tabases from East Asia via CrossAsia, 

the virtual portal of the Asian studies. 

 User registration is recommended to 

use the full range of CrossAsia services 

(https://crossasia.org).

Blauer Leihverkehr (Blue Loan Service) 

is a special form of interlibrary loan, 

which provides direct delivery of litera-

ture in original languages. It is based on 

a loan agreement between East, South-

east and Central Asian research insti-

tutes and the East Asia Department of 

the Berlin State Library, to which our 

institute is affiliated. Institute mem-

bers may obtain original East Asian lit-

erature through the electronic order 

form (https://crossasia.org/en/ser-

vice/blauer-leihverkehr/).

For further information, please contact 

Ms. Rita Németh, the library’s repre-

sentative.

3

4

eleCtive modules

Elective Module E 5: Research Methods 

on Modern East Asian Studies: Econom-

ic Approaches and Perspectives

Contemporary Issues of the Chinese 

Economy (Seminar)

yuan li

seminar attaChed to 
thesis

Kolloquium / Seminar to Theses 
markus tünte / Vitali heidt /  
kyoko shinozaki

Kolloquium / Seminar to Theses 
markus taube / shuanping dai

Kolloquium / Seminar to Theses 
flemming christiansen / tao liu

Kolloquium / Seminar on Japan’s 

Economy ( Kolloquium)

werner pascha / miriam wendel

Kolloquium / Seminar on Politics in 

China ( Kolloquium)

nele noesselt

Seminar to Thesis (Anleitung zum 

selbständigen Arbeiten)

axel klen

kulturgeographie / 
 regionale geographie 
ost- und südostasiens

Zwischen Globali sierung und Regiona-

li sierung – aktu elle Aspekte der Welt-

wirtschaft aus wirtschafts geographi-

scher Sicht (Vorlesung)

helmut schneider

Ost- und Südostasien in der Welt-

wirtschaft (Seminar)

helmut schneider

Umweltkonflikte – Beiträge der geo-

graphischen Konfliktforschung 

(Seminar)

helmut schneider

sozialWissensChaften / 
WirtsChaftslehre /
politik (lehramt)

Modul: Soziale Ungleichheit &  Sozialer 

Wandel I

Sozialer Wandel und Migration/Mobili-

täten (Seminar)

kyoko shinozaki

Basismodul

Einführung Politische Systeme 

( Seminar)

nina rotermund

Modul: Themenfelder der Gesellschafts-

wissenschaften

Politische Soziologie des Zeitgesche-

hens (Seminar)

flemming christiansen

politikWissensChaft 
(ba / ma)

Modul 4/5: Regionalmodul

Politics in China (Vorlesung)

nele noesselt
Entwicklungsprobleme und -strategien 

in Ostasien (Seminar)

nele noesselt

Modul 7: Entwicklungsprobleme und 

Nord-Süd-Beziehungen

Developing China: Underdeveloped or 

a “southern”-counter model of “north-

ern” development? (Seminar)

lia musitz

soziologie (ba / ma)

Modul 6/11: Spezialisierung Profil der 

Soziologie an der UDE; a) Vertiefung Ge-

sellschaftsvergleich und Transnationali-

sierung; b) Vertiefung Organisation, Ar-

beit und Sozialstruktur

Care and Gender in Global Migration 

(Seminar)

kyoko shinozaki
Die Transformation von Arbeit im 

deutsch-niederländischen Vergleich 

(Seminar)

markus tünte

Transnationalism, Family and Gender 

(Seminar)

rumin luo
Sozialpolitik in China und anderen 

Schwellenländern (Seminar)

tao liu

Modul 5/6: Schwerpunktmodul;  

a) Orga nisation, Arbeit und Beruf;  

c) Gesellschaftsvergleich und Trans-

natio nalisierung; d) Soziale Ungleich-

heit, Lebensformen, Geschlecht;  

e) Theo rie moderner Gesellschaften

Transnationale Perspektiven auf so-

ziale Ungleichheiten in wissenschaft-

lichen Karrieren (Seminar)

kyoko shinozaki
Aktuelle Perspektiven der Frauen- und 

Geschlechterforschung (Seminar)

markus tünte
Transnationalism, Family and Gender 

(Seminar)

WirtsChaftsWissen-
sChaften (ba)

Modul 7: Wettbewerb und Wirtschafts-

ordnung

Einführung in die Wirtschaftspolitik 

(Vorlesung)

werner pascha / tobias fausten

phd program  
risk and east asia

Research Forum (Seminar) 
flemming christiansen / thomas 
heberer / werner pascha / karen 
shire / markus taube

Research Methods (Seminar) 
flemming christiansen / thomas 
heberer / werner pascha / karen 
shire / markus taube

atlas.ti Workshop (Blockseminar, An-

leitung zum selbständigen Arbeiten)

flemming christiansen

http://primo.ub.uni-due.de/
http://primo.ub.uni-due.de/
https://crossasia.org
https://crossasia.org/en/service/blauer-leihverkehr/
https://crossasia.org/en/service/blauer-leihverkehr/
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guest leCtures at the in-east
GastvorträGe im in-east

October 11, 2016  

verena utikal  
(Junior Professor for Behavioral 

Economics, University of Erlangen- 

Nürnberg)  

How to Organize Creative 
Working Time – An Experimen-
tal Evaluation

October 26, 2016  

Chenggang xu  
(Professor, Cheung Kong Graduate 

School of Business, University of 

Hong Kong)  

Political Economy of Making  
an Authoritarian Constitution: 
The Case of China

November 2, 2016  

thomas heberer  
(Seniorprofessor Politik und Ge-

sellschaft Chinas, Universität Duis-

burg-Essen)  

Der ostasiatische Entwick lungs-
weg und das ‚Modell China‘: al-
ter Wein in neuen Schläuchen? 
(vortragsreihe von area ruhr)

November 9, 2016  

bayar nasan  
(Professor, School of Ethnology and 

Sociology, Inner Mongolia Universi-

ty, Hohhot) 

An Unofficial Discourse of Eth-
nicity in Inner Mongolia, China

November 15, 2016  

katarzyna golik  
(Faculty of Mongolian and Tibetan 

Studies, Warsaw University)  

Dependent Development of 
Mongolia – what alternatives 
can be proposed?

November 15, 2016  

muhamed kudiC  
(University of Bremen)  

The Effects of Entrepreneurial 
Activities on Knowledge Diffu-
sion Efficiency in Regional In-
novation Systems. Ex-ante poli-
cy evaluation using the VISIBLE 
simulation model

November 16, 2016  

marion eggert  
(Professor, Ruhr University Bochum) 

Major Structures of Historical 
Experience Shaping Korea’s 
Culture and Society

November 22, 2016  

Wolfgang niebel  
(German Aerospace Center, DLR)  

Innovation on Sustainable 
 Mobility Concepts

November 23, 2016  

Jürgen Wöhler  
Business and Sales Structures 
in Korea

November 23, 2016  

maria daniloviCh  
(Department of International Rela-

tions, Belarusian State University, 

Minsk)  

Tightening the Silk Road Belt: 
Challenges and Opportunities

November 30, 2016  

sunkung Choi  
(Professor, University of Groningen) 

Recent Political Economic 
 Issues in South Korea

December 2, 2016  

shih-Jiun shi  
(Professor, Graduate Institute of 

National Development, National 

 Taiwan University, Taipei)  

How Hukou Systems in China 
and Taiwan Define Immigrants’ 
Social Benefits

December 13, 2016  

volker h. sChmidt  
(Professor of Sociology, National 

University of Singapore)  

East Asia and the Break-
through of Global Modernity: 
Impact and Implications

December 7, 2016  

Jörg plassen  
(Professor, Ruhr-Universität Bo-

chum) 

Einige Überlegungen zu Natio-
nalstaatlichkeit und Transre-
gionalismus im ostasiatischen 
Buddhismus 
(vortragsreihe von area ruhr)

December 14, 2016  

bingqin li  
(Associate Professor, Director, Chi-

nese Social Policy Program, Uni-

versity of New South Wales, Sydney) 

Housing, Care and Intergenera-
tional Exchange in China

December 15, 2016  

Jianxing yu  
(Dean of the School for Public Man-

agement, Zhejiang University, 

Hangzhou)  

Mapping Local Governments’ 
Innovations in the Xi Era

December 21, 2016  

david slater  
(Professor, Sophia University, Tokyo) 

Digital Oral Narrative of Politi-
cal Activism in Japan

1     

              

 guest lectures, 
workshops 

and symposia

GastvorträGe,  
Workshops  

und symposien

11
Foto: Philipp Kohn (Ausschnitt) 
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June 28, 2017 

sebastian bersiCk 
(Ruhr University Bochum) 

Normative Ordnung und insti-
tutioneller Wandel in Ostasien 
(vortragsreihe von area ruhr)

July 5, 2017 

sarah eaton 
(Center for Modern East Asian 

Studies, University of Göttingen) 

Ecosystem Governance in 
 China: Incentives Structures 
and Adaptive State Capacity

July 10, 2017 

hsin-lun yu 
(Inner Mongolia University, Hohhot) 

Being Forced to Be Herdsmen: 
The Process of Modernization 
of Evenki Hunters under the 
State Power of China

July 12, 2017 

zhongyuan enoCh Wang 
(Leiden University) 

Coaching Representation: 
 Congressional Training in 
 China’s Single-Party System

July 26, 2017 

peng lu 
(Chinese Academy of Social Scienc-

es, Beijing) 

Cadre Parents and Their Child-
ren for Business? The Dual- 
Track Intergenerational Repro-
duction of Elites in China: 1978–
2010

September 18, 2017 

mahito hayashi 
(Kinjo Gakuin University, Nagoya) 

Labor/Poverty Politics against 
the Japanese Developmental 
State: De-Nationalization after 
1945, Nationalization by New 
Actors

symposia and ConferenCes (Co)organized by in-east
symposien und konFerenzen vom in-east (mit)orGanisiert

november 14, 2016, Duisburg, Univer-

sity of Duisburg-Essen

the frontier of north-
east asian industrial-
ization: the long per-
speCtive (1895–noW)

Co-organized by GRK 1613 risk and east 

asia, IN-EAST, University of Duisburg- 

Essen and Ruhr University Bochum

Participants included: Julia aristo-
va (IN-EAST School of Advanced Stud-

ies, University of Duisburg- Essen), dr. 
alessandra cappelletti (The American 

University of Rome; Käte Hambur ger 

Kolleg, University of Duisburg- Essen), 

prof. flemming christiansen (IN-

EAST, University of Duisburg- Essen), 

dr. katarzyna golik (Polish Academy 

of Sciences, Warzaw; Central Statisti-

cal Office of Poland), prof. tao liu (IN-

EAST, University of Duisburg- Essen), 

prof. christine moll-murata (Ruhr 

University Bochum), prof. nasan ba-
yar (Inner Mongolia University, Hohhot).

november 18, 2016, Duisburg, Univer-

sity of Duisburg-Essen

20th duisburg east asia 
day: mobility in metro-
politan regions – tokyo 
and the ruhr area

Opening Remarks

axel klein & helmut demes (IN-EAST)

Panel Discussion

Moderation: kai rüsberg (Journalist)

J. alexander schmidt (Professor of Ci-

ty Planning and Urban Design, Director, 

Main Research Area Urban Systems, 

University of Duisburg-Essen)

andré sorensen (Professor of Urban 

Geography, University of Toronto Scar-

borough

mamoru taniguchi (Professor of Policy 

and Planning Sciences, Tsukuba Uni-

versity)

hans-werner wehling (Professor of 

Geography – Geography of Old Industri-

alized Regions, University of Duisburg- 

Essen)

november 18–20, 2016, Duisburg, 

University of Duisburg-Essen

vsJf annual meeting:  
mobility and the City of 
the future

Co-organized by VSJF – Vereinigung 

für sozialwissenschaftliche Japanfor-

schung and IN-EAST Institute of East 

Asian Studies, University of Duisburg- 

Essen

Panel 1: The City as Sustainable Space 

for Life and Work

Chair: J. alexander schmidt (Universi-

ty of Duisburg-Essen)

christoph brumann (Max-Planck-Insti-

tut für ethnologische Forschung, Halle): 

Kyoto, the City of the Future?

hidetoshi ohno (University of Tokyo): 

Big Transportation and Small Trans-

portation

Public Panel: 20th East Asia Day

(see paragraph before and Chapter 2, 

page 14)

2

December 21, 2016  

sunkung Choi  
(University of Groningen)  

Recent Political Economic 
 Issues in South Korea

January 18, 2017  

hannes mosler  
(Junior Professor, Graduate School 

of East Asian Studies, Freie Univer-

sität Berlin)  

Presidential Impeachment and 
Democracy in Korea

January 25, 2017  

maggi leung  
(Associate Professor, Utrecht Uni-

versity)  

Internationalization of Higher 
Education and Research as a 
Development Strategy in China: 
Opportunities and Risks

January 25, 2017  

heungsoon Jung  
(Bank of Korea, Frankfurt a. M.)  

Monetary Policy of the Bank of 
Korea

January 31, 2017  

liJia tan  
(University of Cologne)  

Reserve Prices versus Renego-
tiation in Procurement Auc-
tions: An experimental com-
parison

February 1, 2017  

sabine burghart  
(Department of East Asian Studies, 

University of Vienna)  

North Korea and Its Relation-
ship to the South

February 1, 2017  

marion eggert  
(Ruhr-Universität Bochum)  

Grenzen des Sinozentrismus: 
Diglossie, Übersetzung und Li-
teraturproduktion im Choson- 
zeitlichen Korea 
(vortragsreihe von area ruhr)

February 8, 2017  

king lun ngok  
(Professor, School of Government / 

Centre for Chinese Public Adminis-

tration Research, Sun Yat-sen Uni-

versity, Guangzhou)  

China’s Social Turn and Social 
Policy Expansion in the New 
Century: Toward a New Welfare 
Regime?

February 14, 2017  

qian Wang  
(China’s Public Sector Economy Re-

search Center, Jilin University, 

Changchun)  

The Effectiveness of the Emis-
sion Trading Scheme on Car-
bon Emissions Reduction. Evi-
dence from China

April 4, 2017 

xiaohua yu 
(Research Center poverty, equity 

and Growth of Georg August Univer-

sity of Göttingen) 

Memory and Discounting

May 3, 2017 

misook lee 
(Assistant Professor, Integrated 

Human Sciences Program for Cul-

tural Diversity, University of Tokyo) 

Transnational Communicative 
Networks in South Korea’s 
 Democratization Movement in 
the 1970s and 80s: focusing on 
the Japan-Korea Solidarity 
Movement

May 4, 2017 

misook lee 
(Assistant Professor, Integrated 

Human Sciences Program for Cul-

tural Diversity, University of Tokyo) 

From Field Research to 
 Research Paper – Strategies in 
Academic Work

May 4, 2017 

mingang lin 
(Center for Social Security Re-

search, Nanjing University) 

Understanding Welfare Stigma 
in China: An Empirical Study on 
the Implementation Effect of 
the Urban Dibao

May 17, 2017 

yanfei sun 
(Zhejiang University) 

Twists of Fate: Growth Trajec-
tories of Catholicism and Prot-
estantism in Modern China 
Compared

May 31, 2017 

dingxin zhao 
(University of Chicago and Zhejiang 

University, Hangzhou) 

Confucian-Legalist State, and 
Patterns of Social Change

June 7, 2017 

yilong lu 
(Renmin University of China, Beijing) 

The Coming of Post-earthbound 
China

June 12, 2017 

ken’iChiro kondo 
(Associate Professor, Faculty of Ed-

ucation, University of Hokkaido) 

Historische Entwicklungen des 
japanischen Bildungssystems 
und ihre Folge 
(in japanischer sprache)

June 13, 2017 

ken’iChiro kondo 
(Associate Professor, Faculty of Ed-

ucation, University of Hokkaido) 

Language Education in the 
Modern Japan: With a Focus on 
Okinawa

June 27, 2017 

fan ke 
(Nanjing University) 

Fredrik Barth and Paradigm 
Change in Chinese Ethnology
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Panel VIII: Governance Experiments: 

 Legal Dimensions

he li (Merrimack College, North Ando-

ver, MA): Chinese Discourse on Consti-

tutionalism and Its Impacts on Reforms

flora sapio (Australian National Uni-

versity, Canberra): Ideological Plastici-

ty in Xi Jinping’s China. Towards a New 

Political Ontology

december 9, 2016, Duisburg, Univer-

sity of Duisburg-Essen

dis-orders:  
China in her oWn rights

Organized by lia musitz and nina 
rotermund (IN-EAST)

In Western discourses, China is main-

ly perceived as being in a state with-

out rights. Against this backdrop, this 

workshop aimed to open up conceiv-

abilities of law in China. We negotiat-

ed China’s historical relation of law and 

politics, public prescription of laws and 

legal applications. Thereby, we pursued 

social and political deficiencies as well 

as social and political potentialities that 

deviations of the Western concept of 

rights enable.

Starting point: 12 Citizens (十二公民), a 

film by Xu Ang.

february 6–7, 2017, Duisburg, City 

Hall and University of Duisburg-Essen

in-east sChool of 
 advanCed studies  
final ConferenCe: 
innovation in east asia – 
eleCtromobility and 
 urban systems

Organized by the IN-EAST School of 

Advanced Studies, University of Duis-

burg-Essen

Introduction

markus taube (Director, IN-EAST 

School of Advanced Studies)

Keynote Speeches

Jörg schönharting (University of Duis-

burg-Essen): Challenges of Sustainable 

Mobility in Germany and China – Can 

We Learn from Each Other?

takahiro fujimoto (University of To-

kyo): An Architectural Analysis of Green 

Vehicles – Variety of Vehicle Types and 

Locations?

IN-EAST School Research Groups

marcus conlé: Reflections on Innova-

tion

timo heinrich, alexander haering, 
guanzhong yang: Behavioral Econom-

ics and East Asia

nicole schleiffer, mira schüller: 
E-Mobility in Asia and Europe

beate löffler, katharina borgmann, 
deirdre sneep: Urban Systems in East 

Asia

paul scalise, Julia aristova, Xiaoli 
lin: Institutional Innovations in East 

Asian Energy Markets

momoyo hüstebeck, youngah guahk, 
weijing le: Political Innovations in East 

Asian Cities

shuanping dai, aleksandra davydo-
va, yang liu: Innovation and the Chi-

nese Economy

marcus conlé: Institutional Diversity, 

Organizational Development, and Inno-

vation in China – The Example of Bio-

pharmaceutical Industry

Concluding Session

Poster Presentation

Metropolis: Visions of the City of the 

 Future in Film and Media

rolf giesen

february 9, 2017, Köln, Japan Founda-

tion / Japanisches Kulturinstitut

regional eConomiC inte-
gration of Japan and asia

Organized by the Japan Foundation / 

Japanisches Kulturinstitut in coopera-

tion with the IN-EAST / werner pascha, 
supported by Deutsch-Japanischer 

Wirtschaftskreis (DJW)

The economic role of Japan in the 

Asia-Pacific region is of particular in-

terest and relevance, but rather little 

known in the West, particularly when 

the implications for European or Ger-

man business are considered. Japan 

has fostered economic integration 

within East as well as with Southeast 

Asia, and beyond in the wider Asia- 

Pacific region. This has led to dense 

economic and business linkages in the 

area, also involving deep production 

networks along the supply chain.

The Symposium focussed on the fol-

lowing issues: Which developments are 

already visible and what can be expect-

ed? How can enterprises react to the 

changing circumstances, make use of 

the new options and plan for the future?

shujiro urata (Waseda University, To-

kyo): Recent Development of Econom-

ic Integration between Japan and Coun-

tries in the Asia-Pacific Region (Conclu-

sion of FTA/EPA and its impact on mac-

ro economy)

rolf langhammer (former VP of the 

Kiel Institute of World Economy): Im-

pact and Implications of Economic In-

tegration between Japan and Countries 

in the Asia-Pacific Region on Germany 

and European Countries

akira yasuda (Asst. Director, Japan Ex-

ternal Trade Organization, JETRO): Ac-

tivities of Japanese Enterprises in the 

Integrated Asian Market

gerhard wiesheu (Chair, Japanese- 

German Business Association, DJW): 

How Should German Enterprises Act in 

an Integrated Asian Market?

Panel Discussion

Moderator. werner pascha (University 

of Duisburg-Essen)

Panel 2: Governance and Planning Per-

spectives on the Spatiality of Urban 

Transportation

Chair: thomas feldhoff (Ruhr Univer-

sity Bochum)

andré sorensen (University of Toron-

to Scarborough): The Tokaido Megalop-

olis after 50 Years: Lessons for emerg-

ing Asian super-cities

Johannes klühspies (Technische 

Hochschule Deggendorf): Disruptive 

Technologies and Their Long-Term Per-

spectives – The Case of the Japanese 

Chuo Maglev Transportation System

osman balaban (Middle East Technical 

University, Ankara): Urban Responses 

to Climate Change: Lessons from Jap-

anese Cities

Panel 3: Peak Car?

Chair: werner pascha (University of 

Duisburg-Essen)

toshio hirota (Waseda University, To-

kyo): Innovation in Electric Vehicle 

Technology and Application for Public 

Transport

yveline lecler (University of Lyon): To-

wards Low-Carbon Smart Cities: E-mo-

bility and micro-vehicles experiments 

in Japan

roman bartnik (University of Duis-

burg-Essen): Smarter, Cleaner, Fewer? 

Demand shifts and technological inno-

vation from the carmakers’ perspective

Panel 4: Mobility in the Ageing Society

Chair: florian coulmas (University of 

Duisburg-Essen)

Tomoo Matsuda (Mitsubishi Research 

Institute, Tokyo): A New Challenge for 

Mobility in Japan: Facing to the Super- 

aged Society

stefania bandini (University of Mi-

lano-Bicocca / University of Tokyo): 

Age-driven Pedestrian Mobility in Ur-

ban Environments: Empirical Studies 

on Crossing Behavior

Commentator: ben dankbaar (Rad-

boud University, Nijmegen)

Panel 5: Reflections on Mobility and the 

City of the Future

Chair: evelyn schulz (University of Mu-

nich)

elisabeth scherer (University of Düs-

seldorf): A City Full of Robots: Contest-

ed Urban Space in Tezuka Osamu’s 

“Tetsuwan Atomu”

cosima wagner (Free University Ber-

lin): Dialogues of Urban Planning and 

Science Fiction: The Example of Ro-

bot(ic) Cities for the Future in Japan

angela yiu (Sophia University, Tokyo): 

The In-Between Space of the Suburbs

november 30 – december 3, 2016, 

Duisburg, University of Duisburg-Essen

international Workshop: 
China’s “neW normal”: 
politiCs, eConomiC 
 reforms and politiCal 
philosophy

Organized by nele noesselt (Univer-

sity of Duisburg-Essen) in the frame-

work of the DFG project configurations 

of Governance and development paths in 

the studies of chinese political scientists 

(konzeptionen von politischer herrschaft 

und entwicklungswegen in den studien 

chinesischer politikwissenschaftler)

Evening Roundtable:  

China’s “New Normal”

Speakers: sujian guo (San Francisco 

State University)

sebastian harnisch (University of Hei-

delberg)

Xiaobo hu (Clemson University, SC)

Panel I: China’s New Normal: Change 

and Continuity

Sujian Guo: From Social Control to So-

cial Governance

baogang guo (Dalton State College, 

GA): China’s Administrative Reform in 

the Era of “New Normal”

nele noesselt: Governance Change 

and Patterns of Continuity

Panel II: New Normal and Political 

 Reform

brantly womack (University of Virgin-

ia, Charlottesville): Xi Jinping and Con-

tinuing Political Reform in China

Xiaobo hu: China’s New Normal: Chal-

lenges to Old Politics of Economic Re-

forms

Panel III: New Normal: Political-Eco-

nomic Dimensions

thomas b. gold (University of Cali-

fornia, Berkeley): Normalizing Private 

Business in China

lowell dittmer (University of Califor-

nia, Berkeley): The Political Economy of 

China’s New Normal: Origins and Pros-

pects

shuanping dai (University of Duisburg- 

Essen): Shaping the Innovation Capaci-

ty in China’s Electric Vehicle

Panel IV: Political Consequences of Chi-

na’s New Normal

Jinghao Zhou (Hobart and William 

Smith Colleges, Geneva, NY): Political 

Consequences of China’s New Normal 

and Its Coping Strategies

tianyang Xi (Peking University): Re-

structuring Processes at the City Level

Panel V: New Normal: Critical and Philo-

sophical Reflections

yan Zhu: Labor Dispute Resolution 

in Contemporary China: A Paradox of 

“Rigid Flexibility” and Rise of Oppor-

tunism

giorgio strafella (University of St. Gal-

len): Change, Continuity and Returns: 

Cultural Policy under Xi Jinping

alexander weiß (Helmut-Schmidt-Uni-

versität Hamburg): New Normal De-

mocracy?

Panel VI: Governance Experiments: 

 Local and Global Dimensions

steven J. balla (George Washington 

University, Washington DC): Online Con-

sultation and Governance Reform in 

Chinese Ministries and Provinces

yuan li (University of Duisburg-Essen): 

New Normal Meets OBOR

Panel VII: Governance Reforms and 

 Administrative Innovation

Xuedong yang (Stanford University): 

Governance Reforms at the Local Level

Xuelian chen (University of Tübingen): 

New Approaches to Multi- Level Gover-

nance
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sity, Ramat Gan / Tel-Aviv), sandra ro-
zo (USC Marshall School of Business, 

Los Angeles), daniel meierrieks (Uni-

versity of Freiburg), rahel m. schoma-
ker (CUAS Villach / GRIPA Speyer), ma-
rio ferrero (University of Eastern Pied-

mont, Vercelli), korturk ertürk (Univer-

sity of Utah, Salt Lake City), carl chris-
tian von weizsäcker (Max Planck Insti-

tute for Research on Collective Goods, 

Bonn), heike walterscheid (Corpo-

rate State University Baden-Württem-

berg, Stuttgart), marcel garz (Uni-

versity of Hamburg / Hamburg Media 

School), svetlana petri (University of 

Kiel), marco serena (Max Planck In-

stitute for Tax Law and Public Finance, 

München), arne wiig (Chr. Michelsen 

Institute, Bergen), Vanesa pesqué- ce-
la (Stockholm School of Economics), 

gry Østenstad (University College of 

Southeast Norway, Notodden), kany-
bek nur-tegin (Florida Atlantic Univer-

sity, Boca Raton), tania masi (Universi-

ty of Verona), erich gund lach (Univer-

sity of Hamburg / GIGA), laura renner 

(University of Freiburg), maria marino 

(University of Palermo), thomas gries 

(University of Paderborn), michael 
dorsch (Central European University), 

christian bjørnskov (Aarhus Univer-

sity), Jean lacroix (Centre Emile Ber-

nheim / Université Libre de Bruxelles), 

roberto ricciuti (University of Verona), 

fabian petutschnig (University of Inns-

bruck), stephan michel (University of 

Hamburg), katarzyna metelska-sza-
niawska (University of Warsaw), Benja-

min Ogden (Texas A & M University, Col-

lege Station / Université libre de Brux-

elles), stephan gohmann (University 

of Louisville), Jerg gutmann (Univer-

sity of Hamburg), sebastian garmann 

(Ruhr University Bochum), dejan dra-
gutinovic (Friedrich Schiller Universi-

ty Jena), monika naskrecka (Poznań 

University of Economics and Busi-

ness), raul magni berton (Université 

Grenoble Alpes / Sciences Po Grenoble 

/ Pacte), sophie panel (Centre Emile 

Durkheim / Sciences Po Bordeaux)

march 6–7, 2017, Duisburg, University 

of Duisburg-Essen

6th international aCCer 
Workshop: Cross- 
Cultural experiments in 
the soCial sCienCes, eCo-
nomiCs and management

Co-organized by ACCER, IN-EAST, DFG 

Research Training Group risk and east 

asia 1613 and IN-EAST School of Ad-

vanced Studies

Organizers: timo heinrich, heike 
hennig- schmidt (University of Bonn), 

markus taube, gari walkowitz (Uni-

versity of Cologne), lilia Zhurakhovska

Invited Talk and Discussion

Chair: heike hennig-schmidt (Univer-

sity of Bonn)

robert hoffmann (Royal Melbourne 

Institute of Technology, RMIT): Experi-

menting with Religion

Contributed Papers I

Chair: timo heinrich (University of 

Duisburg-Essen)

emmanuel ayifah (University of the 

Witwatersrand): Effect of Religion on 

Risk Behavior of Women: Experimental 

Evidence from Ghana

Discussant: guanzhong yang (Univer-

sity of Duisburg-Essen)

alexander haering (University of Duis-

burg-Essen): Exploring the Consistency 

of Higher-order Risk Preferences

Discussant: isabel marcin (University 

of Heidelberg)

Invited Talk and Discussion

Chair: markus taube (University of 

Duisburg-Essen)

bernhard kittel (University of Vienna): 

Offers beyond the Negotiating Dyad

Contributed Papers II

Chair: gari walkowitz (University of 

Cologne)

heike hennig-schmidt (University of 

Bonn): Can Sanctions Bolster Climate 

Change Agreements? An Experimen-

tal Analysis

Discussant: katharina werner (Univer-

sity of Passau)

yunfeng lu (Nanyang Technological 

University Singapore): Rice Cultivation, 

Cooperation and the Dopamine D4 Re-

ceptor Gene

Discussant: arne weiß (University of 

Oldenburg)

Contributed Papers III

Chair: lilia Zhurakhovska (University 

of Duisburg-Essen)

andrew isaak (University of Mann-

heim): Reaching Agreement on Trusting 

Behavior – Evidence on Cultural Differ-

ences from a Public Goods Game with 

Representatives in Japan and Germany

Discussant: timo heinrich (University 

of Duisburg-Essen)

gianluca grimalda (Kiel Institute for 

the World Economy): Preferences for 

Redistribution in the US, Italy, Norway: 

An Experimental Study

Discussant: felix sebastian bethke 

(University of Duisburg-Essen)

abu siddique (University of Southamp-

ton): Competitive Preference and Group 

Composition: The Role of Ethnicity

Discussant: pedro robalo (MPI for Re-

search on Collective Goods, Bonn)

march 8, 2017, Goethe University 

Frankfurt am Main

5. duisburg-frankfurt 
Workshop: institutionen 
in der entWiCklung ost-
asiens

Co-organized by werner pascha (Lehr-

stuhl Ostasienwirtschaft / Japan und 

Korea, Universität Duisburg-Essen), 
markus taube (Lehrstuhl Ostasien-

wirtschaft / China, Universität Duis-

burg- Essen), and cornelia storz (Lehr-

stuhl Institutionen- und Innovations-

ökonomik, insb. Japan/Ostasien, Go-

ethe-Universität Frankfurt)

Die Vortragenden referierten über lau-

fende Forschungsprojekte. Jedem Vor-

trag schloss sich eine interessante und 

aufschlussreiche Diskussion an. Im 

ersten Teil des Programms referier-

ten shuanping dai (Universität Duis-

february 15, 2017, Duisburg, Univer-

sity of Duisburg-Essen

sustainable develop-
ment and Carbon market

Co-organized by IN-EAST and Confu-

cius Institute Metropolis Ruhr

Welcome Speeches and Organizations

markus taube, shuanping dai (Univer-

sity of Duisburg-Essen), susanne löhr 

(Confucius Institute Metropolis Ruhr)

Session 1

Chair: andreas oberheitmann (FOM 

Hochschule für Oekonomie und Man-

agement, Essen; RWI – Leibniz Institute 

for Economic Research, Essen)

Qian wang (Jilin University, Chang-

chun): The Emission Reduction Perfor-

mance of Carbon Trade System in Chi-

na

Qiufeng sun (Jilin University, Chang-

chun): The Establishment of Macro and 

Micro-Carbon Finance Supervision 

System in China

li du (presented by wencheng wang) 

(Jilin University, Changchun): The Es-

tablishment of an Integrative Carbon 

Trade System in China

Session 2

Chair: paul scalise (University of Duis-

burg-Essen)

yuanyuan Zhang (University of Duis-

burg-Essen): Low-Carbon Indicator 

System – Sino: Evaluating Low-Carbon 

City Development Level in China

youngah guahk (University of Duis-

burg- Essen): Sustainable Development 

and Local Politics: The Transformation 

of Eco-City in South Korea

Session 3

Chair: Qian wang (Jilin University, 

Changchun)

paul scalise (University of Duisburg- 

Essen): Understanding the Cost of 

 NIMBY in Developing Japan’s Low-Car-

bon Policies

mahmood shubbak, iciar dominguez 
lacasa (University of Bremen): Techno-

logical Capabilities in China: The Case 

of Photovoltaics Technology

february 16, 2017, Duisburg, Univer-

sity of Duisburg-Essen

obor and rmb inter-
nationalization

Co-organized by IN-EAST and Confu-

cius Institute Metropolis Ruhr

Welcome Speeches and Organizations

markus taube, shuanping dai (Univer-

sity of Duisburg-Essen), gang li (Em-

bassy of People’s Republic of China in 

Germany)

Session 1

Chair: werner pascha (University of 

Duisburg-Essen)

gunther schnabl (Leipzig Universi-

ty): China’s Exchange Rate and Finan-

cial Repression: The Conflicted Emer-

gence of the Renminbi as an Interna-

tional Currency

yibing ding (Jilin University, Chang-

chun): The Trade Structure between 

China and the OBOR Countries, and its 

Implication on RMB’s Internationaliza-

tion

Session 2

Chair: hanns günther hilpert (Stiftung 

Wissenschaft und Politik – German In-

stitute for International and Security 

Affairs, Berlin)

Junjiang li (Jilin University, Chang-

chun): Internal Challenges to the OBOR: 

Structural Imbalances and Supply-side

Reform

alessandra cappelletti (The American 

University of Rome): Cultural Diploma-

cy and Communication Strategies Im-

plemented by Chinese state and non-

state Actors in the Framework of the 

Belt and Road Initiative. A theoretical 

framework

Session 3

Chair: yibing ding (Jilin University, 

Changchun)

Xiao li (Jilin University, Changchun): 

One Belt and One Road and the Refor-

mation of China’s Geopolitical Strategies

yuan li (University of Duisburg-Essen): 

Understanding the Belt and Road Initia-

tive through the Linkage between Do-

mestic and International Dynamics

february 22–24, 2017, University of 

Münster

the politiCal eConomy of 
demoCraCy and diCtator-
ship

Hosted by thomas apolte (University 

of Münster), mario gilli (University of 

Milano-Bicocca) and yuan li (Universi-

ty of Duisburg-Essen)

The conference addressed the origin 

and prospects of democracy and dic-

tatorship, policy control and gover-

nance structures in comparative po-

litical systems and transition process-

es from dictatorship to democracy and 

vice versa.

Keynote Lectures

barry weingast (Stanford University): 

The Principles of Self-Enforcing De-

mocracy

sabine carey (University of Mann-

heim): The Political Economy of State 

Violence

toke aidt (University of Cambridge): 

Conflict, Opportunism and Political 

Transitions in Autocracies: A Historical 

Perspective

ronald wintrobe (Western University, 

London, ON): Are There Different Types 

of Dictatorship?

Other presenting participants: malik 
curuk (Bo ğaziçi University), christian 
berker (Darmstadt University of Tech-

nology), martin paldam (Aarhus Uni-

versity), evgeny ivanov (Higher School 

of Economics, Moscow), alessandro 
belmonte (IMT School for Advanced 

Studies Luca), masaaki higashiji-
ma (Tohoku University, Sendai), anna 
pauls (University of Oslo), mario gil-
li (University of Milano- Bicocca), Georg 

Tridimas (Ulster University, Coleraine), 

pierre mandon (CERDI, University of 

Auvergne, Clermont-Ferrand), sha-
heen naseer (Erasmus University Rot-

terdam), adrian lucardi (Instituto Tec-

nológico Autónomo de México), katsu-
nori seki (University of Mannheim), 

Xiaobing wang (University of Man-

chester), naib alakbarov (Uşak Uni-

versity), elise brezis (Bar-Ilan Univer-
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burg-Essen): Recent Cases of institu-

tional innovation in China; mohamed 
mansour (Universität Duis burg-Essen): 

Monetary Integration through Curren-

cy Competition: the Parallel Currency 

Approach for East Asia; und cornelia 
storz (Goethe Universität Frankfurt): 

The Conditions for Successful Entry in 

New Digital Industries: The Role of Ge-

neric Complementary Assets in the On-

line Games Industry.

Im zweiten Teil der Veranstaltung prä-

sentierte markus heckel (Goethe Uni-

versität Frankfurt): Uncertainty over 

Labor Contract Duration: Evidence 

from Japanese and Spanish Micro Data; 

und na Zou (Goethe Universität Frank-

furt): Strategic Thinking, Networking 

and Mirco-entrepreneurs’ Success.

Der Workshop findet seit 2013 alterie-

rend an den beteiligten Lehrstühlen in 

Frankfurt und Duisburg statt. Auch in 

diesem Jahr wurde besonderer Wert 

auf Methodenvielfallt gelegt, um die 

Probleme und Entwicklungen in der 

Region Ostasien zu erfassen und zu er-

klären.

June 22–24, 2017, University of Duis-

burg-Essen, Duisburg

China and politiCal in-
stability in sub-saharan 
afriCa

Co-organized by nele noesselt (IN-

EAST) and christof hartmann (Insti-

tute for Political Science, University of 

Duisburg-Essen); sponsored by Fritz-

Thyssen-Stiftung

Diese Tagung, zu der ausgewiesene Ex-

perten aus China, ausgewählten afrika-

nischen Ländern, den USA und dem eu-

ropäischen Ausland eingeladen waren, 

befasste sich mit den politischen Impli-

kationen des wachsenden Einflusses 

Chinas in Sub-Sahara-Afrika.

Im Mittelpunkt der öffentlichen Podi-

umsdiskussion am 22. Juni standen die 

wesentlichen Entwicklungslinien der 

chinesisch-afrikanischen Zusammen-

arbeit. Aus den Beiträgen von prof. 
helmut asche (Universität Mainz), 

prof. gilbert khadiagala (Universi-

ty of Witwatersrand) und dr. song wei 
(Chinese Academy of International Tra-

de and Economic Cooperation, Beijing) 

wurde deutlich, dass sich die Beziehun-

gen zwischen China und dem afrikani-

schen Kontinent mit Blick sowohl auf 

die jeweiligen Interessenlagen, aber 

auch auf die Wahrnehmungen auf bei-

den Seiten dynamisch entwickeln.

Im eigentlichen Workshop (23.–24. Juni) 

wurden zum einen neue Forschungser-

gebnisse präsentiert. Beleuchtet wur-

den dabei die konkreten Interaktions-

muster zwischen China und ausge-

wählten afrikanischen Staaten (Gha-

na, Sudan, Südsudan, Nigeria, Sambia, 

Simbabwe, Ruanda, Äthiopien). The-

matisiert wurden dabei auch die Be-

sonderheiten der Interaktion zwischen 

China und eher demokratischen bezie-

hungsweise eher autoritären Regimen, 

die spezifischen Strategien von Regie-

rungs- und Oppositionsakteuren. Auch 

die chinesischen Investitionsstrate-

gien wurden kritisch beleuchtet, ins-

besondere in Hinblick auf die sich aus 

der gestiegenen chinesischen Wirt-

schaftspräsenz in Afrika ergebenden 

politischen und sicherheitsstrategi-

schen Implikationen.

Nicht zuletzt ging es um die Frage, wie 

China auf regionaler und kontinentaler 

Ebene agiert, welche Vor- und Nachtei-

le sich aus einer solchen interregiona-

len Kooperation für afrikanische und 

chinesische Akteure ergeben – und in-

wiefern über transregionale Koopera-

tion eine Stabilisierung und Lösung lo-

kaler Krisen und Konflikte erzielt wer-

den könnte.

July 28, 2017, University of Duisburg- 

Essen, Duisburg

poliCy proCess and 
knoWledge transfer

Organized by the IN-EAST School of 

Advanced Studies

Opening Remarks

markus taube (University of Duisburg- 

Essen)

Session 1: Actors and Institutions in 

Transfer Processes

Introduction: giulia romano (Universi-

ty of Duisburg- Essen)

dongya huang (Sun Yat-sen Universi-

ty, Guangzhou): Political Structure and 

Policy-making in China

markus taube: Parameters of Suc-

cessful Institutional Transfer – an Eco-

nomics Perspective

yang song (Jilin University, Changc-

hun) and Zhiyuan Zhang (Jilin Univer-

sity of Finance and Economics, Changc-

hun): A Study on the Evolutionary Game 

of Collaborative Innovation Mechanism 

of “Government-Industry-University”

Roundtabel Discussion 1

Moderator: giulia romano

Session 2: From Transfer to Implemen-

tation

Introduction: katharina borgmann 

(University of Duisburg-Essen)

yapeng Zhu (Sun Yat-sen University, 

Guangzhou): Policy Attributes and the 

Dynamics of Polica Diffusion in China

martin de Jong (Delft University of 

Technology): Explaining City Branding 

Practices in China’s three Mega-City 

Regions. The Role of Ecological Mod-

ernization

peng lu (Chinese Academy of Social 

Sciences, Beijing): The Dual-Track In-

tergenerational Reproduction of State 

and Market Elites in China: 1978–2010

Roundtable Discussion 2

Moderator: katharina borgmann

Wrapping-up Discussion
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alexander haering

(with Timo Heinrich) Risk Preferenc-

es in China – Results from experimen-

tal economics. In: ASIEN – The German 

Journal on Contemporary Asia, No. 142 

(2017): 68–88.

(with Timo Heinrich and  Thomas 

Mayrhofer) Exploring the Consisten-

cy of Higher-Order Risk Preferences. 

Ruhr Economic Papers #688, Essen / 

Duisburg et al. 2017.   

http://doi.org/10.4419/86788798.

thomas heberer

The Chinese “Developmental State” 3.0 

and the Resilience of Authoritarianism. 

In: Journal of Chinese Governance 4 

(2016): 611–632.

(with FengMei Heberer), 50 Years La-

ter: The “Great Proletarian Cultural 

Revolution” in the Age of the Internet – 

Still Haunting China. In: European Jour-

nal of East Asian Studies, 2/2016: 209–

236.

Reflections on the Concept of Repre-

sentation and Its Application to China. 

Working Papers on East Asian Studies, 

Institute of East Asian Studies, Univer-

sity of Duisburg-Essen, No. 110. Duis-

burg 2016.

政治体制改革是社会主义制度的自我
完善。胡耀邦在接受托马斯∙海贝勒采
访时谈话的一部分 (The Reform of the 

Political System is the Self-perfec-

tion of the Socialist System). Extract 

from an interview with Hu Yaobang by 

Thomas Heberer), 胡耀邦文选 (Select-

ed works of Hu Yaobang). Beijing, 人民
出版社 2016: 652–653.

Representation in an Authoritarian 

Context: The Case of China’s Private 

Entrepreneurs. In: Political Represen-

tation Beyond Elections: A Comparison 

Between China / Western Countries, 

Peking University, 2016: 2–39.

40 Jahre GDCF Düsseldorf: Brauchen 

wir noch eine Deutsch-Chinesische 

Freundschaftsgesellschaft? / 杜塞尔
多夫的中友好协会创办40 周年：我们
是否还需要德中友协？In: Düsseldorfer 

Drachenpost, 100/2016: 9–12 (deutsch/

chinesisch).

Reich der Mitte – Quo vadis? China zwi-

schen Megaentwicklung und Stagnati-

on / 中国将何去何从？处在发展与停滞
中的中国. In: Düsseldorfer Drachen-

post, 100/2016: 30–33 (deutsch/chine-

sisch).

(mit Armin Müller) Chinas gesellschaft-

liche Transformation. Entwicklungen, 

Trends und Grenzen. Ed. by Friedrich 

Ebert Foundation, Berlin 2017.

Stagnation	und	Repression?	Über	Chi-

nas aktuelle Entwicklung. In: Neue Ge-

sellschaft / Frankfurter Hefte, 4/2017: 

17–20.

Neue Wege der Urbanisierung in China: 

Reorganisation der urbanen Wohnvier-

tel / 中国城市化的新道路：城市居住区
的重构. In: Bernhard Langerock (Hg.): 

Tongyuanju. Leben und Arbeit in einer 

Arbeitersiedlung in Chongqing, China 

/ 伯纳德 ∙ 朗格洛克 (主编)，铜元局。
中国重庆一个工人社区的生活与工作. 

Esslingen (Drachenhaus Verlag) 2017: 

100–133 (deutsch/chinesisch).

Stagnation or Repression. Where is 

China headed? In: Neue Gesellschaft /

Frankfurter Hefte. Journal of Social De-

mocracy, 3/2017: 9–13.

中国社会研究发展史,发现真实中国与
中国研究的兴起 (History of the Devel-

opment of Social Research on China, 

Discovering the “Real“ China and the 

Rise of China Studies), http://m.izjk.org/

shiyong/21148.html (2017).

Stagnation	und	Repression?	Über	Chi-

nas aktuelle Entwicklung. In: Schatten-

blick 27. Mai 2017 (http://www.schat-

tenblick.de/infopool/politik/ausland/

paasi974.html).

发现真实中国与中国研究的兴起 (Dis-

covering the ‘Real’ China, and the Rise 

of China Studies). Interview with Thom-

as Heberer, 南方周末 (Southern Week-

end), March 16, 2017.

(with Gunter Schubert) Private Entre-

preneurs as a “Strategic Group” in the 

Chinese Polity. In: The China Review, 

Vol. 17, No. 2, June 2017 (peer-reviewed, 

accepted for publication, in print).

(with Christian Göbel) The Policy In-

novation Imperative: Changing Tech-

niques for Governing China’s Local 

Governors. In: Vivienne Shue and Patri-

cia M. Thornton (eds.): To Govern Chi-

na: Evolving Practices of Power. Cam-

bridge, Cambridge University Press, 

(accepted for publication, forthcoming 

2017).

The Resilience of Authoritarianism. 

The Case of the Chinese Developmen-

tal State. In: J. Gerschewski and Chris-

toph H. Stefes (eds.): Crisis in Autocrat-

ic Regimes. Boulder, CO (Lynne Rien-

ner) (peer-reviewed, accepted for pub-

lication, forthcoming 2017).

vitali heidt

(mit Christoph Groneberg, Thomas 

Knoch und Jutta Helmerichs) Analyse 

internationaler Bevölkerungsschutz- 

Apps. Ergebnisse einer Begleitstudie 

zu NINA und smarter. In: Bevölkerungs-

schutz, 2017 (1): 5–10.

„Es überwiegt die Hilfsbereitschaft”: 

Ergebnisse einer Expertenbefragung 

mit Vertretern von Behörden und Or-

ganisationen mit Sicherheitsaufgaben. 

Working Paper, BMBF-Projekt smarter, 

2017.

Two Worlds of Aging. Livelihood, Insti-

tutional Dependence, and Exclusion of 

the Japanese Elderly. Baden-Baden: 

Nomos, 2017 (forthcoming).

(mit Benjamin Rabe) Japans Altenpfle-

ge. Einblicke und Ausblicke in den Pfle-

gealltag und die Technologienutzung. 

publiCations of institute members
publikationen von institutsmitGliedern

birgit apitzsCh

(with Sylvia Walby, Jo Armstrong, Su

sie Balderston, Adam Fish, Brian Fran

cis, Claire Hardaker, Liz Kelly, Stuart 

Kirby, Emma Palmer, Corinne May 

Chahal, Karen Shire and Jude Towers) 

Study on the Gender Dimension of Traf-

ficking in Human Beings. Final report. 

Luxembourg: Publications Office of the 

European Union, 2016.

(mit Caroline Ruiner, Vera Hagemann, 

Sabine Salloch, Laura M. Schons und 

Maximiliane Wilkesmann) Ärztliches 

Handeln zwischen professionellem 

Ethos und finanziellen Anreizen: Eine  

Verknüpfung qualitativer,  quantitativer 

und experimenteller Methoden zum 

Vergleich von angestellten Ärzten und 

Honorarärzten. In: Nicole Burzan, Ro-

nald Hitzler, Heiko Kirschner (Hrsg.): 

Materiale Analysen. Methodenfragen 

in Projekten. Wiesbaden: Springer VS: 

167–185.

(mit Caroline Ruiner und Maximiliane 

Wilkesmann) Zur Rolle von neuen und 

klassischen intermediären Akteuren 

in den Arbeitswelten hochqualifizier-

ter Solo-Selbstständiger. In: Industriel-

le Beziehungen, 23 (4), 2016: 477–497.

Julia aristova

(with Xiaoli Lin) Governance of Low- 

Carbon Transition in China: The Build-

ing and Transport Sectors. In: ASIEN – 

The German Journal on Contemporary 

Asia, No. 142 (2017): 12–31.

roman bartnik

(with Atsushi Akiike, Paul Hong, Sven 

Horak, Mingu Kang, Mizuki Kobayashi, 

Youngwon Park, and James Roh) In-

novation in the East Asian Automotive 

Industry: A structured review of what 

we know and how to use it. Conference 

paper at the Euro-Asia Management 

Studies Association (EAMSA) Annual 

Conference, October 2016 (Revised pa-

per submitted to Technovation. The In-

ternational Journal of Technological In-

novation, Entrepreneurship and Tech-

nology Management).

(with Yasuo Saeki) / HEV/EV 用モータ
の調達戦略に関する日独企業の比較：
ダイナミック・ケイパビリティの視点
から (in Japanese) [Comparing Japa-

nese and German Procurement Strate-

gies for HEV/EV Motors from a Dynam-

ic Capabilities Perspective]. In: 産業学
会研究年報 [The Annals of the Society 

for Industrial Studies], Japan, No. 31 

(2016): 41–53. https://www.jstage.jst.go.

jp/article/sisj/2016/31/2016_41/_article.

katharina borgmann

(with Deirdre Sneep) Innovative Meth-

ods in Urban Research: On the Use of 

Action Cameras in East Asian Cities. In: 

ASIEN – The German Journal on Con-

temporary Asia, No. 142 (2017): 54–67.

marCus Conlé

Introduction: Multidisciplinary Perspec-

tives on Innovation in East Asia. In: 

ASIEN, 142 (2017): 5–11.

florian Coulmas

Politics and Policies of Language. In: 

Sprache - Kultur - Kommunikation / 

Language - Culture - Communication: 

Ein internationales Handbuch zu Lin-

guistik als Kulturwissenschaft / An In-

ternational Handbook of Linguistics as 

a Cultural Discipline. Berlin: DeGruyter, 

2016: 635–642.

Language and Society: Historical over-

view and Emergence of a Field of Study. 

In: The Oxford Handbook of Language 

and Society, ed. by Ofelia Garcia and 

Massimiliano Spotti, Oxford University 

Press, 2016: 1–19.

(Ed.) International Journal of the Sociol-

ogy of Language # 242. Language Shift 

and Shifting Standards. Berlin, New 

York: Mouton de Gruyter, 2016, 265 pp.

shuanping dai

China’s Idiosyncratic Economics: An 

Emerging Unknown Monism Driven 

by Pluralism. Working Papers on East 

Asian Studies, Institute of East Asian 

Studies, University of Duisburg-Essen, 

No. 111. Duisburg 2017.

(with Guanzhong Yang) Does Social In-

ducement Lead to Higher Open Inno-

vation Investment? An Experimental 

Study. Working Papers on East Asian 

Studies, Institute of East Asian Studies, 

University of Duisburg-Essen, No. 112. 

Duisburg 2017.

lun du

The Early Zhou Period: Origin of the 

Idea of Political Legitimacy and the Po-

litical Philosophy of Confucianism. In: 

China Studies, V (XXI), 1 (2017): 67–80.

儒家的“仁义思想”与中国人的生活”, 

儒家网：http://www.rujiazg.com/.

youngah guahk

(with Weijing Le) The Concept of Po-

litical Innovation and its Application 

to East Asia. In: ASIEN – The German 

Journal on Contemporary Asia, No. 142 

(2017): 32–53.

1

http://doi.org/10.4419/86788798
http://m.izjk.org/shiyong/21148.html
http://m.izjk.org/shiyong/21148.html
http://www.schattenblick.de/infopool/politik/ausland/paasi974.html
http://www.schattenblick.de/infopool/politik/ausland/paasi974.html
http://www.schattenblick.de/infopool/politik/ausland/paasi974.html
https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/article/sisj/2016/31/2016_41/_article
https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/article/sisj/2016/31/2016_41/_article
http://www.rujiazg.com/
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[“New Normal” (xin changtai) and 

re-Confucianization of Chinese Marx-

ism: The People’s Republic of China in 

search of a new mode of governance]. 

In: Leviathan, 44, 4 (2016): 558–577.

Contested Global Order(s): Rising pow-

ers and the re-legitimation of glob-

al constitutionalization. In: ICON, 14, 3 

(2016): 639–656.

Chinesische Demokratiediskurse: Ima-

ginationen von Governance im nationa-

len und internationalen Kontext [Chine-

se Democracy Discourse: Imaginations 

of Governance in the National and Inter-

national Context]. In: Politische Viertel-

jahresschrift, 51 (2016): 536–550.

(mit Christof Hartmann) Ende der Neu-

tralität: Pekings Doktrin der Nichtein-

mischung gilt für Afrika nicht mehr. In: 

Internationale Politik 3, Mai/Juni 2017: 

107–113.

Introduction: “New Normal” under Xi 

Jinping. In: Journal of Chinese Political 

Science, 2017 (online first).

Governance Change and Patterns of 

Continuity: Assessing China’s “New 

Normal”. In: Journal of Chinese Politi-

cal Science, 2017 (online first).

Werner pasCha

Sokdo tteoreojineun nodong gaehyeok, 

tuja wichuk aswiwo abenomikseu-e 

uijonhada sijang silloe ilheul su isseo 

(Slowing labour market reforms, un-

fortunate investment contraction, reli-

ance on Abenomics could easily lead to 

loss of market confidence). In: Economy 

Chosun, 3. 5. 2017: 30–31.

Dok•bul	hyeomnyeokcheoreom	–	Han•il	

gyeongjehyeomnyok hago bukkkaji 

kkeureodeurindamyeon (Just like Ger-

man-French cooperation – what if Ko-

rea and Japan could engage in econom-

ic cooperation and even pull in North 

Korea too). In: Daily Chosun (Newspa-

per), 27. 5. 2017: 13.

Asia-Pacific Economic Integration. In: 

Staatslexikon, hrsg. von der Görres- 

Gesellschaft, 8. Auflage, Freiburg i. Br.: 

Herder 2017: 400–402.

Chihō bunken fusei kōi oyobi akaunt-

abiriti: seiji keizai kara no kōsatsu to Ni-

hon no kesu (Decentralization, corrup-

tion and accountability: Considerations 

from political economy and the case of 

Japan). In: Yasuyuki Nishigaki (ed.): Chi-

hō bunken seisaku hyōka (Decentral-

ization and policy evaluation), Tokyo: 

Nihon keizai Hyōronsha 2017.

(with Patrick Köllner and Aurel Crois

sant (Coordinator)) Sustainable Gover-

nance Indicators: 2017 Japan Report, 

Gütersloh: Bertelsmann Foundation, 

available from http://www.sgi-network.

org/2017/Downloads.

giulia romano

La ‘ville verte’ en Chine: entre ‘en-

claves écologiques’ et zones ‘presque 

bas-carbone’. In: Jean-Paul Maréchal 

(ed.): La Chine face au mur de l’envi-

ronnement?, Paris: Editions CNRS, 

2017: 223–239.

Organisational learning analysis and 

transfers of ‘eco-city’ concepts to Chi-

na: the example of Yangzhou / Appren-

tissage organisationnel et transfert 

des concepts liés aux écocités vers 

la Chine. In: China Perspectives / Per-

spectives Chinoises, No. 2017/1: 37–46.

Il difficile percorso verso lo sviluppo 

sostenibile	delle	città	cinesi:	il	nodo	de-

gli ostacoli istituzionali. In: OrizzonteCi-

na, Vol. 8, No. 4 (July/August), 2017: 5–7.

niCole sChleiffer

(with Thomas M. Fojcik) Why Does 

Non-Commercial Early Adopter Shun 

Battery Electric Vehicles? A Longitudi-

nal Study of Private Customers in Ger-

many. In: Proceedings of the Confer-

ence on Future Automotive Technolo-

gy, 2016.

helmut sChneider

Renaissance der Geopolitik? Kritische 

Bemerkungen zu Tim Marshall und 

Fred Scholz. In: Geographische Rund-

schau 68 (2016) 11: 50–54.

Südostasien im Fokus der Weltpolitik. 

In: Universitas. Orientieren – Wissen – 

Handeln, Nr. 845, 11/2016: 3–19 (The-

menheft Südostasien).

karen shire

(mit Markus Tünte und Birgit Apitzsch) 

Prostitution und Sexarbeit: Alte und 

neue Kontroversen aus dem Blick der 

Frauen- und Geschlechterforschung. 

In: Beate Kortendiek, Katja Sabisch und 

Birgit Riegraf (Eds.): Handbuch Inter-

disziplinäre Geschlechterforschung. 

Wiesbaden: Springer Verlag 2017.

(with Rainer Schnell and Marcel Noack) 

Determinants of outsourcing domestic 

labour in conservative welfare states. 

Resources and market dynamics in 

Germany. Duisburger Beiträge zur So-

ziologischen Forschung, No. 2017-04. 

DOI: 10.6104/DBsF-2017-04.

deirdre sneep

(with Katharina Borgmann) Innova-

tive Methods in Urban Research: On the 

Use of Action Cameras in East Asian 

Cities. In: ASIEN – The German Journal 

on Contemporary Asia, No. 142 (2017): 

54–67.

yuko sugita

1980年代のおきなわの若者のコミュニ
ケーション – その社会的スタイルとアイ
デンティティ (1980nenndai no Okinawa 

no Wakamono no Komyunikeshon) [So-

cial Style and Identity: Communication 

of the Okinawan Youth in the 1980s]. In: 

ことばと社会 [Language and Society] 

2016/18: 61–85.

In: Kongress der Sozialwirtschaft e. V. 

(Hg.): Die vernetzte Gesellschaft sozial 

gestalten. Baden-Baden: Nomos, 2017 

(forthcoming).

timo heinriCh

(with Alexander Haering) Risk Pref-

erences in China – Results from ex-

perimental economics. In: ASIEN 142 

(2017), 68–88.

(with Alexander Haering and  Thomas 

Mayrhofer) Exploring the Consisten-

cy of Higher-Order Risk Preferences. 

Ruhr Economic Papers #688, Essen / 

Duisburg et al. 2017.   

http://doi.org/10.4419/86788798.

hanno JentzsCh

Abandoned Land, Corporate Farming, 

and Farmland Banks: A Local Perspec-

tive on the Process of Deregulating and 

Redistributing Farmland in Japan. In: 

Contemporary Japan 29 (1), 2017.

Subsidized Tradition – Hamlet Farms in 

Contemporary Japanese Agricultural 

Politics. In Niehaus, Andreas and Tine 

Walravens (eds): Feeding Unity, Eating 

Difference (forthcoming).

WeiJing le

(with Youngah Guahk) The Concept of 

Political Innovation and its Application 

to East Asia. In: ASIEN – The German 

Journal on Contemporary Asia, No. 142 

(2017): 32–53.

yuan li

Going East – Baltic Ties with Asia: Rail-

ways of the New Silk Road. In: Baltic 

Transport Journal, 6, 2016.

Railways of the New Silk Road: Bridg-

ing Europe with Asia. In: Harbours Re-

view, 1, 2017.

Belt and Road: A Logic Behind the Myth. 

In: Alessia Amighini (ed.): China’s Belt 

and Road: A Game Changer? Edizioni 

Epoké – ISPI, Milan 2017: 13–33.

La Belt & Road Initiative: oltre gli os-

tacoli alla cooperazione fra Cina ed Eu-

ropa? [in Italian; Can the Belt and Road 

Initiative Reduce Obstacles of Cooper-

ation Between China and Europe?] In: 

Orizzonte Cina, 8(2), 2017, 5–6.

(with HansJörg Schmerer) (Eds.) Spe-

cial Issue on trade and the new silk 

road, Journal of Chinese Economic and 

Business Studies, Issue 3, Volume 15, 

2017.

(with HansJörg Schmerer) Trade and 

the New Silk Road: Opportunities, Chal-

lenges, and Solutions. In: Journal of 

Chinese Economic and Business Stud-

ies (forthcoming).

(with Mario Esteban) Demystifying the 

Belt and Road Initiative: Scope, Actors 

and Repercussion for Europe. Work-

ing Papers on East Asian Studies, In-

stitute of East Asian Studies, Univer-

sity of Duisburg-Essen, No. 117. Duis-

burg 2017.

xiaoli lin

(with Julia Aristova) Governance of 

Low- Carbon Transition in China: The 

Building and Transport Sectors. In: 

ASIEN – The German Journal on Con-

temporary Asia, No. 142 (2017): 12–31.

tao liu

(with Li Sun) Urban social assistance in 

China: Transnational diffusion and na-

tional interpretation, Journal of Current 

Chinese Affairs (GIGA-Journal: German 

Institute of Global and Area Studies), 

Vol. 45(2), 2016: 29–51.

Pension Reform in Germany since the 

1990s: New developments and theoret-

ical implications. In: Journal of Asian 

Public Policy (Taylor & Francis Group/

Routledge), Vol. 10 (1), 2017: 57–73.

(with Lutz Leisering) Protecting Injured 

Workers: How global ideas of industrial 

accident insurance travelled to China. 

In: Journal of Chinese Governance (Tay-

lor & Francis Group/Routledge), Vol. 2 

(1), 2017: 106–123.

(with Lutz Leisering, Lutz and Tobi

as ten Brink) Synthesizing Disparate 

Ideas: How a Chinese model of social 

assistance was forged. In: Global So-

cial Policy (Sage Publication), 2017. DOI: 

10.1177/1468018117704381.

beate löffler

Exotische Fremde, erträumte Hei-

mat? Europäische Diskurse über Japan 

(1860–1910). In: Barbara Krug-Richter 

u. a. (Hg.): Heimat zwischen Kitsch und 

Utopie: Kulturwissenschaftliche Annä-

herungen an ein brisantes Forschungs-

feld, 2017/2018 (submitted).

Petrified worldviews. Eurocentric le-

gacy in academic knowledge bases. In: 

InterDisciplines (revised, in second re-

view).

Thwarted Innovation: The discourse on 

earthquake resistance in Japanese ar-

chitecture – a historical review. In: Con-

struction History (in review).

Spatialities of Asia: Local Cases, Glo-

bal Issues. In: Journal of Urban History 

(JUH), 2017 (accepted).

nele noesselt

The European Union and China’s Multi-

dimensional Diplomacy: Strategic tri-

angulation? In: European Foreign Af-

fairs Review, 21 (10/2016: 11–27.

(mit Dieter Senghaas) „Neue Normali-

tät“ (xin changtai) und Re-Konfuziani-

sierung des chinesischen Marxismus: 

Die VR China auf der Suche nach einem 

neuen Konzept politischer Herrschaft 

http://www.sgi-network.org/2017/Downloads
http://www.sgi-network.org/2017/Downloads
http://dx.doi.org/10.6104/DBsF-2017-04
http://doi.org/10.4419/86788798
http://doi.org/10.1177/1468018117704381
http://doi.org/10.1177/1468018117704381
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publiCations of the institute
publikationen des instituts

Since July 1995 the IN-EAST has been publishing a discussion paper series entitled working paper on east asian studies. 

This so-called green series appears several times a year.

Green Series publications are available for download at the IN-EAST website at https://www.uni-due.de/in-east/about_in-

east/publications/green_series.php. Hardcopies are available free of charge on request.

Between October 2015 and September 2016 the following papers were published.

no. 110 / 2016

thomas heberer

Reflections on the Concept of Representation and Its Application to China

no. 111 / 2017

shuanping dai

China’s Idiosyncratic Economics: An Emerging Unknown Monism Driven by Pluralism

no. 112 / 2017

shuanping dai, guanzhong yang

Does Social Inducement Lead to Higher Open Innovation Investment? An Experimental Study

no. 113 / 2017

guanzhong yang

The Impact of Incentives on Prosocial Behavior – An Experimental Investigation with German and  Chinese 
Subjects

no. 114 / 2017

Jan siebert, guanzhong yang

Discoordination and Miscoordination Caused by Sunspots in the Laboratory

no. 115 / 2017

alessandra Cappelletti

The “Construction” of Chinese Culture in a Globalized World and Its Importance for Beijing’s Smart Power. 
Notes and concepts on a narrative shift

no. 116 / 2017

Chih-Chieh Wang

Building Transnational Labor Markets – the Case of Taiwan

no. 117 / 2017

mario esteban, yuan li

Demystifying the Belt and Road Initiative: Scope, Actors and Repercussion for Europe

2markus taube

(with Peter Thomas in der Heiden) 

Analysis of Supply and Demand-side 

Developments in the Chinese Steel 

Wire Rope Industry 2012–2016 as well 

as in the Near Future. Report prepared 

on behalf of European Federation of 

Wire Rope Industries, Paris 2016.

(with Sven Horak) Same but different? 

Similarities and fundamental differenc-

es of informal social networks in Chi-

na (Guanxi) and Korea (yongo). In: Asia 

Pacific Journal of Management, Vol. 

33, Issue 3/2016: 595–616. http://doi.

org/10.1007/s10490-015-9452-x

(with Peter Thomas in der Heiden) 

Analysis of Market-Distortions in the 

Chinese Non-Ferrous Metals Industry. 

Report prepared on behalf of Wirt-

schafts Vereinigung Metalle e. V., Berlin 

2017.

(with Martin Heinberg and Hayri E. Oz

kaya) The Influence of Global and Local 

Iconic Brand Positioning on Advertising 

Persuasion in an Emerging Market Set-

ting. In: Journal of International Busi-

ness Studies. (forthcoming) http://link.

springer.com/article/10.1057/s41267-

017-0071-2/fulltext.html.

markus tünte

Der Funktionswandel von externen Ar-

beitsmärkten und die Heterogenität 

von Prekarisierungsrisiken. In: Indus-

trielle Beziehungen, 1-2017: 54–74.

(mit Birgit Apitzsch und Karen Shire) 

Prostitution und Sexarbeit: Alte und 

neue Kontroversen aus dem Blick der 

Frauen- und Geschlechterforschung. 

In: Beate Kortendiek, Katja Sabisch und 

Birgit Riegraf (Eds.): Handbuch Inter-

disziplinäre Geschlechterforschung. 

Wiesbaden: Springer Verlag 2017.

guanzhong yang

(with Shuanping Dai) Does Social In-

ducement Lead to Higher Open Inno-

vation Investment? An Experimental 

Study. Working Papers on East Asian 

Studies, Institute of East Asian Studies, 

University of Duisburg-Essen, No. 112. 

Duisburg 2017.

http://doi.org/10.1007/s10490-015-9452-x
http://doi.org/10.1007/s10490-015-9452-x
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1057/s41267-017-0071-2/fulltext.html
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1057/s41267-017-0071-2/fulltext.html
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1057/s41267-017-0071-2/fulltext.html
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yuka ando

september 2, 2017

(with Yuko Sugita) 「考えて発信する
ことを目指す日本語教育の試み　第
二段階の報告」 (Developing auton-

omous thinking and assertive com-

munication skills in Japanese: The 

second stage of the medium-term 

research project) – EAJS Conferen-

ce in Lisbon, 30 Aug – 2 Sep 2017.

Julia aristova

november 18, 2016

Local Government as Entrepreneur: 

Rollout of Low-Carbon Technology 

in China. – CHESS Workshop 2016, 

local climate change Governance 

and resourse management in china, 

University of Vienna.

katharina borgmann

november 9, 2016

Konfuzius-Institut Metropole Ruhr & 

Urbanisierung China: Global den-

ken, lokal wandeln, Essen.

flemming Christiansen

november 14, 2016

Thematizing the Frontier of North-

East Asian Industrialization. – Pre-

sentation at the Workshop the Fron-

tier of northeast asian industrializa-

tion: the long perspective (1895–

now), Duisburg.

huiJie Chu

december 9–10, 2016

Interpreting Educational Inequality: 

Individual Perceptions and Re-

sponses. – GEAS Graduate Confer-

ence 2016 individual agency in insti-

tutional contexts in east asia, Free 

University Berlin.

marCus Conlé

october 6, 2016

Sectoral Systems of Innovation in 

China: The Case of the Biopharma-

ceutical Industry. – Workshop insti-

tutional economic perspectives on 

‘one belt, one road’ and innovation in 

china, jointly organized by IN-EAST 

School of Advanced Studies, Uni-

versity of Duisburg-Essen and Cen-

ter for Economic Development Re-

search (CEDR), Wuhan University, 

Duisburg.

February 7, 2017

Reflections on Innovation. – Presen-

tation held at the Final Conference 

of the IN-EAST School of Advanced 

Studies, University of Duisburg-Es-

sen, Duisburg.

February 7, 2017

Institutional Diversity, Organization-

al Development, and Innovation in 

China’s Biopharmaceutical Industry. 

– Presentation held at the Final 

Conference of the IN-EAST School 

of Advanced Studies, University of 

Duisburg-Essen, Duisburg.

florian Coulmas

november 18–20, 2016

Panel organisation and chair mobili-

ty in the ageing society at the VSJF 

Annual Meeting mobility and the city 

of the Future, University of Duisburg- 

Essen, Duisburg.

april 4, 2017

The Multitude of Languages in Ja-

pan. Lecture at Ca’ Foscari Universi-

ty, Venice.

may 5, 2017

Equality, Difference and Language 

Rights. – Lecture at Romanistisches 

Seminar, University of Freiburg.

June 5, 2017

The Native Speaker Revisited. – 

Lecture at GRK 1767, University of 

Freiburg.

august 30, 2017

The Diversity of Writing Systems. – 

Keynote Lecture at the 11th Interna-

tional Workshop on Writing Sys-

tems and Literacy, Nanzan Univer-

sity, Nagoya.

shuanping dai

october 10–13, 2016

Experimental Approach in Political 

Economy. – Presentation at the In-

ternational Research Training School 

on Political Economy, Jilin Universi-

ty, Changchun.

october 14–15, 2016

(with Yang Liu) The Emergence of 

Chinese Entrepreneurs. – Presenta-

tion at the International Workshop 

entrepreneurship in china, Peking 

University.

october 23–25, 2016

Building Innovative Capacity of Chi-

na’s Electric Vehicles Industry: 

Linkages and Interactions in Institu-

tions. – the 2nd Sino-German Work-

shop innovation, institutions and eco-

nomic development, Nankai Univer-

sity, Tianjin.

october 26–28, 2016

(with Yang Liu) The Emergence of 

Chinese Entrepreneurs: Social Mo-

bility and Innovation. – the 33rd 

EAMSA Annual Conference, Suzhou.

november 3–5, 2016

Does Social Inducement Lead to 

Higher Open Innovation Contribu-

tion: An Experimental Study. – Pre-

sentation at the European Associa-

tion for Evolutionary Political Econ-

omy (EAEPE) Annual Conference, 

Manchester.

november 28–29, 2016

Frugal Innovation, Co-evolution of 

Innovation Ecosystem and Market 

Demand: Evidence from Low-speed 

Electric Vehicle Industry in Shan-

dong Province, China. – Presenta-
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thomas heberer

october 22, 2016

Representation in an “Authoritarian” 

Context: The Case of China‘s Private 

Entrepreneurs. – Presented at the 

International Conference political 

representation beyond elections: a 

comparison china / Western coun-

tries, Peking University, Beijing.

november 2, 2016

Der ostasiatische Entwicklungsweg 

und das ‚Modell China‘: alter Wein in 

neuen Schläuchen?“ – AREA-Ruhr- 

Vortragsreihe, Ruhr-Universität Bo-

chum.

november 23, 2016

„China Aktuell“: Thesen zur aktuel-

len politischen und gesellschaftli-

chen Lage in China. – Konfuzius-In-

stitut Metropole Ruhr, Duisburg.

november 25, 2016

Vortrag zur Arbeit des Instituts für 

Ostasienwissenschaften und des 

Konfuzius-Instituts Metropole Ruhr, 

gehalten anlässlich des Besuchs 

der Vizeministerpräsidentin Liu 

Yandong im Konfuzius-Institut an 

der FU Berlin (auf Chinesisch).

december 8, 2016

Methods and Experiences of Field 

Research In China. – Institute of Po-

litical Science, Wuhan University.

december 8, 2016

Research Focus of the School of 

East Asian Studies and Political Sci-

ence China Research. – Department 

of Political Science, Huadong Uni-

versity of Technology, Wuhan.

december 14, 2016

Dagegen sein ist nicht alles! Unter-

nehmer-Interessenvertretung in 

der chinesischen Politik. – Deutsch- 

Chinesische Gesellschaft Düssel-

dorf, VHS Düsseldorf.

January 9, 2017

Comparison and Comparability of 

Cases. – Presented at the General 

issues claims launching confer-

ence, L’École des Hautes Etudes en 

Sciences Sociales, Paris.

January 10, 2017

Representation in an “Authoritarian” 

Context: The Case of China‘s Private 

Entrepreneurs. – Presented at the 

International Conference claims 

launching conference, L’École des 

Hautes Etudes en Sciences Socia-

les, Paris.

January 16, 2017

Reich der Mitte – Quo vadis: China 

zwischen Megaentwicklung und 

Stagnation? – Vortrag und Teilnah-

me an der Podiumsdiskussion an 

der FOM German-Sino School of Bu-

siness & Technology, Essen.

January 19, 2017

Vorstellung von Lin Yutangs mein 

land und mein volk. – Deutsch-Chi-

nesische Gesellschaft Krefeld-Nie-

derrhein, VHS Krefeld.

February 28, 2017

Weapons of the Rich – Private En-

trepreneurs in China as Strategic 

Groups. – Lecture given at the 

School of Government, Peking Uni-

versity, Beijing.

april 25, 2017

50 Jahre Beginn und 40 Jahre Ende 

der „Kulturrevolution“. Das Trauma 

ist noch immer nicht bewältigt. –  

Vortrag vor der Deutsch-Chinesi-

schen Gesellschaft Krefeld-Nieder-

rhein, VHS Krefeld.

april 29, 2017

China – Quo vadis? Zum Verhältnis 

von Staat und Gesellschaft im ge-

genwärtigen China. – China-Semi-

nar der Universität Trier an der Aka-

demie Otzenhausen.

may 4, 2017

Reich der Mitte – Quo vadis? China 

zwischen Megaentwicklung und 

Stagnation. – Vortrag vor dem Ro-

tary-Club Neuss.

June 7, 2017

Nachbarschaft und Nachbar-

schaftsviertel. Wie China seine 

Städte und Bewohner verwaltet. – 

Vortrag im LRV Industriemuseum 

Oberhausen.

June 22, 2017

Die Waffen der Reichen – Privatun-

ternehmer in China. – Vortrag vor 

der Deutsch-Chinesischen Gesell-

schaft Krefeld-Niederrhein, VHS 

Krefeld.

July 4, 2017

Chinas Rolle in einer globalisierten 

Welt: Verständnis der inneren Be-

schaffenheit Chinas. – Vortrag an 

der Bundesakademie für Sicher-

heitspolitik, Berlin.

July 10, 2017

Chinas politisches System und die 

deutsch-chinesischen Beziehungen. 

– Vortrag vor japanischen Mana-

gern, Universität Duisburg-Essen.

august 5, 2017

Chair & Discussant of the papers 

presented in the panel ethnicity and 

language, International Symposium 

in Honor of Professor Stevan Harrell, 

University of Washington,  Seattle.

august 6, 2017

’Weapons of the Rich’. Private En-

trepreneurs as Strategic Groups. – 

Presented at the International Sym-

posium in Honor of Professor 

Stevan Harrell, University of Wash-

ington, Seattle.

vitali heidt

october 6, 2016

Kōreika no futatsu no sekai: seido 

no tenpen, shakaiteki risuku to ni-

hon kōreisha no seikatsu hogo [Two 

Worlds of Aging: Institutional Shifts, 

Social Risks, and the Livelihood of 

the Japanese Elderly]. – Nagano 

College of Nursing (長野県看護大
学), Komagane-shi, Nagano Prefec-

ture.

tion at the 2nd EAEPE Network 

Workshop, Bochum.

december 1–3, 2016

Building Innovative Capacity of Chi-

na’s Electric Vehicles Industry: 

Linkages and Interactions in Institu-

tions. – International Workshop chi-

na’s “new normal”: politics, economic 

reforms and political philosophy, 

Duisburg.

december 15–16, 2016

(with Guanzhong Yang) Does Social 

Inducement Lead to Higher Open In-

novation Contribution: An Experi-

mental Study. – Presentation at the 

Third World Open Innovation Con-

ference, Barcelona.

march 8, 2017

Emergence of New Products: Evi-

dence from Low-speed Electric Ve-

hicle Industry in Shandong Prov-

ince, China. – Presentation at the 

5th Duisburg-Frankfurt Workshop, 

Frankfurt.

June 25–27, 2017

Emergence of New Products and 

Agile Innovation in Emerging Econo-

my: Evidence from Low-speed Elec-

tric Vehicle Industry in Shandong 

Province, China. – Presentation at 

the Workshop technological upgrad-

ing in emerging economies, Univer-

sity College London.

July 8, 2017

Emergence of New Products: Evi-

dence from Low-speed Electric Ve-

hicle Industry in Shandong Prov-

ince, China. – Presentation at the 

Tianjin Forum 2017 innovation and 

cooperation, organized by Nankai 

University and Korea Foundation for 

Advanced Studies, Tianjin.

august 25–27, 2017

Strategic Ambiguity in Policy For-

mulation. – Presentation at the 13th 

International Conference on Agri-

culture and Rural Development in 

China (ICARDC XIII), Guangzhou.

aleksandra davydova

october 24–25, 2016

The Effects of Chinese Outward 

Cross-Border Mergers and Acquisi-

tions on Innovation. – The Sino-Ger-

man Academic Seminar on innova-

tion, institutions and economic devel-

opment, Nankai University, Tianjin.

october 27–29, 2016

The Effects of Chinese Outward 

Cross-Border Mergers and Acquisi-

tions on Innovation. – the 33rd EAM-

SA Annual Conference in 2016, In-

ternational Business School Su-

zhou.

december 2–5, 2016

The Effects of Chinese Outward 

Cross-Border Mergers and Acquisi-

tions on Innovation. – 5th EIBA Doc-

toral Symposium at the 42nd Annu-

al European Academy of Interna-

tional Business (EIBA), WU Vienna 

Institute for International Business.

december 10–12, 2016

The Effects of Chinese Outward 

Cross-Border Mergers and Acquisi-

tions on Innovation. – Junior Facul-

ty / Doctoral Students Workshop at 

the Special Strategic Management 

Society Conference 2016, Hong 

Kong.

February 15–17, 2017

The Effects of Chinese Outward 

Cross-Border Mergers and Acquisi-

tions on Innovation. – Doctoral Stu-

dent Colloquium at The Australia 

and New Zealand International Busi-

ness Academy Annual Meeting 2017, 

Adelaide.

ying ding

december 9–10, 2016

Revival of Sibe: Fostering Ethnic 

Identity through Language. – GEAS 

Graduate Conference 2016 individu-

al agency in institutional contexts in 

east asia, Free University Berlin.

lun du

Juni 2016

The Early Zhou Period: Origin of the 

Idea of Political Legitimacy and the 

Political Philosophy of Confucian-

ism. – EACP Conference, Vilnius.

oktober 2016

古代儒家“伦理政治”的政治合法性
思想. – Online-Vortrag (空中杏坛).

april 2017

学“儒家思想”对我有用吗？──浅
谈儒家核心价值“仁”. – 中国矿业大
学.

mai 2017

真正理解西方文化，正确定位儒家思
想及其发展：关于儒家和西方政治
思想中的一些概念的思考. – Online- 

Vortrag (空中杏坛).

Juni 2017

儒家的“仁义思想”与中国人的生活
─以先秦儒家为例. – Chinesische 

Schule Bonn.

Winfried flüChter

december 9, 2016

Das Große Erdbeben von Ostjapan 

2011 und die Optionen einer Risiko-

gesellschaft. – Gesellschaft für Erd- 

und Völkerkunde zu Stuttgart e. V., 

Linden-Museum Stuttgart.

February 3, 2017

Japan: Der Naturraum als Potenzial 

und Herausforderung. – Gesellschaft 

für Erd- und Völkerkunde zu Stutt-

gart e. V., Linden-Museum Stuttgart.

alexander haering

november 16, 2016

(with Timo Heinrich and Tho mas 

Mayrhofer) Exploring The Consis-

tency of Higher-Order Risk Prefer-

ences. – INFORMS Annual Meeting, 

Nashville.
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tween China and Europe? – Invited 

talk at China Watcher Seventh Maria 

Weber Annual Conference, hosted 

by ISPI and Foundazione Italia Cina, 

Milan.

may 2017

A Model of Policy-making Process 

in China. – Invited Seminar at the 

Department of Economics and Fi-

nance, Catholic University of Milan.

June 2017

Belt and Road: A Logic behind the 

Myth. – Invited talk at the Fourth 

Annual Meeting of the International 

Consortium for China Studies, host-

ed by the University of Mannheim.

June 2017

The Impact of the New Silk Road 

Railways on Local Economic Devel-

opment. –  Invited talk at special 

panel on the Belt and Road Initiative 

at the 2017 GIS Asian Studies Con-

gress, Paris.

July 2017

Bridging Europe with Asia: Under-

standing the Potential Economic Im-

pacts of the Belt and Road Initiative. 

– Keynote speech at the 2017 Chi-

nese Economic Association (Eu-

rope/UK) China Conference at 

Southwestern University of Finance 

and Economics (SWUFE), Chengdu.

tao liu

may 17, 2017

Ein großer sozialpolitischer Sprung 

nach vorn? Die Entstehung eines 

chinesischen Wohlfahrtsstaates in 

der Ära Xi Jinping. – Vortrag im 

Konfuzius-Institut Metropole Ruhr, 

Duisburg.

July 12, 2017

Synthese der internationalen und 

nationalen Ideen in der Sozialpolitik 

Chinas: Wie eine hybride Wohl-

fahrtskultur entsteht. – Vortrag im 

Institut für Soziologie der Universi-

tät Duisburg-Essen, Duisburg.

yang liu

october 14–15, 2016

(with Shuanping Dai) The Emer-

gence of Chinese Entrepreneurs. – 

Presentation at the International 

Workshop entrepreneurship in china, 

Peking University.

october 24–25, 2016

Entrepreneurship and Poverty Alle-

viation: a network perspective. – 

Presentation, Sino-German Aca-

demic Seminar on innovation, insti-

tutions and economic development, 

Tianjin.

october 26–28, 2016

(with Shuanping Dai) The Emer-

gence of Chinese Entrepreneurs: 

Social Mobility and Innovation. – the 

33rd EAMSA Annual Conference, 

Suzhou.

beate löffler

november 10–12, 2016

Exotische Fremde, erträumte Hei-

mat. Europäische Diskurse über Ja-

pan (1860–1910). – Universität des 

Saarlandes, Saarbrücken.

January 13, 2017

Berufsblindheit. Die nicht gestellten 

Fragen der Architekturgeschichte 

Japans und wo nach Ihnen zu su-

chen wäre. – Universität Hamburg.

January 19–20, 2017

Alle Wege führ(t)en nach Rom. Pfad-

abhängigkeiten in der architektur-

historischen Stadtforschung, Hel-

mut-Schmidt-Universität Hamburg.

march 30–31, 2017

(with Carola Hein) The ArchiMediaL 

Project: A Post-Colonial Approach 

to Hermeneutic Research and Edu-

cation in Urban History using Re-

positories and Image Databases. – 

Sächsische Landesbibliothek – 

 Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek 

Dresden (SLUB).

aimi muranaka

august 29 – september 1, 2017

Use of Skilled Migrant Workers in 

Japanese Companies – the Case of 

Vietnamese Workers in IT and Engi-

neer Sector. – 13th Conference of 

the European Sociological Associa-

tion (un)making europe: capitalism, 

solidarities, subjectivities, Athens.

lia musitz

november 11–12, 2017

(Er)wartbarkeiten der Wirklichkeit. – 

Vortrag beim Internationalen Sym-

posium zu Siegfried Kracauers 50. 

Todestag Wartung und erwartung: 

Wahrnehmungen des Films / Wendun-

gen zu kracauer, Universität Wien.

nele noesselt

January 24, 2017

Governance in China: Re-Maoisie-

rung vs Re-Konfuzianisierung? – 

Forschungsforum NRW School of 

Governance, Duisburg.

February 7, 2017

Testing the Ground as a Global Lea-

der: China in Latin America. – Work-

shop zu Fundamentos de las relacio-

nes entre china y américa latina en 

el contexto de la globalización, Ham-

burg.

march 1, 2017

Making the Most of the G20 Process: 

From China to Germany to Argenti-

na. – GIGA Presidential Roundtable, 

Hamburg.

april 1, 2017

Panelist at WISC Roundtable RT-7: 

re-imaging or reproducing ir: how 

critical is the chinese ir? (with Barry 

Buzan, LSE; Shih Chih-yu, NTU; 

Zhang Yongjin, Bristol), Taipei.

 april 4, 2017

Local Responses to Changing Global 

Constellations: Re-Configurating 

october 6, 2016

Doitsu no kaigo hoken seido [The 

German Long-Term Care System]. – 

Nagano College of Nursing (長野県
看護大学), Komagane-shi, Nagano 

Prefecture.

april 27, 2017

Japans Altenpflege: Einblicke und 

Ausblicke in den Pflegealltag und 

die Technologienutzung. – 10. Zu-

kunftskongress der Sozialwirt-

schaft die vernetzte Gesellschaft so-

zial gestalten. Magdeburg.

timo heinriCh

november 16, 2016

(with Alexander Haering and Tho

mas Mayrhofer) Exploring The Con-

sistency of Higher-Order Risk Pref-

erences. – INFORMS Annual Meet-

ing, Nashville.

december 5, 2016

(with Jeannette BrosigKoch) Buy-

er’s Choice in Procurement – A 

study based on field and laboratory 

data. – Paderborn University.

may 11, 2017

Measuring Risk Preferences in 

three Countries: A report. – X-Hub 

Workshop, GESIS, Leibniz-Institut 

für Sozialwissenschaften, Cologne.

may 20, 2017

(with Alexander Haering and Sven 

Horak) Costly Information Acquisi-

tion: The Effects of Wage Inequality. 

– The 4th Global Entrepreneurship 

and Innovation Conference, Tianjin.

september 7, 2017

(with Matthias Seifert and Franzis

ka Then) Social Learning and the 

Endowment Effect: An Experiment. 

– International Conference on Oper-

ations Research, Berlin.

september 22, 2017

Injustice of Job Promotion Proce-

dures and Cooperative Behavior in 

Hierarchical Relationships. – Dis-

cussant, XVIII. Symposium zur 

ökonomischen Analyse der Un-

ternehmung, German Economic As-

sociation of Business Administra-

tion (GEABA), Hohenheim.

antonia hmaidi

october 27, 2016

Chinese Investments and Market 

Economy Status – A Game Theoretic 

Approach. – Europe-Asia Manage-

ment Sciences Annual Conference, 

Suzhou.

december 27–30, 2016

The Economic Consequences of In-

ternet Censorship. – 33rd Chaos 

Communication Congress 33c3 

Works for me, Hamburg.

July 1, 2017

The Sharing Economy – Prospects for 

Emerging Markets. – Annual Confer-

ence of the Society for the Advance-

ment of Socio-Economics, Lyons.

axel klein

october 20, 2016

(with Hannes Mosler and Sarah 

Kirschberger) Emotions in East 

Asian Parliaments. – Lecture at 

CIAP 2016 Conference for Interisci-

plinary Approaches to Politics emo-

tions in politics and international re-

lations, University of Leeds.

July 28, 2017

(mit Kerstin Lukner) Japanische Si-

cherheitskonzepte gegen die nord-

koreanische Bedrohung. – Vortrag 

im Rahmen der Veranstaltung si-

cherheit in ostasien, Deutsche Ge-

sellschaft der Vereinten Nationen 

NRW e. V., Bonn.

lassi laine

december 9–10, 2016

China’s Fragile Middle Class: Diver-

se Aspirations and Uncertain Liveli-

hoods. – GEAS Graduate Confer-

ence 2016 individual agency in insti-

tutional contexts in east asia, Free 

University Berlin.

WeiJing le

october 28, 2016

Woher kommen die Bildungseliten? 

– das Gaokao und der Hochschul zu-

gang in der VR China. – Presentation 

at Gesellschaft für Deutsch- Chine-

sische Freundschaft GDCF Krefeld.

yuan li

november 2016

Bridging Europe with Asia. – Har-

bors 360 Conference, Duisburg.

december 2016

New Normal Meets One Belt, One 

Road. – International Workshop chi-

na’s “new normal”: politics, economic 

reforms and political philosophy, Uni-

versity of Duisburg-Essen, Duisburg.

January 2017

Looking for Mutual Benefits: Can the 

Belt and Road Initiative Breed a New 

White Swan for the World Economy? 

– Invited talk at CSCC Conference on 

chinese investment in europe, a need 

for reciprocity, hosted by Centro 

Studi sulla Cina Cotemporanea, 

Rome.

February 16, 2017

Understanding the Belt and Road 

Initiative through the Linkage be-

tween Domestic and International 

Dynamics. – Workshop on OBOR 

and RMB Internationalization, Uni-

versity of Duisburg-Essen, Duisburg.

march 2017

Invited Seminar at Global Think 

Tank Center, Fudan University, 

Shanghai.

may 2017

Can the Belt and Road Initiative Re-

duce Obstacles of Cooperation Be-
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tional Conference on Universal Vil-

lage, Nagoya.

november 18–20, 2017

The Institutional Impact of Japan’s 

New Robot Strategy: Technology 

Development in Regional Systems 

of Innovation. – German Association 

for Social Science Research on Ja-

pan (VSJF) Annual Meeting 2016 

mobility and the city of the Future, 

Duisburg.

July 1, 2017

The Changing Composition of Actors 

in Japanese Regional Innovation 

Systems. – Society for the Advance-

ment of Socio-economics (SASE) 

Annual Conference What’s next? dis-

ruptive/collaborative economy or 

business as usual?, Network Q – 

Asian Capitalisms, Lyons.

giulia romano

June 28–30, 2017

The Transfer of Careful Urban Re-

newal from Berlin to Yangzhou: 

Learning from Abroad and its Chal-

lenges. – Paper at the International 

Conference on Public Policy (ICPP 

III), Singapore.

July 10–12, 2017

Poursuivre des chemins de durabil-

ité dans une ville chinoise? L’Etat lo-

cal chinois et l’institutionnalisation 

de	 l’incertitude:	 un	 aperçu	 à	 partir	

du cas de Yangzhou. – Paper at the 

14th Congress of the French Associ-

ation of Political Sciences (AFSP, 

Association Française de Science 

Politique), Montpellier.

september 15, 2017

France-China and Sustainable Ur-

ban Development: A view of the co-

operation background. – Presenta-

tion at the 4th Singapore-France 

Strategic Dialogue on China, Minis-

try of Foreign Affairs of Singapore.

niCole sChleiffer

october 24, 2016

New and Adapted Value Proposi-

tions for Electric Vehicles. Empirical 

Results from Qualitative Expert In-

terviews. – Presented at the Sino- 

German Academic Seminar on In-

novation Institution and Economic 

Development, Tianjin.

october 28, 2016

Design and Adaptation of Value 

Propositions. Empirical Results from 

the Transition to the Electric Mobili-

ty. – Presented at the EAMSA Doc-

toral Session 2016, Suzhou.

February 6, 2017

(with Mira Schüller) Electric Mobili-

ty in Asia and Europe. – Presented 

at the IN-EAST School of Advanced 

Studies Final Conference, Duisburg.

helmut sChneider

october 13, 2016

Urban Development by Means of 

Land Grabbing? The conflict for 

 Boeng Kak lake in Phnom Penh, 

Cambodia. – Lecture at the Work-

shop research of south(east) asien 

cities – infrastructures, livelihoods, 

risks, Global South Studies Center, 

Universität zu Köln.

september 19, 2017

Der Territorialstreit um das „asiati-

sche Mittelmeer“. Regionalkonflikt 

mit weltpolitischen Dimensionen. – 

Vortrag beim Deutschen Kongress 

für Geographie 2017 eine Welt in 

 bewegung · erforschen – verstehen – 

Gestalten, Eberhard- Karls- Univer si-

tät Tübingen.

september 30, 2017

Politisches Raumdenken hat (wie-

der) Konjunktur – ein Erklärungs-

versuch. – Vortrag beim Deutschen 

Kongress für Geographie 2017 eine 

Welt in  bewegung · erforschen – ver-

stehen – Gestalten, Eberhard- Karls- 

Univer si tät Tübingen.

diana sChüler

april 21, 2017

Entrepreneurship as Occupational 

Choice in the Midst of Institutional 

Change in Korea. – EastAsiaNet 

Spring Workshop, Autonomous Uni-

versity of Madrid.

mira sChüller

october 24, 2016

Electric Vehicles for User Groups in 

China – Driving Behavior Analysis.  

– Presented on the Sino-German 

Academic Seminar on Innovation, 

Institutions and Economic Develop-

ment at Nankai University, Tianjin.

February 6, 2017

(with Nicole Schleiffer) Electric Mo-

bility in Asia and Europe. – Present-

ed at the IN-EAST School of Ad-

vanced Studies Final Conference, 

Duisburg.

april 21, 2017

Evaluation of Alternative Drive Sys-

tems based on Driving Pattern 

Comparing Germany and China. –  

Presented at the University of 

Shanghai.

June 28, 2017

Vergleich realer Fahrzyklen für 

Elektrofahrzeuge in Deutschland 

und China. – Vortrag beim Wissen-

schaftsforum Mobilität, Duisburg.

July 3, 2017

Some Aspects of Research on 

E-Mobility and Autonomous Driving. 

– Presented at the Wuhan Universi-

ty of Technology.

karen shire

november 10, 2016

Between Migration and Mobility – 

The Transformation of the European 

Labor Market. – Invited lecture, 

Workshop the Great european turn: 

crisis, strategies and Future per-

the ‘Chinese Model’. – WISC Panel 

S01-P05: chinese responses to Glob-

al challenges, Taipei.

april 12, 2017

Chinas Traum der Neuen Seiden-

straße. – Abendvortrag, Kon fu zius- 

Institut Nürnberg.

may 17, 2017

Digital Politics and Cyber Power – 

the Case of China. – DGA-Jahresta-

gung, Hamburg.

June 10, 2017

(with Elizaveta Priupolina) Decrypt-

ing Chinese Politics: Critical Dis-

course Analysis meets fsQCA. – 

ACPS Conference on china’s public 

policy and national Governance, Nan-

kai University, Tianjin.

June 16, 2017

Pacific Approaches to Governance? 

Linkage Models and the Chinese Le-

viathan 2.0. – FD15: East Asian Mod-

els of Development, ISA, Hong Kong.

June 16, 2017

Panelist at FB13, Roundtable: As-

sessing Chinese Foreign Policy un-

der Xi Jinping. – ISA, Hong Kong.

June 22–24, 2017

(with Christof Hartmann) Organisa-

tion of the International Authors’ 

Workshop on china and political in-

stability in sub-saharan africa, Uni-

versity of Duisburg-Essen, Duisburg 

(sponsored by Fritz-Thyssen-Stif-

tung).

July 9, 2017

OBORing the World? Chinese and 

EUropean Perceptions and Configu-

rations of the International System. 

– European Symposium of the World 

Forum on China Studies, Berlin.

July 19, 2017

Chinas Neue Seidenstraße (OBOR): 

Alternatives Modell der postmoder-

nen Globalisierung? – Vortragsreihe 

AREA Ruhr, Bochum.

July 31, 2017

Chinesische Politik. – Lehrerfortbil-

dung, Akademie für Politische Bil-

dung, Tutzing.

september 15, 2017

Re-Organizing the Chinese Levia-

than? Authoritarian Neo-Liberalism 

2.0. – Panel FA03-1: Authoritarian 

Neoliberalism: Histories, Transi-

tions, Futures, EISA Conference, 

Barcelona.

Werner pasCha

January 11, 2017

Die neue Dynamik multilateraler 

Kooperationsprojekte in Ostasien 

zwischen ökonomischer und politi-

scher Logik. – Vortragsreihe AREA 

Ruhr, Bochum.

February 9, 2017

Co-organizer, chair and introducto-

ry remarks: Symposium regional 

economic integration of Japan and 

asia, Japanisches Kulturinstitut, 

Köln.

march 9–10,, 2017

Institutionelle Voraussetzungen für 

degrowth in Japan. – Beitrag zur 

Sitzung der AG Japan der Reimers- 

Stiftung in Bad Homburg.

april 20–22, 2017

Panel chair, the korean peninsula at 

the crossroads – historical perspec-

tives. – 14th EastAsiaNet Research 

Workshop, Madrid.

July 4, 2017

Panelist, Panel I on Global Gover-

nance, de-globalization and the role 

of the eu and east asia. – Jean Mon-

net Workshop east asia and the eu 

as partners in Global economic Gov-

ernance, Ruhr University Bochum.

July 6, 2017

Panel chair stabilität und Frieden in 

nordostasien – Welche rolle kann 

deutschland spielen? – XVI. Deutsch- 

Koreanisches Forum, Fulda.

July 21, 2017

Zukunft Japan: Die Neuerfindung 

 einer Ökonomie. – 3. Japan-Tage am 

Landesspracheninstitut (LSI) in Bo-

chum.

august 30 – september 2, 2017

Abenomics and the Political Econo-

my of Reform. – 15th International 

Conference of the European Associ-

ation for Japanese Studies (EAJS), 

Lisbon.

september 22, 2017

Changing Dynamics of International 

Economic Organisations. – Bank of 

Korea Seminar, Kassel.

elizaveta priupolina

June 10, 2017

(with Nele Noesselt) Decrypting 

Chinese Politics: Critical Discourse 

Analysis meets fsQCA. – ACPS Con-

ference on china’s public policy and 

national Governance, Nankai Univer-

sity, Tianjin.

september 14, 2017

Domestic and International Dimen-

sion of Chinese Approach to Re-

sponsibility: Governance Innovation 

under Xi Jinping. – 11th Pan-Euro-

pean Conference on International 

Relations, organized by EISA, Bar-

celona.

benJamin rabe

september 1–2, 2016

(with Karen Shire and Vitali Heidt) 

Social Innovations with Robotics in 

Eldercare in Japan and Germany. – 

Japanese and German Cutting Edge 

Technologies for Patient Care. First 

NRW-Fukushima Joint Symposium 

on Advances in Medicine, Essen.

october 6–8, 2016

Ready for the Robot Revolution – Ja-

pan’s Attempts to Solve Societal Is-

sues by the Implementation of Ad-

vanced Robotics. – Third Interna-
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october 12, 2016

Game-Theoretic Dilemma and Solu-

tions for Economic Cooperation –  

Foundations of Cooperative Busi-

ness Transactions in China: The 

Evolution of Property Rights. – Pre-

sentation at the high-level seminar  

advanced theories and methods in 

contemporary political economy, 

held at Jilin University, Changchun.

october 13, 2016

Game-Theoretic Dilemma and Solu-

tions for Economic Cooperation –  

Foundations of Cooperative Busi-

ness Transactions in China: The 

Role of Social Networks. – Presen-

tation at the high-level seminar ad-

vanced theories and methods in con-

temporary political economy, held at 

Jilin University, Changchun.

october 19, 2016

Markt und Staat in der chinesischen 

Volkswirtschaft. – Vortrag bei der 

CDU/CSU-Fraktion im Deutschen 

Bundestag im Rahmen des arbeits-

frühstück im bundestag, Berlin.

november 10, 2016

Volkswirtschaftliche Bedeutung der 

Neuen Seidenstraßen-Initiative. – 

Podiumsdiskussion die neue seiden-

straße, ausgerichtet vom Bildungs-

zentrum Neuss-Weingarten straße, 

Neuss.

november 13, 2016

China als Akteur in der Weltwirt-

schaft – Regelbefolgung und Foul-

spiel. – Vortrag im Rahmen der Ver-

anstaltung neue regeln für den Welt-

handel? ttip, ceta und die Folgen 

der Evangelischen Akademie Tut-

zing.

november 17, 2016

The End of the Long Chinese Boom? 

– Vortrag im Rahmen der Veranstal-

tung the rise of china. challenges 

and opportunities der Jacobs Uni-

versity Bremen.

november 23, 2016

Immer noch auf der Suche nach 

China 2.0 – Zur aktuellen ökonomi-

schen und wirtschaftspolitischen 

Lage in der VR China. – Beitrag im 

Rahmen einer Podiumsdiskussion  

zu aktuellen Entwicklungen in Chi-

na, ausgerichtet vom Konfuzius-In-

stitut Metropole Ruhr, Duisburg.

november 29, 2017

Die Rolle von Staat und Markt für 

Chinas Aluminiumindustrie. – Bei-

trag im Rahmen der Podiumsdis-

kussion internationalisierung der 

aluminiummärkte – die rolle chinas, 

ausgerichtet vom Gesamtverband 

der Aluminiumindustrie GDA, Düs-

seldorf.

January 13, 2017

Sino-European Economic Relations 

at the Crossroads: European Clear-

ance Sale or New Growth Partner-

ship? – Presentation at the Confer-

ence chinese investments in europe, 

a need for reciprocity, organized by 

Centro Studi sull Cina Contempora-

nea (CSCC), Rome.

January 30, 2017

China at the Crossroads – The Quest 

for a New Growth and Development 

Model. – Presentation at Ca’ Foscari 

University of Venice.

January 31, 2017

The Chinese Economy – A Category 

of Its Own? On the Role of the Party, 

State, and Market. – Presentation at 

Ca’ Foscari University of Venice.

February 2, 2017

Wirtschaftliche Strukturbrüche – 

China als Absatzmarkt und Produk-

tionsstandort. – Vortrag im Rahmen 

der Veranstaltung Gesellschaftliche 

umbrüche? auf dem Weg zur sozial- 

ökologischen transformation? der 

Evangelischen Akademie Tutzing.

February 10, 2017

Wirtschaftsmacht China am Schei-

deweg – Neuausrichtung inmitten 

interner und externer Herausforde-

rungen. – Vortrag im Rahmen des 

Jour Fixe – stiftung ex oriente, aus-

gerichtet vom Konfuzius-Institut 

München.

February 14, 2017

Chinas Volkswirtschaft zwischen 

Markt und Partei – Ein Ausblick auf 

das Jahr des Hahns. – Vortrag im 

Rahmen der Veranstaltung Quo va-

dis china? Quo vadis chinageschäft?, 

ausgerichtet von der IHK zu Düssel-

dorf.

march 9, 2017

Gewinner der Globalisierung? Der 

wirtschaftliche Aufstieg Asiens. – 

Vortrag im Rahmen der Veranstal-

tung aktuelle Fragen der Wirtschafts- 

und sozialpolitik der Akademie für 

Politische Bildung, Tutzing.

march 9, 2017

China: Stottert der Motor der Globa-

lisierung? (oder doch: Letzte Basti-

on der Globalisierung). – Vortrag im 

Rahmen der Veranstaltung aktuelle 

Fragen der Wirtschafts- und sozial-

politik der Akademie für Politische 

Bildung, Tutzing.

march 10, 2017

Game Changer China – Game 

Changer in China. – Vortrag bei der 

BMW AG – UD Mobility Services / 

On-Demand Mobility, München.

march 14, 2017

China auf Zukunftssuche – Warum 

ist ein China 2.0 notwendig und wie 

könnte es aussehen? – Vortrag beim 

Wissenschaftlichen Verein Mön-

chengladbach.

april 26, 2017

Marktverzerrungen in der chinesi-

schen Nichteisen-Metallindustrie. – 

Vortrag im Rahmen des Wvmetalle – 

parlamentarisches Frühstück, Berlin.

may 4, 2017

Economic Concepts of Institution 

Building and Institutional Change. – 

Presentation at the UNIVE /IN-EAST 

spectives, Center for German and 

European Studies (ZeDES), Chung- 

Ang University, Seoul.

november 25, 2016

Integrating Reproduction into the 

Production Focus of Comparative 

Studies of Welfare Capitalism. – 

France-Japan Workshop on Capital-

ism, Welfare State and Intimate Life: 

Toward a Theory of Human Repro-

duction in Mature Societies, Kyoto 

University and EHESS, Kyoto.

december 14, 2016

Market Making in Inter-regional 

Comparison. Cross-border Tempo-

rary Agency Employment in Europe 

and East Asia. – Waseda University, 

Tokyo.

February 20, 2017

Organizer: International Sympo-

sium improving Gender balance of 

participation in science: european 

and asian experiences, organized for 

the Institute of Global Leadership, 

Ochanomizu University, Tokyo.

June 29, 2017

Science Research Leaders and 

Leading Science Research. – ELIS 

Seminar for Doctoral Students in 

STEM Fields from the US and Asia, 

Ewha Womans University, Seoul.

July 12, 2017

Determinante of the Outsourcing of 

Domestic Labour in Conservative 

Welfare States: Women’s Resources 

and Market Dynamics in Germany. –  

26th International Conference of Eu-

ropeanists, Glasgow.

July 14, 2017

Organizer: The Sustainability of 

Gender Regime Transformations in 

Europe, Section Gender and Sexual-

ity. 26th International Conference of 

Europeanists, Glasgow.

July 14, 2017

Transformation of Conservative 

Gender Regimes. The Intersection 

of Class and Gender in Comparison. 

– 26th International Conference of 

Europeanists, Glasgow.

september 2, 2017

Organizer: The Social Consequenc-

es of Structural Reforms on the 

Welfare Mix: Agricultural Protec-

tion, Family Care and Corporate 

Welfare. – Section 6: Economics, 

Business and Political Economy. 

15th International Conference of the 

European Association for Japanese 

Studies, Lisbon.

anna shpakovskaya

June 10–11, 2017

Historical Process-Tracing as a 

Method of Analysis – a case study of 

the Chinese Red Cross Reform 

(2011–2014). – 2017 ACPS-Nankai 

International Symposium china’s 

public policy and national Gover-

nance, Nankai University, Tianjin.

yuko sugita

september 2, 2017

(with Yuka Ando) 「考えて発信する
ことを目指す日本語教育の試み　第
二段階の報告」 (Developing auton-

omous thinking and assertive com-

munication skills in Japanese: The 

second stage of the medium-term 

research project) – EAJS Conferen-

ce in Lisbon, 30 Aug – 2 Sep 2017.

kei takata

april 7, 2017

Connecting with the First or the 

Third World? Two Paths Toward the 

Cross-National Movement Mobiliza-

tion in the Japanese Global Sixties. 

– International Conference on cross- 

movement mobilization, Ruhr Univer-

sity Bochum.

July 13, 2017

Escaping through the Networks of 

Trust: The U. S. Deserter Support 

Movement in the Japanese Global 

Sixties. – 9th Annual Seminar of the 

Bielefeld Graduate School in History 

and Sociology (BGHS) Grappling with 

the Global: the challenge of boundar-

ies in history and sociology, Bielefeld 

University.

august 14, 2017

Overcome America, Reentering 

Asia: Civic Cosmopolitan Publics in 

the Japanese Sixties. – American 

Sociological Association 112th an-

nual meeting 2017 culture, inequali-

ties, and social inclusion across the 

Globe, Montreal.

markus taube

october 5, 2016

Chinas Einbindung in die Weltwirt-

schaft. – Vortrag im Rahmen des 

EMBA Business Integration, ausge-

richtet von der Julius Maximilian 

Universität Würzburg.

october 5, 2016

Auf der Suche nach China 2.0 – Ak-

tuelle ökonomische und wirtschafts-

politische Entwicklungen in der VR 

China. – Vortrag im Rahmen der 

Vortragsreihe der GDCF Düsseldorf 

e. V.

october 7, 2016

Theory and Reality of Social Net-

works in East Asia – Revealed Com-

parative Advantages for Economic 

Development? – Presentation at the 

Sino-German Joint Conference in-

stitutional economic perspectives on 

“one belt one road” and innovation in 

china and europe, organized by the 

University of Wuhan & the Universi-

ty of Duisburg-Essen, Duisburg.

october 12, 2016

Why China Will not be Granted Mar-

ket Economy Status – Different No-

tions on the Role of the State and 

Business in the Economy. – Presen-

tation at the chinese-Foreign aca-

demic dialogue on Frontier problems 

of political economy, held at Jilin 

University, Changchun.
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media 
presentations

medien- 
präsentationen

14
Seoul Messenger Birds 
(Ausstellung „Mein Ostasien”, 2016)

Zeichnung: Beatrijs Brouwer

Workshop transformative power of 

obor, Venice.

may 11–12, 2017

Globalisierung der Weltmärkte. – 

Seminartage im Rahmen der Quali-

fizierungsmaßnahme sales excel-

lence der ThyssenKrupp Steel AG 

Duisburg.

may 16, 2017

China at the Crossroads – Global 

Value Chains and Domestic De-

mand. – Presentation at the work-

shop spotlight on china, organized 

by Cohausz & Florack Patent Attor-

neys, Düsseldorf.

may 17, 2017

Level Playing Field – Chinesische 

Firmenübernahmen in Deutsch-

land. – Vortrag im Rahmen der Ver-

anstaltung china im Wandel, ausge-

richtet durch Chinaforum Bayern, 

IHK Schwaben, Raiffeisen Landes-

bank Oberösterreich, MBL China 

Consulting und Taylor Wessing, 

Augsburg.

may 21, 2017

Institutional Change in China: Global 

Models and Chinese Idiosyncrasies. 

– Presentation at the School of Eco-

nomics, Huazhong University of Sci-

ence and Technology, Wuhan.

may 24, 2017

The Belt and Road Initiative – Its 

(Potential) Impact on National and 

Transnational Institution Building. – 

Presentation at the Faculty of Eco-

nomics, Jilin University, Changchun.

may 30, 2017

Chinas Volkswirtschaft in stürmi-

schem Fahrwasser: Anpassungsbe-

darfe und Chancen für das deutsche 

Chinageschäft. – Vortrag im Rah-

men des DCW-Regionaltreffens chi-

na und deutschland im Jahr des 

 Feuerhahns, ausgerichtet von der 

Deutsch-Chinesischen Wirtschafts-

vereinigung (DCW), Düsseldorf.

may 31, 2017

Institutionelle Fundamente transre-

gionaler Wirtschaftsbeziehungen – 

Zur Idiosynkrasie, Konvergenz und 

Transferabilität von Institutionen. – 

Vortragsreihe AREA Ruhr, Bochum.

June 20, 2017

Wirtschaftsmacht China auf Zu-

kunftssuche – Neuausrichtung in-

mitten interner und externer Her-

ausforderungen. – Vortrag auf dem 

Seminar chinesisch jetzt!, veranstal-

tet vom Landesspracheninstitut 

Nordrhein-Westfalen, Bochum.

June 20, 2017

China auf Zukunftssuche – Ökono-

mische Neuausrichtung im stür-

mischen weltpolitischen Fahrwass-

er. – Vortrag am Konfuzius-Institut 

Metropole Ruhr, Duisburg.

June 27, 2017

(with Yuan Li) The Impact of the 

New Silk Road Railways on Local 

Economic Development. – Presen-

tation at the 6th French network for 

asian studies internatonal confer-

ence, organized by GIS Asia at Sci-

encesPo, Paris.

June 28, 2017

Anti-Dumping and Distortions in the 

Chinese Metals Industry. – Presen-

tation at the European Parliament,  

Brussels.

July 8, 2017

Smarter Industries, Smarter Mobili-

ty, Smarter Cities. Reflections on 

the dynamics and hazards of co- 

evolution. – Presentation at the 

Tianjin Forum 2017 innovation and 

cooperation, organized by Nankai 

University and Korea Foundation for 

Advanced Studies, Tianjin.

July 15, 2017

Kathartischer Schock oder Keim-

zelle neuer Krisen: China und Ost-

asien 10 Jahre nach Ausbruch der 

Finanz- und Wirtschaftskrise. – 

Vortrag im Rahmen der Tagung ten 

years after. eine bilanz der Finanz- 

und Weltwirtschaftskrise der Akade-

mie für Politische Bildung, Tutzing.

July 25, 2017

Sino-European Economic Relations 

at a Crossroad. Contemporary pat-

terns and fundamental challenges 

ahead. – Presentation at the Sum-

mer School understanding Global 

china, organized by Centro Studi 

sull Cina Contemporanea (CSCC),  

Rome, Villa Montragone.

July 25, 2017

One Belt, One Road: China’s grand 

strategy for a new economic world 

order or just another white ele-

phant?! – Presentation at the Sum-

mer School understanding Global 

china, organized by Centro Studi 

sull Cina Contemporanea (CSCC),  

Rome, Villa Montragone.

July 28, 2017

Parameters of Successful Institu-

tional Transfer – An economics per-

spective. – Presentation at the 

Workshop policy process and knowl-

edge transfer, organized by IN-EAST 

School of Advanced Studies, Uni-

versity of Duisburg-Essen, Duis-

burg.

guanzhong yang

december 15–16, 2016

(with Shuanping Dai) Does Social 

Inducement Lead to Higher Open In-

novation Contribution: An Experi-

mental Study. – Presentation at the 

Third World Open Innovation Con-

ference, Barcelona.
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ard tagesthemen

Interview mit markus taube zur Logik 

und zu den Gefahren chinesischer 

Übernahmen	 deutscher	 Unternehmen	

aus wettbewerbspolitischer Sicht, 31. 

Mai 2017.

hessisCher rundfunk

Interview mit markus taube zu den 

Hintergründen und Erwartungen an 

das Treffen zwischen Xi Jinping und 

Donald Trump, hr2 der tag, 6. April 

2017.

Japanese television nhk

Interview with thomas heberer on One 

Belt and One Road, the “New Silk Road”, 

Germany and Duisburg, April 12, 2017.

savina museum of Con-
temporary art, seoul

Exhibition: KIM x RABE Visual Self, 

Phase 1 The Visual Face by benjamin 
rabe and Kim Insook, part of the exhi-

bition #selfie – the people who take pic-

ture by themselves, Seoul, April 26 – Au-

gust 4, 2017.

China and the g-20 
 meeting in hamburg, 
 intervieWs With and pre-
sentations by thomas 
heberer

Interview by Xinhua News Agency, July 

8, 2017.

thomas heberer at 中国新闻网 (China 

Information Network), July 8, 2017.

thomas heberer at CCTV 1, July 9, 

2017.

thomas heberer at China Daily, July 9, 

2017.

florian Coulmas in der 
neuen zürCher zeitung

Sag etwas, und ich sage dir, woher du 

kommst. – Gastkommentar von florian 
coulmas zur Problematik der digitalen 

Spracherkennung, July 8, 2017

Japan weist den Weg in eine bekklem-

mende Zukunft. – Gastkommentar von 

florian coulmas über zunehmende 

Vereinzelung in der japanischen Gesell-

schaft, September 21, 2017. Internet: 

https://www.nzz.ch/feuilleton/aktuell/

japan-weist-den-weg-in-eine-beklem-

mende-zukunft-ld.1317495

deutsChlandfunk

Feature/Interview mit nele noesselt: 
China’s New Silk Road, August 2017.

China Quarterly material 
bloCked in China, 
 intervieWs With thomas 
heberer

Interview by Reuters News Agency, Au-

gust 17, 2017.

Interview mit der WELT, August 21, 

2017.

Interview mit Deutschlandradio Kultur, 

August 22, 2017

Cihd-magazin

Von Chimerika zu Chinopa: Neuer Wan-

del und neuer Umbruch in der Welt. – 

Artikel von tao liu in der Zeitschrift 

des Chinesischen Industrie & Handels-

verbands e. V. in Deutschland, Ausgabe 

34, August 2017: 10–11.

nordkorea-konflikt, 
zdf-intervieWs mit 
 thomas heberer

Interviews mit thomas heberer in der 

ZDF-Sendung volle kanne: Wie geht es 

weiter mit Nordkorea?, August 16, 2017, 

und Eskalation im Nordkorea-Konflikt, 

September 6, 2017.

radii

The Language of the Qing Dynasty 

is Being Preserved in China’s North-

western Frontier. – Guest post by ying 
ding and Alan McLean, September 25, 

2017. https://radiichina.com/the-langu-

age-of-the-qing-dynasty-is-being-pre-

served-in-chinas-northwest-frontier/.

sChWeizer radio und 
fernsehen (srf)

BABOOM!!! Eine kleine Musikgeschichte 

der Atombombe. – Radiosendung in der 

Reihe passage (SRF 2 Kultur) von Ma

riel Kreis unter Mitwirkung von flori-
an coulmas und götz neuneck (Insti-

tut für Friedensforschung und Sicher-

heitspolitik, Universität Hamburg) über 

den Einfluss der beiden Atombomben-

abwürfe in Japan am Ende des Zweiten 

Weltkriegs auf die Popmusik in Japan 

und den USA, September 29, 2017. In-

ternet: https://www.srf.ch/sendungen/

passage/baboom-eine-kleine-musik-

geschichte-der-atombombe.

die tageszeitung

Alte Seidenstraße in neuem Gewand. 

Chinas Globalisierungsoffensive. – 

Sonderbeilage der tageszeitung vom 

28. Oktober 2016. In Kooperation mit 

nora sausmikat (China-Programm der 

Stiftung Asien haus) und unter der Lei-

tung der Politikwissenschaftlerin und 

Chinaexpertin nele noesselt beleuch-

ten 12 IN-EAST-Studenten die verschie-

denen Aspekte der chinesischen „Going 

out“-Strategie unter politischen, ökono-

mischen und sozio-ökologischen Ge-

sichtspunkten: sascha andree, mar-
co cox, alexander domianus,  Julia 
fleck, ramona hägele, genoveva 
köhler, linda kramer, tam nguyen, 
tim Vogt, nina Voß, tanja walter, gab-
riel weber. Internet: http://www.asien-

haus.de/uploads/tx_news/Asienhaus_

taz_4-Seiter_2016-10__Web.pdf.

欧洲时报 (european times)

Interview with thomas heberer (in 

Chinese), 7 October, 2016.

人民日报海外版 (overseas 
edition of people’s daily)

Chinese Way to Development, by thom-
as heberer, October 10, 2016.

hessisCher rundfunk

Der Staat kauft mit? Chinas Wirt-

schaftsstrategie – Interview über chi-

nesische Akquisitionen deutscher Un-

ternehmen mit markus taube, hr2 der 

tag, 2. November 2016.

Internet: http://www.hr-online.de/

website/radio/hr2/index.jsp?rub-

rik=14224&key=standard_podcasting_

derTag&mediakey=podcast/derTag/

derTag_20161102_71804635&type=a.

deutsChlandradio kultur

„Nie wieder Krieg“ als Grundgesetz. – 

Artikel von Barbara Geschwinde mit 

Statements von axel klein in der Sen-

dung kalenderblatt, 3. November 2016. 

Internet: http://www.deutschlandradi-

okultur.de/japan-nach-der-niederlage-

nie-wieder-krieg-als-grundgesetz.932.

de.html?dram:article_id=370301.

guanghua media / 
german report

Xi Jinping’s Fight against Corruption 

and the Future of China’s Reform Pol-

icies. By thomas heberer, November 

11, 2016.

China neWs serviCe

thomas heberer about China’s domes-

tic situation and China-US relationship 

after the election of Donald Trump, No-

vember 21, 2016.

China-rundsChau

Interview mit thomas heberer, No-

vember 2016.

中国新闻网 (China infor-
mation  netWork)

thomas heberer on the Chinese Devel-

opmental State, November 30, 2016

Waz duisburg

Uni Duisburg-Essen erweitert ihr 

Sprachangebot um Koreanisch – Arti-

kel von Martin Ahlers mit Statements 

von stefan knoob über das neue Spra-

chenangebot für die Studiengänge des 

IN-EAST, 30. November 2016.

Internet: http://www.waz.de/staedte/

duisburg/uni-duisburg-essen-erwei-

tert-ihr-sprachangebot-um-korea-

nisch-id208837863.html.

人民日报 (people’s daily)

thomas heberer on “One Belt and One 

Road“ and Duisburg-China connec-

tions, December 14, 2016.

the neW silk road and 
its impliCations to the 
Western industry – 
 intervieWs With yuan li

John Laurenson interviewed yuan li: 
A glimpse into the new world econo-

my. Aired by BBC Radio 4, November 3, 

2016, and Canadian Broadcasting Cor-

poration (CBC), the World this Weekend, 

January 15, 2017. Internet: http://www.

cbc.ca/player/play/854617155516.

Interview by Xinhua with yuan li: 
Chinas Belt and Road Initiative is a 

new opening-up strategy. Published 

on January 14, 2017. Internet:   

http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/ 

2017-01/14/c_135982714.htm.

Rise seen in Sino- German investment: 

B & R initiative, innovation providing 

new opportunities. – Article by Jingjing 

Ma in Global Times with statements of 

yuan li, July 4, 2017. Internet: http://

www.globaltimes.cn/content/1054923.

shtml.

南方周末  
(southern Weekend)

A dialog of tao liu with the Director of 

the College of Public Administration of 

Zhejiang University, Hangzhou, Profes-

sor Jian xing Yu, on the role of China in 

the globalization, February 23, 2017.

中国研究的兴起与发现真实中国 (China 

Studies and the Discovering of the “Re-

al China“). Interview with thomas he-
berer (in Chinese), March 16, 2017.

https://www.nzz.ch/feuilleton/aktuell/japan-weist-den-weg-in-eine-beklemmende-zukunft-ld.1317495
https://www.nzz.ch/feuilleton/aktuell/japan-weist-den-weg-in-eine-beklemmende-zukunft-ld.1317495
https://www.nzz.ch/feuilleton/aktuell/japan-weist-den-weg-in-eine-beklemmende-zukunft-ld.1317495
https://radiichina.com/the-language-of-the-qing-dynasty-is-being-preserved-in-chinas-northwest-frontier/
https://radiichina.com/the-language-of-the-qing-dynasty-is-being-preserved-in-chinas-northwest-frontier/
https://radiichina.com/the-language-of-the-qing-dynasty-is-being-preserved-in-chinas-northwest-frontier/
https://www.srf.ch/sendungen/passage/baboom-eine-kleine-musikgeschichte-der-atombombe
https://www.srf.ch/sendungen/passage/baboom-eine-kleine-musikgeschichte-der-atombombe
https://www.srf.ch/sendungen/passage/baboom-eine-kleine-musikgeschichte-der-atombombe
http://www.asienhaus.de/uploads/tx_news/Asienhaus_taz_4-Seiter_2016-10__Web.pdf
http://www.asienhaus.de/uploads/tx_news/Asienhaus_taz_4-Seiter_2016-10__Web.pdf
http://www.asienhaus.de/uploads/tx_news/Asienhaus_taz_4-Seiter_2016-10__Web.pdf
http://www.hr-online.de/website/radio/hr2/index.jsp%3Frubrik%3D14224%26key%3Dstandard_podcasting_derTag%26mediakey%3Dpodcast/derTag/derTag_20161102_71804635%26type%3Da
http://www.hr-online.de/website/radio/hr2/index.jsp%3Frubrik%3D14224%26key%3Dstandard_podcasting_derTag%26mediakey%3Dpodcast/derTag/derTag_20161102_71804635%26type%3Da
http://www.hr-online.de/website/radio/hr2/index.jsp%3Frubrik%3D14224%26key%3Dstandard_podcasting_derTag%26mediakey%3Dpodcast/derTag/derTag_20161102_71804635%26type%3Da
http://www.hr-online.de/website/radio/hr2/index.jsp%3Frubrik%3D14224%26key%3Dstandard_podcasting_derTag%26mediakey%3Dpodcast/derTag/derTag_20161102_71804635%26type%3Da
http://www.hr-online.de/website/radio/hr2/index.jsp%3Frubrik%3D14224%26key%3Dstandard_podcasting_derTag%26mediakey%3Dpodcast/derTag/derTag_20161102_71804635%26type%3Da
http://www.deutschlandradiokultur.de/japan-nach-der-niederlage-nie-wieder-krieg-als-grundgesetz.932.de.html%3Fdram:article_id%3D370301
http://www.deutschlandradiokultur.de/japan-nach-der-niederlage-nie-wieder-krieg-als-grundgesetz.932.de.html%3Fdram:article_id%3D370301
http://www.deutschlandradiokultur.de/japan-nach-der-niederlage-nie-wieder-krieg-als-grundgesetz.932.de.html%3Fdram:article_id%3D370301
http://www.deutschlandradiokultur.de/japan-nach-der-niederlage-nie-wieder-krieg-als-grundgesetz.932.de.html%3Fdram:article_id%3D370301
http://www.waz.de/staedte/duisburg/uni-duisburg-essen-erweitert-ihr-sprachangebot-um-koreanisch-id208837863.html
http://www.waz.de/staedte/duisburg/uni-duisburg-essen-erweitert-ihr-sprachangebot-um-koreanisch-id208837863.html
http://www.waz.de/staedte/duisburg/uni-duisburg-essen-erweitert-ihr-sprachangebot-um-koreanisch-id208837863.html
http://www.waz.de/staedte/duisburg/uni-duisburg-essen-erweitert-ihr-sprachangebot-um-koreanisch-id208837863.html
http://www.cbc.ca/player/play/854617155516
http://www.cbc.ca/player/play/854617155516
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2017-01/14/c_135982714.htm
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2017-01/14/c_135982714.htm
http://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1054923.shtml
http://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1054923.shtml
http://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1054923.shtml
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honours, appointments
ehrunGen, beruFunGen

benjamin rabe won the Best Paper 

Award at the Third International Con-

ference on Universal Village 2016 in 

Nagoya, October 8, 2016 (together with 

Martin Rathmann from the Cluster of 

Excellence asia and europe in a Global 

context, University of Heidelberg). Co-

chaired by the Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology (MIT, Professor Yajun 

Fang), the University of Nagoya (Profes-

sor Yoshiki Ninomiya), and the Beihang 

University (Professor Zhang Xiong), the 

conference talks tried to exemplify the 

concept of Universal Village as a de-

sired future society that pursues hu-

man-nature harmony through the wise 

application of technologies.

The praised paper and presentation 

 titled ready for the robot revolution – 

Japan’s attempts to solve societal is-

sues by the implementation of advanced 

robotics drew attention to the difficul-

ties Japanese actors of the robotics in-

dustry and the government encounter 

while trying to solve challenges caused 

by the demographic aging of the popu-

lation by the implementation of robots 

in various sectors of the society.

florian coulmas hat im Oktober 2016 

den Meyer-Struckmann-Preis für geis-

tes- und sozialwissenschaftliche For-

schung (2016: Ausschreibung für Ost-

asienwissenschaften) erhalten, der seit 

2006 von der Philosophischen Fakultät 

der Heinrich- Heine-Universität Düs-

seldorf (HHU) vergeben wird. Die Aus-

zeichnung ist mit 20.000 Euro dotiert 

(see report in Chapter 2, page 16).

Die Duisburger Sparkasse hat am 25. 

Oktober 2016 wieder ihre jährlichen 

Sparkassenpreise (insgesamt 13.000 

Euro) für die besten Doktorarbeiten 

und Bachelor-/Masterarbeiten an UDE- 

Studenten verliehen, darunter auch 

frederike schmitz, die am IN-EAST 

Ostasienwissenschaften studiert.

On October 27, 2016, anna shpa-
kovskaya has been awarded a certifi-

cate of recognition for her contribution 

to cultural exchange between Okinawa 

and Germany.

The award was given by the governor 

of Okinawa prefecture Takeshi Onaga. It 

acknowledged Anna’s active participa-

tion in promoting cultural exchange be-

tween Okinawa and Germany e. g. orga-

nization of various cultural events, such 

as Ryukyu Festival in Düsseldorf, Oki-

nawan traditional music concerts and 

Okinawan traditional art workshops 

in Frankfurt, Cologne, Bonn and Dort-

mund.

The ceremony was part of the 6th 

Worldwide Uchinanchu Festival that 

took place in Okinawan capital city Na-

ha from October 25 to 30, 2016. World-

wide Uchinanchu Festival takes place 

every five years to promote Okinawan 

soft power both in Japan and abroad.

One of the main objectives of the Oki-

nawan Community in Deutschland is 

to establish a platform for cultural ex-

change between Okinawa and Germa-

ny. It pays a specific attention to provid-

ing exchange opportunities to talented 

young people in the two countries.

shuanping dai and guanzhong yang 

received the Best Emerging Schol-

ar Paper Award from the University of 

California, Berkeley at the 3rd Annual 

World Open Innovation Conference, De-

cember 15–16, 2016, in Barcelona (see 

report in Chapter 2, page 18).

giulia romano wurde im Juli 2017 in 

die Global Young  Faculty V aufgenom-

men, die Anfang Oktober 2017 startete.

Die Global Young Faculty bringt enga-

gierte, herausragende Nachwuchswis-

senschaftler der Metropole Ruhr zu- 

sammen. Das Programm will den Teil-

nehmern durch Networking neue We-

ge öffnen und fördert darüber hinaus 

ih-re individuellen Forschungsaktivitä-

ten. Die Global Young Faculty wurde als 

gemeinsames Programm vom Merca-

tor Research Center Ruhr, der Stiftung 

Mercator und der Universitätsallianz 

Ruhr ins Leben gerufen.

Die Universität Duisburg-Essen ver-

leiht jedes Jahr Preise für sehr gu-

te Abschlussarbeiten. Anlässlich des 

Dies Academicus am 28. Juni 2017 

wurde auch martin heinberg für seine 

Dissertation geehrt (700 Euro). Er war 

bis September 2016 wissenschaftlicher 

Mitarbeiter von Prof. Markus Taube.

1     
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Hua-Shan-Tempel, Provinz Shaanxi, China 
(Ausstellung „Mein Ostasien”, 2016)

Foto: Klaus Eulenbach 
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Adjunct Professor, Zhongguo Renmin 

Daxue (Chinese People’s University), 

Beijing

Senior Research Fellow, Beijing Acade-

my of Social Sciences

Member of the Board, Institute of Envi-

ronment and Energy Policies, Zhejiang 

Univer sity, Hangzhou

Co-Director, Confucius Institute Metro- 

polis Ruhr, Duisburg

Member of the Advisory Board, Asso-

ciation for German Studies, Qing dao

Member of the Editorial Committee of 

the annual yearbook ethnic minorities: 

annual social and economic indicators, 

Routledge

momoyo hüstebeCk

Reviewer for the journals pacific affairs 

and democratization

axel klein

Mitglied des Wissenschaftlichen Bei-

rats Japan-korea der Deutschen Gesell-

schaft für Asienkunde e. V. (DGA)

Editorial Board, contemporary Japan, 

Journal of the German Institute for Jap-

anese Studies (DIJ), Tokyo

yuan li

President of the Chinese Economic As-

sociation (Europe/UK)

“Boxiang” visiting Scholar on the The 

Belt and Road Initiative, Fudan Develop-

ment Institute, Fudan University, March 

2017

kerstin lukner

Vice-President and Board Member, 

VSJF = German Association on Social 

Science Research on Japan

Speaker, Political Science Working 

Group, VSJF = German Association for 

Social Science Research on Japan

Peer Reviewer, pacific affairs, Rout-

ledge and Japan-Jahrbuch [Annual 

Yearbook on Japan]

rumin luo

Member of the International Union of 

Anthropological and Ethnological Sci-

ences, University of Kent, Canterbury

Manuscript Referee for sage open

nele noesselt

Gutachtertätigkeit für die Deutsche 

Forschungsgemeinschaft

Gutachtertätigkeit für die Studienstif-

tung des deutschen Volkes

Werner pasCha

Vice-President of the Japanese-Ger-

man Center Berlin (JDZB)

Chairman of the Board, Japanese-Ger-

man Foundation for Cultural and Aca-

demic Relations (JaDe)

Steering Group Member and Executive 

Board Member of EastAsiaNet, the Eu-

ropean Research School Network of 

Contemporary East Asian Studies

Member of the Editorial Committee, eu-

ropean Journal of east asian  studies

Editorial Advisory Board Member, Jour-

nal of korea trade

Vice-President, German-Japanese So-

ciety of the Lower Rhine, Düsseldorf

Member of the Committee for Econom-

ic Systems and Institutional Econom-

ics, Verein für Socialpolitik (German 

Association for Economic Studies, VfS)

Member, Korean-German Forum, ad-

vising the German and South Korean 

governments

Co-Editor of the book series economic 

studies on asia, Metropolis Publishing 

Co, Marburg

Honorary President, KOPRA e. V. (NPO)

Member of the Selection  Committee 

for sprache und praxis in Japan of the 

 German Academic Exchange Service 

(DAAD)

karen shire

Vice-President, RC02 Economy and So-

ciety, International Sociological Asso-

ciation

International Editorial Board Member, 

Work, employment and society, Journal 

of the British Sociological Association

Jury Member, International Research 

Prize of the Max Weber Foundation

Jury Member, VSJF Publication Prize 

for Young Researchers

Member of the Scientific Advisory 

Board, Werner- Reimers-Stiftung

Member of the International Scientific 

Advisory Board, White Rose East Asia 

Centre, Universities of Leeds and Shef-

field

Editorial Board, contemporary Japan, 

Journal of the German Institute for Jap-

anese Studies (DIJ), Tokyo

Member of the University Board of 

Councillors (Hochschulrat), University 

of Duisburg-Essen (until June 2017)

Affiliated Professor (Vertrauensdozen-

tin), Hans Böckler Foundation

professional aCtivities
ehrenamtliche tätiGkeiten

yuka ando

Zweite Vorsitzende, Japanisch an Hoch-

schulen e. V.

roman bartnik

Reviewer for the Academy of Interna-

tional Business, benchmarking: an in-

ternational Journal, EAMSA

flemming Christiansen

Member of the Editorial Board of the 

following journals: china information 

(Leiden), asian politics and policy (Wash-

ington and Beijing), Journal of current 

chinese affairs (Hamburg), Journal of 

agrarian change (London), economic 

and political studies (Beijing), and of the 

book series chinese Worlds (Routledge)

Honorary Fellow, White Rose East Asia 

Centre, Universities of Leeds and Shef-

field

Member of DAAD Commission

Appraisals of project applications 

for the German Research Foundation 

(Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, 

DFG)

florian Coulmas

Editorial Board, contemporary Japan, 

Journal of the German Institute for Jap-

anese Studies (DIJ), Tokyo

Associate Editor, international Journal 

of the sociology of language, De Gruyter

helmut demes

Advisory Committee, Euro-Asia Man-

agement Studies Association (EAMSA)

lun du

President, German Confucian  Society 

(Deutsche Konfuzianische  Gesell schaft 

e. V., DKG)

Board Member, International Confucian 

Association (ICA), Beijing

Board Member, European Association 

for Chinese Philosophy (EACP)

Deutscher Korrespondent der Zeit-

schrift 《国际儒学研究通讯》, Beijing

Winfried flüChter

Member of the Scientific Council of the 

(German) Journal of economic Geogra-

phy  –  Mitglied des wissenschaftlichen 

Beirats der zeitschrift für Wirtschafts-

geo graphie

Member of the Selection Commission 

of the Association of the Promotion of 

German-Japanese Cultural Relations 

(JaDe), Cologne   –   Mitglied der Aus-

wahlkommission des Fördervereins 

Deutsch-Japanische Kulturbeziehun-

gen (JaDe), Köln

thomas heberer

Member of the Editorial Board, the chi-

na Quarterly

Member of the Editorial Committee, eu-

ropean Journal of east asian  studies

Member of the Editorial Board, Jour-

nal of china in comparative perspective, 

London School of Economics

Member of the Academic Advisory 

Committee, china in comparative per-

spective network

Member of the Academic  Advisory 

Board, Journal of current chinese  affairs

Member of the Academic Advisory 

Board, internationales asienforum

Member of the Editorial Board, chinese 

political science review

Member of the Editorial Board, Journal 

of chinese Governance

Member of the Editorial Board, interna-

tional Journal of political science & diplo-

macy

Member of the Editorial Committee, 国
外理论动态 (Foreign theo retical trends)

Co-Editor of the book series east asia in 

the 21st century, Verlag für Sozialwis-

senschaften

Co-Editor of the book series ostasien- 

pazifik. trierer studien zu politik, Wirt-

schaft, Gesellschaft, kultur, Lit-Verlag

Co-Editor of the book series schriften-

reihe zur ostasienforschung, Nomos 

Verlag

Member of the Academic Advisory 

Board, Cologne Forum of International 

Relations and Security Policies

Member of the Academic Committee of 

the Dr. Seaker Chan Center for Compar-

ative Political Development Studies at 

Fudan University Shanghai

Member of the Academic Advisory 

Council, Institute of European Studies, 

Nankai University, Tianjin

Adjunct Professor, Nankai University, 

Tianjin

Distinguished Professor, Zhejiang Uni-

versity, Hangzhou

2
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Member of the Yale Society for Com-

parative Studies, Yale University, New 

Haven

Member of the Advisory Board, Insti-

tute of Advanced Studies in the Human-

ities (KWI Essen)

Board Member (alternate), Institute for 

Work and Qualification (IAQ), University 

of Duisburg-Essen

Board Member, University Research 

Area (Profilschwerpunkt) Transforma-

tion of Contemporary Societies, Univer-

sity of Duisburg-Essen

markus taube

“One Thousand Plan” Professor of the 

City of Tianjin

“Outstanding Professor” at Nankai Uni-

versity, Tianjin

Guest Professor at Jilin University, 

Changchun (May 2017 – May 2022)

Honored Professor at the Huazhong 

University of Science and Technology, 

Wuhan (May 2017 – May 2020)

Co-Director, Confucius Institute Metro-

polis Ruhr, Duisburg

Secretary, Duisburg Economic Re-

search Seminar (Duisburger Volks-

wirtschaftliches Forschungsseminar)

President of the Euro-Asia Manage-

ment Studies Association (EAMSA), 

(2017–2019)

Member of the Experts Group for the 

“Sino-German Innovation Platform” at 

the German Federal Ministry of Educa-

tion and Research (since March 2017)

Member of the Committee for Econom-

ic Systems and Institutional Economics 

(Ausschuss für Wirtschaftssysteme 

und Institutionenökonomie) of the Ger-

man Association for Economic Studies 

(Verein für Socialpolitik, VfS)

Member of the CEA (Chinese Econom-

ic Association) Europe Advisory Board 

(since August 2016)

Member of the Advisory Board, Merca-

tor Institute for China Studies (MERICS), 

Berlin

External Researcher and Academic 

Committee Member at the “China-Is-

rael Entrepreneurship and Innovation 

Center” of Jilin University, Changchun, 

(since 2015)

Visiting Professor at Ca’ Foscari Univer-

sity, Venice (2015, 2016)

Member of the Academic Advisory 

Board, Journal of current chinese affairs

Member of the Editorial Board, china 

economic policy review

Member of the International Editorial 

Board, chinese management studies

markus tünte

Mittelbauvertreter im Beirat, Netzwerk 

Frauen- und Geschlechterforschung 

NRW


